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Hancock County Savings

Bank,

ORGANIZED MARCH 17, 1873,
paid regular semi annual dividends amounting to
Surplus above all liabililies
Loans only on unquestionable security (not names alone).

*201,811.01
88,806.70

has

.....

U. B. Coo lido k, President,
C. C. Bitrrill, treasurer,

John F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. 0. Burrill, assistant treasurei.

To Our Fire Insurance Customers.
In view of the fact that there is naturally some inquiry by the assured as to
the effect of the recent disaster at Baltimore and the iinancial condition of
fire insurance companies, we are pleased to announce to our customers that
will not
we have been advised by all of our companies that the recent losses
Impair their capital and that a large surplus will tie left for the protection of
all tfieir policy holders. We suggest that you look over your policies at this
time, and if in need of further protection we tender you the services of our
Yours respectfully,
office.

C.

WE

W.

Jt

F.

E.

MASON.

very glad to report that the losses sustained in the Baltimore
fire by Insurance Companies represented by us will not exceed

and they will Ik* paid in full,
policy holders of over
Moral

WEEK

THIS

Bangor:
Caldwell A Sweet—Lee’* liniment.
Southwest Harbor
.1 T Crlppen Co—Wheeler A Wilson
machines.
Boston:
Dr Greene's Nervura.
New York:
C W Crane A Co—Schooner for sale.

the

as

sain

*

companies have surplus

assets to

OEOKOi:

H.

<7 It A NT CO.,

the honorable

The sociable

Going East—6 f.0 a m and 5-30 p m.
Going West— 11.20a m and Sand 9 p
No Sunday traina.

ra.

I

THE AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at the new« stands of
C. H. I.eland, J. A. Thompson

Ellsworth and

Bar

Hnrlior.

Fire!

the agents of the old Hartford Fire

Estey.
5
subscription price
cents;
S1.50 per year in advance.

The regular meeting of Lygonla lodge
will be held this evening.
P. Slmonton will preach at BaySunday afternoon.
Mrs. Fred B. Sprague, of Milbrldge, is
Rev. J.
side

daughter,

her

Miss

Annls

There

HAS

1

15 0 0

II
already opened

an

account,

supply

of

These banks are in the hands of both old and young.

saving.

told,

and the old

ought

City

minstrels

Hose

terta’nment will begin next Monday
evening at Hancock ball.
The regular monthly meeting of Eso-

lodge will be held to

teric

morrow

even-

A full attendance is desired.
the

Mary Somes, who has been spending several weeks with Mrs. Thomas E.
Hale, will return to Somerville to-mor-

The

C.

not to be, the merits of

R. Foster and

wife

entertained

We have just received a half CARLOAD of

group of friends last evening at whist In
iiouor of their guest, Miss Carter, of Bar

Fielding Amusement
Company’s production of “Wedded, but
tbeapian.is

Drop-head

Rotary Sewing Machines,

and for 30 Days, if this Coupon is used in ordering, we will sell
regular $40 machine, warranted by us for ten years, for

you

our

strictly

LAST
J. T.

limited to

Cash,

thirty days.

Wilson

one

3 drawer

or

$30

on

day

to

noon

j'a'e wt

the funeral of

her

i,

two-weeks’

payments.

at

v.

J

last

friends

her

home

on

Sdurday

Hancock

after-

street.

H. Illggiua, founder of the Higinstitute at
Charltatou,

classical

Harry E. Rjwe has te urned from
Amesbury, Mass., where be lias been several weeks learning the carriage painter’s
trade.
Mr. Rowe was obliged to return
ou

above offer.

account of illness.

hearing of Charles W. Kemp vs.
Seacoast Packing Co. was held at
tbe
The

T. 0. Address.

iFriday

courthouse

afternoon

Chief-Justice A. P. Wiswell.
decision

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
AVork.
Gas, Ether and

M. MOORE,
dealer in all *ln<i» of

Froah,

salt,

I

Smoked and Drj

FISJH.

1

judge’s

reserved.

for the annual concert and supper

Joseph’s Cat hone society are about
completed, and tbe committee promises
and clever novelties in the

some new

|

Cocaine for Painless Ex-

was

before

The

of St

EDWIN

A
x

Plans

♦v#*.

£#0+0#0+C»*«.-*<
0

way

of entertainment.

The city fathers met last evening and
took a recesa until next Tuesday evening.
The board of registration is holding its
session

traction.

in

the aldermeu’s

which

room,

made this necessary.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.
Kllawortli.

Main Street,

Haddock, Halibut, Bluetts* |
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops,
Lobsters ami Fionau Haddies.

iCod,

Campbell A True PM*.. Kaat PCnd Bridge,
, ELLSWORTH, ME.
♦

<•*- ♦

'*■«

j

For This Week, Potted Plants
another lot of choice A'ermont
Yellow

Eyed

BEANS
IOc PER
at the NEW

Primroses,

Roman

Hyacinths,

Daffodils.

EllsworthGreenhouse
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

Tbe regular monthly union service of
Protestant churches will be held in the
Rev.
Unitarian church Sunday evening.
J. P. Slmonton, of the Methodist church,
will deliver the sermon.

The last exercises of the term will take
place at the high scb >ol Friday afternooiii
The programme includes music by U. W.
Sargent, Grace Wescott, Ruth Goodwin
and

Helene

Russian and

Beliatty;

a

lecture

Japanese War’*,

on

by

“The

H.

Dunn, jr ; current events by Ernest
Lyman; the school paper by Philip Jordan and

Julia Cushman, and

a

dehaie

QUART.
& True

Subscribe for The Amekioan
[The only county paper.]

roe

in-

There is a quality added to the
cake and biscuit by the Royal Baking
Powder which promotes digestion.
This peculiarity of “ Royal” has been
noted by physicians, and they accordingly endorse and recommend it.

no

of

Unitarian church.

and

not

probably

will

be less

The Knights of Pythias will give an
entertainment and supper in their lodge
room this evening.
There will be no
lodge work. The occasion is for the benefit of the members, their wives and lady
friends. The entertainment will consist
of vocal and instrumental music, graphopuone selections and magic lantern
views. There will be whist.
The cobweb party which was to have
been given at the Congregational church
next Wednesday evening, will be held
The affair
Tuesday eveuiug, March 8.
auspices of the March

mittee which consists of

com-

Mesdames How-

Royal Baking Powder is used in
baking by the best people everywhere.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CHURCH

COMING

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Mar. 4—Prayer meeting.
service at
Mar. 6—Morning
Sunday school at 11 45 a. m.
METHODIST

Whitcomb, chairman, J. T. Giles,
C. P. Dorr, L. H. Cushman, F. Carroll
Hodgkins and Misses
Burrtll, Lewis
Agnes Lord and Louise Eppes.
Thirteen barrels of lobsters were seized
by Game Warden Frank L. Hodgkins, of

Odd Fellows hall.

Monday, Apri' 4,

>

EPISCOPAL.

j

ard F.

njtnntr*l fi'Ow,
City Hose Co.

Hancock ha!l—Annual
ba'l and supper of the

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Tuesday. March 8. at Congregational
Until further arrangements are made vestry—Cobweb party by the March com! roittee. Admission 25?
be
In
Odd
services
will
held
preaching
Fellows ball Sundays at the usual hour.
Wednesday, March 9 at Manning hall—•
The regular Friday eveuing prayer meet- Sociab'e hv Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M*
Music by Mo nag hart’s orchestra.
ing will be discontinued for the present.
Lamoine, at the express office in EllsSunday, Mar. 6—Morning service at
abbcrttsnnrntx
The 10.30. Sunday school at 1145. Junior
worth last Wednesday afternoon.
lobsters were from parties over Bluehiii league at 3 p. m.
we, and were billed to Boston and New
day side—Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m
York houses. Warden Hodgkins picked Mr. Simonton.
the lobsters over and fouud eighty shorts.
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Have

These

returned to the salt water and

were

the balance
tion.

along to tbelr destina-

sent

Sunday, Mar. 6—Sunday school at 10.30

Pretty

a. m.

Prayer meeting Sunday evening

_

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Artelie

McOown

visiting

is

Rev. David

relative* at

Surry.
ill.

Maddocks is

Mary

Mrs.
ton i*

Dr. Simou-

attending her.

Mary McFarland,

Miss

Ellsworth, is

of

Sunday, Mar.
10.30.

visiting Hazel McOown.

Sermon

at 7 30.

visiting

relatives here.
Leach

K.

Edward

are

and

Miss

visiting

Nellie

relatives

and friends heie.

Conary
Canary's

and

Otis
Mr.

Gown,

one

wife, of Surry, visited

sister

Mrs.

Howard

Me*

day last week.

Mrs. John S. Googius was called to
Franklin Thursday by the death of her
mo'her, Mrs. Hannah Butler, formerly of
this ptace.
was a surprise party at the home
Fred Starkey and wife Saturday evening in honor of Mis. Starkey’s birthday,
it being Feb. 29, the first for eight years.
Tue evening was passed in playing pit.

There

of

Kefreabments

were

Kerr, pastor.

6—

by

Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p.
Surry—Sunday at 2.30. Mr. Kerr.

m.

UNITARIAN.

Henry E. Davis, wuo is employed by the
Western Union Telegraph Co., is home

and w ill order any size desired. Come
in and look at them
We know they
will please you.

Bluehil! youngsters started life
Monday, Feb. 29, and consequently
will not have many birthdays even if

Q. A. PARCHER

they grow to be very old. One is a
daughter borh to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
p. Merrill; the other a son born to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles H. Dodge

|To All

who are

was

postponed

by using

instead of

it working

ou

went

to

“

j
\

Bartlett's Island

the ice.

$3.00
$2.50

“

Japan,

A. M.

Hopkins

ELLSWORTH.

M

Solved at Last

the

ft
Y

*wrE have a RAZOR that is

LAKEWOOD.

Brewer.

$3.50
$3.25

“Grand Rapids,” Nickel,

Mrs

Ivory Frazier and Zeiman Garland spent
few days last week in Bangor and

pleasure

“Ideal,"

Gilman Wakefield and wife entertained
friends one eveuing last week.
The young people gave Albert Closson a

a

a

It will outlast

"American Queen,"

Helen Thomas.

George Kay

drudgery.

brooms.
Note our prices:

Harboi

for

a

i
your

forty

to work.
Kane

“Oyco” Hearing HISSELL,

carpets and make sweeping

RIVER.

Thomas has gone to Bar

a

the tinest carpet sweeper made.
It will brighten and preserve

vacation.

MOUTH OF THE

that back-breaking
broom to sweep their

we say, avoid this useless
waste of energy and unnecessary dust

visiting relatives in Brewer and
Bangor for several weeks, are home.
The many friends of Mrs M. H. Haynes,
who underwent an operation for appendicitis at the hospital at Bangor on Thursday of last week, are pleased to know that
she is doing nicely.
Miss Helen A. Thomas, of Eden, of the
State normal school at Farmington, wag
the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. P. Lord,
Miss Thomas was on her
Friday night.
way home for

using
corn

carpets,

until

been

a

MAINE.

Weary Housewives

week, when it will meet with Mrs.
B. S Jettison on Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Ira B. Hagan and child, who have

guaranteed to shave any beard that grows,
”
and we agree to keep the same sharp and ready for use for a term of
two years, free of charge. They sell for $1.50 each.

Apothecary,
ELLSWORTH,

dust-raising

The literature club

Sunday

RUBBER GLOVE

Two

last

next

last

It is hard for women to properly
attend to their household duties without making their hands red and rough,
and at this season of the year and to
prevent this we have a tine quality of

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Mar. 6—Service at 10.30 a. m.
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
The monthly union service will be held
in the church Sunday evening at 7 o’clock.
Sermon by Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the
Methodist church.

this week.

Miss Ida

________

served.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Lorlng

Hands

Morning service at
the
pastor. Com-

munion at the close of the service. Sunday school at 11 45 Junior C. E at 6 p. m.
Preaching service at 7 p. in.

Lottie Tourtelotte, of Ellsworth Falls,
is

last Saturday eveuing.
There was a basket sociable at
scboolhouse one eveniug last week.

WIGGIN & MOORE, Druggists, Corner opp. Post Office.

EVENTS.

Thursday, March 17, at Hancock ball—
Annual concert by Sr. Joseph’** Caibotie
society.
Supper served at 6 o’clock in

Friday,
Sunday,
10 30.

CO., NEW YORK.

NOTES.

CONGREGATIONAL.

surprise party

Building.

0. P. TORRENCE

nonce.

extremely pleasing,

for the season, and

W.

MARKET, east end

Bridge, Campbell

Odd

difficult. The cost of the music is fl.75
Other expenses will not be over fl each

evsn-

will occupy the pu>p.t of the Baptist
church Sunday
morning and evtniug,
March 13.

Gentlemen:—Please find enclosed.dollars Jor which please
delirer to me one Wheeler <fc Wilson Rotary Sewing Machine, as per

Porcelain Inlays.

in

The Ellsworth festival chorus will hold
first rehearsal at Manning hall tomorrow evening at 7.30.
All interested
are requested to be present.
The music

Walker, of Brewer,

the liti le daughter of Vim. J A.
plessa tfv entertained a ^arty of

young

noon,

K

J. T.'Crip]>en Co., Southwest Ifurbor, Me.:

2Tame.*.

runner

the uulou service at the

Sunday

Rroolclln Sun-

to

conduct

Mrs.

gt listic services under the susp’ces of the
Maine Baptist evangelistic committee.

gins’

drop hea 1 Wheeler &

ordering
good
Rotary Sewing Machine, at $-8 CASH,
for

ffi

to

James

B wde

SPECIAL SALE COUPON—Limited to 30 Days.
This coupon is

Tuesday

Mildred,

COUPONS.

CO., Southwest Harbor, Maine.

CRIPPEN

J. P. S'mniitnn went to Hancock

v

Rev. David Kvrr goes

Old Machines not taken with

OF

ISSUE

R

lie

lie**.

W

no

with t

died
McFarisiid, who
morning, aged seventy years.

payments of $."> down and $.1 per month, for $30, delivered at your home.

This offer is
this coupon.

unm

uhii

a

Fred E. Cook, EINwortb’s wtll-known

8—8

preaching services will be held
rcnuwN

IarsoujtclypureI

destroyed the
Sunday
evening,

which

church

BAPTIST.

Harbor.

or on

"BakingPowder

row.

•

Wheeler & Wilson

to the fire

is under the

Miss

banks and would like to swell the number of accounts to 2,u00 before

young need to be

State street.

regular moutbly meeting of
R. A. chapter held last evening
several new applications were accepted.
Capt. J. A. Bowden left Monday for
New York to take charge of his vessel,
I he Willie L. Maxwell, for a trip South.

OCTOBER.

We wish to thank those who have

1.

on

Aesdta

and to say to those who have not, that we have a new

April

false alarm of Are Saturday
burning chimney In H. M.

e

ing.

(HOMES
LAST

a

Rehearsals for the

At

SINCE

was a

evening for
Hall’s h >use

ME.

BANK

orchestra.

The Nlcolfn club will again entertain Us
friends, ladies and gentlemen, at the clubhouse tomorrow evening.

DEPARTMENT,

LITTLE

Owing

Methodist

this year is

business.

on

visiting

course

MADE ITS WAY INTO

have been

weekly prayer meetings have been
postponed. There will be
Single copies, definitelyservice
next Sunday, because
evening

Fred E. Morang Is in Boston.
K Whiting goes to Boston to-nigbt

First National Bank
THIS

to

was

week.
MonaghRn’s orchestra will
furnish music.
Refreshments will be
served during the evening. All Masons
and their families are invited to attend.

S

k

ELLSWORTH,

which

next
m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POST-OFFICE.

ghan’s

SAVINGS

a meeting of tbe Baptist
society held
evening tbe resignation of Rev. David Kerr as pastor of tbe cburch was read
and accepted.
The date when the resignation wilt take effect has not been
i fixed, but will
probably be in about six

given by Esoteric lodge this evening has
been po-dponed to Wednesday evening of

pursued by the Hartford Fire
“Following
Sprague.
Insurance Company in all prerinus conflagrations, it is already
There will be a dance at Odd Fellows
adjusting and paying Baltimore losses,—GEO. L. CHASE, Brest.
\V. TAPEEY. ball Saturday evening. Music by Mona“Hartford" is represented In this vicinity by O

P

At

its

Baltimore

The following telegram was sent to
Insurance Co., Feb. 8:

board of registration is in se«sion
Hancock hall.
Evening sessions will

weeks.

6.18 p m.
V6 and 9.46 p

and H. W.

«

last

and

m

a m,

•

person.

sewing

effect October 12, 1903.

Going East—7.16 a
Going West—11 .M

No. 9

be held to-nigbt and to-morrow night
from 7 to 9 o’clock. Persons qualified to
vote must appear before tbe board in

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

In

!

aobtruatmcnitt.

Tbe
at

AT ELLA WORTH TOST OFFICE.

Place your business in tile leading agency—

:

The

I

DVKRTI8RM ENTH

!“7™“" "w™™

discussed by Austin Maddox and Marj
Htnltb on the affirmative and by Albert
Joy and Edith Lord on the negative.
Tbe remainder of the second division will
declaim.

A M Hopkins -Carpet sweepers.
If F w hitromb—SherlfTs *a»e.
Whiting Bros—Carets, curtains,dress goods,
groceries, eic.
Ellsworth Dental Parlor*—Dentistry.
G A Pare her—Apothecary.

840,000,000.
THE

A

arc

$6,000,000,

The

MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 2, 1904.

__j_ELLSWORTH,

The method of making plates
use

them

with

Chamber.

Or. F. O. BROWNE,

[FULL

SET,$7.

Ellsworth

so as

comfort—My

Uental

to be able to

new

Suction

Manager,

rarlors.

CHRISTIAN

KNDKAVOB.

Topic.—How Chriat stills the storms cl
life.—Ps. evil. 23-21.
Life has often trn likened to a sea.
and in this portion of the one HumZrco
and Seventh Psalin God’s providence te
those upon the sea in the midst of a
atorm is described, and it may speak
to us of God’s power in Christ to still
the storms of our lives. God’s chosen

people
people.

not

wore

especially

a

seafaring

Tor the most part they dreaded the sea. and yet they had an important seaport at Joppa, and some of
them engaged in maritime pursuits.
They went down to the sea tCb<- Mediterranean) and did business in great
y. liters—great in contrast with the inind seas of Palestine. "These saw the
orks of the Lord and II is wonders in
deep.” They saw sudden and great
.onus, common on the Mediterranean
rs on the sea of Galilee, and God’s deiverance of Ilis people even as Christ
^dlod the waves of the Galilee by say*
iug. "Pence, be si ill,”
The siomns of the mighty deep are
symbolical of the storms on the sea of
iife. The wind is contrary, the waves
mount up to heaven, our souls melt
away in trouble, we reel to and fro and
are at our wits’ end.
Human ingenuity
seems to be at an end, and we indeed
Nor are these
know not what to do.
exceptional cases. Every life has its
storms as well as its calms, its sorrows as well as its joys, its afflictions
ns well as its satisfactions.
"Into every
life some rain must fall and some days
lie dark and dreary.”
And yet we need

despair. Our "extremity becomes
God’s opportunity.” Wo ran call upon
never

the Ix>rd in

trouble, and He will
our distresses.
"lie
maketh the storm a calm, so that the
waves thereof are still," and we can
Ik? glad because they are quiet and oe
brougli* by Him to our desired haven,
and the goodness of God thus manifest'd toward u$ should jead ns to praise
Him.
God stills the storms of bOinan life
by His Son Jesus Christ. Chv^t spoke
to the waves of the sea, a.nd theY were
stilled, and so lie can speak peace to
the human heart and cause it to be
still. To us, as to the disciples of old,
says. “Let not your heart be trou-

bring

our

out

us

bled,” “I will

of

not

leav§ you comfort-

leave with you, my
and if we will
peace **f mind
and stillness of soul instead of mental
restlessness and spiritual disquiet.
Christ is also our guide, our pilot over
the sea of life. He not only stills the
storm, but “He bringeth us uuto our
desired haven." Some of us may think
that we can guide our own lives, but
we are much mistaken. We need Him
'‘very hour of life, and He never fails.
By Ilis holy spirit, by 11 is word, which
is “a lamp to our feet,” by His providence and by His church and its sacraments and other means of grace lie
brings us at last to heaven, our desired haven. Let us therefore accept
Him as our pilot and ever pray:
less,"

“Peace

1

peace I give unto you,"
trust Him we will have

Jesus. Saviour, pilot me
Over life’s tempestuous sea.
BIBLE READINGS.

Ps. lxv, 1-7; Ixxxix, 1-9; xeiii. 1-5;
cxiv, 1-8; Prov. viii, 29. 30; Isa. xxvi.
1-4; Mark iv, 35-41; John xiv. 1-3, 27;
Acts xxvii, 14-25, 41-44; Ilov. xxi. 1.
A

Mtdocean

Reqgrut.

On his journey to Australia, in the
Interest of Christian Endeavor, Dr.
Clark sent this mid-Facific request:
“Will you not (as many as are like
minded) join with me for the next
three months, or whenever you keep
the Quiet Hour, in this form of united

prayer':
"Our Father in heaven, bless us who
unite in this prayer to Thee and our
Christian Endeavor brothers and sisters
In «very land.
"Enlarge our fellows.,ip; increase our
faithfulness; make us more useful in Thy
Move our h* rts not only to
church.
pruy, but to give as Th u hast prospered
us, for this and every good cause
Bring
young people who know Thee not to Thyself.
Bless, we pray Thee, the Juniors
that the boys and girls may be Thine.
"For the Christian Endeavor brotherhood in all denominations and in all the
Make us worthy
world we thank Thee.
of large blessings and able to receive
them. For the sake of Jesus Christ, our
only Lord and Saviour. Amen.

“Perhaps

you will cm this out
is not long. There is u

or

felcopy it; It
lowship in words even, and the fact
that we are using the same petitions,
framed in the same words, at the same
tiine, ijill make us realize our kinship.
“Aside from this, in our Quiet Hour
we shall have time for mauy and varied petitions, for this will hardly occupy sixty seconds, but it will be a
golden chain to bind to the throne of
God the hearts of all who use it."
Vev«*r Inrertain.

,1 thank God that Christian Endeavor
has never been tineertain as to the inspiration. the infallibility, the inerrancy of the word of God.—Rev. Dr. John
P. Carson.
*

-—

Do

the

grb&rrttswmtrits.

Mutual benefit tfolumu.

..

Hard Thinjr.

Do
gives

anything—anything that God
you to do.
Occupy the hard
places if those are the ones he calls you
to #11.—Bev. Dr. Francis E. Clark.
Five Anonymous >'nsrsret*.
Betnember. Junior workers, it is awfully important to catch the young men
when they are boys.
When a society ceases to be active
it’s dead, and when it's dead It's no

good.
We may pray for a hundred and a
thousand, but they must be saved one
by one. Keep this in mind. Endeavorera who labor as soul winners.
There is no substitute for the personal work in the church or in the Christian Endeavor society.
Sonic think that in the pledge we aim
Don’t drop the
too high for them.
standard to meet such. Bring them up
to the standard.

mouth, whence already then
faint earthy smell, half sweetish. half repulsive. Some of the curious
were for crowding the edges to
watch him. but wiser ones held them
back. “Give him all the light anti air
possible, poor fellow; he needs both.'
Vomur Abin*n>n
Squire Clark sold.
strij IHxl and barefooted, sprang to the
edge of the curb. “Who’ll follow meV"
he asked. “I’m going down, right behind Hilly; we may make a live chain
before It's too late
“I’ll follow! And I! And I!” came
from nil about. In a little, the human
line was over the edge, creeping d »wn.
down to the dangerous deeps, noisome
and cold. Hilly heard It coining, and
shouted up:
“In time, thank God! I hear moans!*’
Then he gave a great Inarticulate cry.
There, clinging to the rough rock wall,
was Amy. five feet above the glimmer
ing water, which lapped something
dark and limp.
“Here, you! Take her up!” he cried
hoarsely, husbanding his breath all be
might, lie had come to the thick, deadly damp. Unless he was quick and
bold It would make an end of him, us
it had possibly already made an end
of jMK»r. light hearted .lock. Clinging
fast with one hand, his feet well braced
across the well breadth, he swung Amy
up with the other into young Alan
son’s hold. The others knew enough to
Drawing a
pass her on up tind out.
long, long breath. Hilly leaped down
beside the insensible figure at the bottom, caught It up and began a desperate ascent.
“Hold hard. Hilly!
I’m coming to
help!” young Alanson cried, setting Ids
feet firmly and bending until his head
Thus lie
was almost level with them.
gripped Jock's collar and somewhat
eas<*d the strain on Billy. Roth were,
however, so near to smothering their
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Motto:

Helpful

MADOfc*'.

and

Hopeful

The purpose* cf thl* column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, a»<i alms t*i be nclptul an I hopeful.
Being f- r the coni'noii good. It I- for the common use-a pubic servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a mmllum for the interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*
communications, amt It* 7-unees* .depends largely
on me support given it in lids resect
Communications must be signed, t*u< the name of
writer will not he piloted ex -opt l»y permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
wtll be njecicd without good reason
Addrvs*
all contmuideations to
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notici' Mtt’e pleasures
nolle* little pains;
If wc quite forgot our losses
And rememb red all our g.itn*;
If we l>N»ked ror people's virtues
And their faults r« fuse t» see,
What a comfortab e happy.
Cheerful place this world w^uld be
-S. J- r.
If

we

As

we

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
use

How many beautiful young girls develop into worn, listless and hopeless
women, simply because sufficient attention has not been paid to their physical
No woman is exempt
development.
from physical weakness and periodic
and
pain,
young girls just budding into
womanhood should be carefully guided
physically as well as morally. Another

_
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Dear

I ba»e

r

several

p* in ted a bote
taking them up to

ad the few line*

times

s

nee

place at the b

ai

tf

the

let ween

contrast

our

umn. and in
"plea urea and
co

pains ’, aioseea and gains,” "f ult* snd
virtues” one rou d but tr.lnk of thedifferen

e

with

w

hich person* look

upon

or

woman.

experiences.
Take *lltt e pleasures”. I>o*a the sight
of others’ happiness give you pleasure?
bear these d.ffcrent

Did you
mornii g

look out of

the

window

—

***■■
[S'
•I Miss Rose Peterson. Secre-*
tary Parkdale Tennis Club, Chicago, from experience advises al!
young girls who have pains and
sickness peculiar to their sex, to

Miss

Hannah E. Merslion, Collingswood, N.J., says:
“I thought I would write and tell
you that, by following your kind ad-

this

vice. I feel like a new person. I was
or a ro-y checked little girl rsdant with
always thin and delicate, and so weak
I cauId hardly do anything. Menhappine-s because t' ey could slide do* n h „that
struation was irregular.
snow fcnnk—perhaps going a tod or two—
j
I tried a bottle of your Vegetable
and did you snide all to yourself, and a
Coni poll ml and began to feel better
warm glow come into your h art because |
right away. I continued its use, and
of their pleasure?
am now well and
strong, and menOr did you turn a way from ? he window; struate regularly. 1 cannot say enough
withasolemu f-e«. a sigh "for the o*ys i for what vour medicine did for me.”
$5000 forfeit if original of above letter proving
that are no more”, and the tb< u*ht bow !
genuineness cannot be producedlittle they know of what is before then ?
Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable
Now apply thi* to larger pleasure* and it
Compound will cure any woman
will be ihe index of w hat you are getting in the land who suffers from
i.i.
womb troubles, inflammation of
the ovaries, and kidney troubles.
memories are among our pleas- ;
nr

d

see a

bright eyed

little

boy

!

J*

By MARTHA

$

Cause am! effect are your true endless
e!i. in. Thus because young Alanson
wrought good letter*, fbe very best, to
the rector a‘n.1 fcqui * Clark .»irs. Drown
gave the garueu party where so much
else h .pinned. Mr*. Brown bad three
girls to establish, and. as beau* were
none too plenty, naturally it was a ruling | riuciple with her to let no eligible
y% ung man get away from Eastbridge
without a proper experience of their
fascination*.
The faKcitmtion* were all very well
until Amy Peter* came. Amy was never accounted a
beauty, but somehow
she put all the set beauties out of court
and countenance.
Behold her at the
party tripping airily about the lawn,
with young Alanson at one side. Jock
Iliiman at the other and Billy Corliss
ti gging after like the faithful watchThis while the other
dog lie was.
young women hail less than a beau
apiece. You will admit it was aggraKate Martin. Amy’s best
vating.
friend, spelled upon her fingers “P-I-G”
as the train went past her.
But Kate
was not in the least angry or jealous.
Slie had Bobby Shepherd all to her
self, although Essie Brown had done
her best to lure the gentleman away.
“I.et me tell you about Miss Amy.”
Jock said to the stranger when presently Amy was safely enthroned in a
garden chair, with her court still about
“Flic's nearly the only girl in
her.
Eastbridge you don’t have to court,
whether or no you want to”-—
“But you know you always want to,
Jocky, dear/* Amy said saucily. Billy

■warn
were

a

before tlieir eyes;

tlieir heads

bursting; the subtle heaviness

in

chest and nostrils numlicd them to th<bone. Alanson felt himself almost falling when a rope struck his hand, flung
V
1. m?uru
11II
11M
nui
with such forts' It almost drew blood.
somehow* the laugh did not get Into his
"Send up. Jock.’ We'll pull you two
eyes.
Young Alanson kept up the
out safe!" the men higher up cried to
“Can you imagine a
game bravely.
Happy
them ami then, when they saw their
live man not wanting t«>?" he asked of
ures.
Doesn’t the thought Qt some little
plight, came down like Trojans to help.
the world in general an l Billy in par
do„e
gift or kindiess
jon y.ftfl ftg° I told a «h>ry about not having time enough to
It was little short of a miracle that any
titular. Billy put on his most reflecbrighten your pathway to day? What are Write, or you wliil *11 l*e sending fur m_. wa> tive look. "There might l>e extenuat- of the three got out alive. But someit
me
I
for
would
Chine
telling
Inventing
(or
we harvesting along life’s j urney? The
how. by the good God's mercy, they
ing circumstances,” he said diplomatbetter have used part of It In sweeping under
all came Into reviving tipper air. Jock
pains And ti.6 prick* and the thorn*, or tbe
ically.
Aniy
give him a reproachful j
so with a recipe ’orca*>baae salad 1
be**},
tbe joys and pleasures and Hindu* see ?
j
will dote, hoping the enhmges are hot all RObe. glance and said
loftily: "T suppose. had the face of a dead man. At sight
To tboae w bo are xp cting to be happy:
circumstances of him Amy fell to sobbing. “He—he
*
Billy,
your
extenuating
a
small
sail
CAtUtAttfc 8ALAt>-( hop
of ci>>
when certain thing* are accomplished >et j
lifted me lip nnil bade me cling,” she
hsgv*. n 3< rilng nil the c<»srse o ter leaves aid wear frocks. Pray, does it happen by
me say:
Don't wait for that time; be ft* Inside stnlk, and mix with the following dresssaid brokenly, "but stayed on the botmost
chance
that
the
extenuating
any
t»*
at< r, I *en-»p»*«>n Ou ter, 1 of
one eag
tom himself because there was not
happy as you can with thing* a* they are ing:
suatmt. *4 cup vine* nr, •* tea*|*«»on ca«-h of salt
of them is named Clarissa Brown?”
to-day, and when the th'hgs come to pass, and mustard. Cook until thicken chill la*tonroom for two to hold In the crevice of
his
“No."
said
shaking
|
Billy
sturdily,
(CSTHLK
which ycu «o much desire, you will be all using.
head. “But that reminds me that neither the wall."
Aunt Madge.
the better prepared to enjoy them.
"He won't die for It.” Ilr. Payne
Mr. Alanson nor I have more than said
‘howdy’ to Miss Clarissa. Jock, yon said, looking tip from his patient. Billy,
did
know
old
friend
Sir
Thomas
Orator.
‘E-the.’’,
you
My
j
ami white upon the grass,
Upton's
stay here and keep this quicksilver lying »|H-nt
for twenty four hours I had been saying
Sir Thomas Liplou is as good a rrcsn
beckoned Amy imperatively to him.
young person out of mischief while we
M.
B.
of
to
tbe
coterie
fiieuds,
as
teur
This
la
one
of
hm
meuUlly
"You must marry me—right off," he
yachtsman.
scramble through the decent thing.”
“Hal y round the tl*g,” for the generous
j many stories relative toll h fovorite sport;
“You may find us engaged unless you said, patting her hand. "After this 1
I
been
so
of
with
which
had
letters
One
of
members
of
crew
Sham
the
the
of
with yourself."
supply
hurry back.” Amy flung after them. dare not trust you
favored was exhausted, and 1 said 1 will rock I
was
a
"Nor I." Amy said, nestling to him.
big Scotchman, who wen Jock
“Let's hide.” he
laughed aloud.
wait one mail more bef re beginning tne known to h’s employer and messmates as
said. "1 know the very place.
Won’t "Y'ou were horribly foolish to take such
column for this w»ek.
Sand)—jus! Sandy. Prior to tbe sailing it give Billy a jolt to come back and risks fur me. Billy. It Is only by stayAnd 1 was well rewarded, and tbe sisters of the boat for America, bir Thomas gave
ing with you 1 can make sure you will
find us missing?”
a good luck dinner to h>« crew, and Saudv
will be well entertained with your *njoynever do it again."
nominated as one of the uratora of
j “lie needs one. good and hard,” Amy
able letter which follow*. I hope some the occasion.
said, tossing her head the least hit. “I
inti
iite
and
one (or more) wi'l answer your queries in
With
ms-'
A Lord t hanrrllor nt i’Uf.
pains
many
givings and tbe assistance of advisors, | have not told anybody else, Jock, but
regard to time—and what to do.
It is on record that the great seal of
strurg together a few sentences I’m going to marry Billy if I cau ever
Sandy
A though I have inquired several time*,
expressive for bis r«gard for both tie make him show himself properly and Britain has twice been degraded to
we have never yet bea d
from the sysIn 1834. when Lord
kitchen uses.
knight and tbe yacht. Trie speech, as
humanly foolish. He’s so abnormally
tematic housekeeper, that is, none that as thus prepared, conik’ned tbe quotation,
Brougham. then lord chancellor, was
and sensible and settled I
“8li** walks tbe w»t«-r like a thing of
steady
going
answered to that cognomen and admits ;
us a guest with the Inichess of
life,” to commit which to memory cost should not dare try to live up to him— staying
that she does all her work by rule.
tbe sailor much mental iffjrt.
Bedford, some ladies of the house party
At t be j
unless I knew he had a nice silly streak
in a frolic ventured to purloin the great
Dear Aunt Madge and Membera of the M■ B- dinner, when tie time came for talking,
Sandy was called on aud promptly g *t j somewhere.”
seal from the chancellor's bedroom.
FYaternity:
be managed to
-t»ge
However,
fright.
“I
wouldn’t
way
suppose
you
any
j
I have needed only the lime for writing you
Trembling with anxiety, the great
blunder along until be came to the quotame.
consider
near
all
I’m
for several week**.
silly
1 haven’t time now, bui tion. Then be
pretty
man came downstairs to proclaim his
metaphorically “went to
wlil try to invent a little. Tell n»e what you pieces”. The sense of tbe line remained
streaks,” Jock said dolefully.
Amy loss, but to his relief
they told him of
do, If you ever come to the place where there with S-indy, but tbe words bad tied. laughed and patted his arm, saying:
tlieir joke and challenged him to tiud
After several false starts, the orator in
are so many thing* to do, you don’t know what
“But you have good sense streaks, too.
his treasure.
Entering into the spirit
desperation, blurted out this:
to do Amt; when in addition to the regular
else why should you like me so
“An, I tell ye, she just squ liters through Jock,
of their fun. he at last dragged tin
housework and some out-door work, when men
well?
We’ll always be the best of emblem of his
tbe water aye like a freeteud dook.”
are away, there are a dozen or more pieces of
authority triumphantly
“Squatters” is a Scotch term meaning friends, I know.”
from the coal box.
sewing needing immediate doing ?
tbe action of a terrified duck wueu tak- |
“Bet your bottom dollar on it!” Jock
Adam’s slocking* and mittens give out, the lug wlog.—Success.
is till in merry mood, he led the party
sleeve linings in all his coatr go "on a tear", his
said, hurrying her along. He was mak- to the kitchen, where each lady made
He Made Pills.
overalls are minus knees and certain other
ing for a tumbledown summer bouse, a pancake, with the great seal for a
Senator Thomas C. Platt, of New York,
parts, lint enough to lurnish arn y supplies (if
thickly overgrown with vines, that pan, pouring the butter between its
it were the right kind; Is gatberlt g under the
began life as a druggist in the towu of nestled in the very farthest corner of disks.
bed* and other "shady" places, and instead of
Owtgo, Tioga c >unty, and has never for- the lawn. It had a plank fioor, rotten
This mad pruuk created so much
doing any of these things you would live to
gotten his experience in pill-making. and crumbly, and a dilapidated rustic amusement that I-ord Brougham re
have pieuty of time to reau, write letters, visit
After the election last year, a young rebench along one side—a cool, deeply
and make pretty things
peated it at Taymouth to give pleasure
for tbe
assembly shaded nook, sweet with roses and hon- to the Marchioness of Breadalbune.—
Never mind prescribing for the overall*— publican candidate
there’ll soon be "a funny old rag man coming whom Platt bad put forward for personal
eysuckle. Amy sprang joyously inside Loudon Answers.
this way", and i'll trade those with hitn tor a reasons, and who was carried away on
As they
it, with Jock at her heels.
tin dipper or like article, but I'd like to know
the democratic tidal wave which swept
made to sit down low, hollow* reverberaUaaii f uIih-m.
If I am the only one wlto never gets
quite time over New Y’ork city, called on tbe senator tions came up from below their feet.
Bashfulness in natural to youth.
enough for all that must be done, and fur all aud said:
“It’a all up with me. lean There was a dull crushing, a giving
‘’Modesty is the graceful, calm, virtue
one would like to do. If 1 am, there must be a
uever appear
in politics again.
1 am
away, then before they could cry out a of maturity; bashfuluess the charm ol
remedy, and 1 want to apply itashamed to show my face in my district
sliding down, dow*n to dark, dank, un- vivacious youth." and unless a young
Thank you very much. Aunt Madge, G, (and
after that beating
known perilous depths.
man takes advantage of opportunities
that "neighbor" alto) for the tribute to my pie
“Young mau,” replied the senator,
rive minutes later uniy was asking
crurt
1 am very gbui to know 1 have help'd “don’t you think I ana Very much in po
of entering society he will retain "ati
to day? Well, just twenty-two years
anxiously of those about tbe garden air of bashful ness, which Is in reality
any one. if ouiy in pie making, and that In my ittes
when I resigned from tbe United
household at least, is no small matur. for Adam ago,
chair, "Where Is
Amy?”
Nobody the want of habitual intercourse with
States Senate with Conkling, I was ridihas ever an li vcierate yearning lor pie, and
could tell him. Presently he spied far the world"
culed as ‘me too’, from the Atlantic to tbe
(Waverley». As long ago us
would like hie prescription lor its use to read Pacific aud when tbe
legislature refused out in the grass one of her little lace
1570 Aschum wrote that “if a young
"three times uaiiy while eating and occasionally to return us to the Senate, everyb dy
mitts.
from it were gentleman be liashfuil and soon blush
Running
away
a piece before retiring”.
thought that 1 would never dare to refaint footmarks on the warm turf.
in politics. But I just went back
they call 1dm a bahishe and ill brought
w ant to send a recipe for
spouge cake which appear
Hilly followed tbe marks, his face up tliyng." Dedcient social education
1 found lately. I have never made very much to Owego. kept quiet and made pills
After a
the
‘•enstor added,
pause,
whitening fast. “Jock could not he so is therefore a cause of hnsbfulness.
sponge enke because of tbe time rtqulred in
“For
fifteen years
I
thoughtfully:
cruel as to take her near that old well
beating and fussing with it, but this is luex
Habit a!
worked day and night making pills for
predisposes to it. A mere
he said
to
himself—then Iu(lls|>osit10 exert oneself, in
pensive, can be got ready for the oveu in hve inv enemies, and, somehow, they all died bouse,”
Inlged
minutes and Is excellent.
off, and I found myself back in the Sense groaned aloud; he had come iu sight
"
in for
ioug a that, may
eventually
of the well house, where the crumbled
Sponue Cake—Two eggs, yolks and whites and In complete contrc 1 of tbe organizaresult in eoalirmed bastifulness. This
tion In this state. Don’t be »discouraged
beateu together until light,
cup sugar, b leafloor told him the tale.
liul ti’erencc may lie due to a want id
Turn
by your first setback, voung man.
spoons cold water, y% teaspoon soda,
teacpoou
"Jock!
Answer
uie!
cream tartar, 1 heaping cup flour.
in and make pills.”—Success.
Oh, sympathy with the
Amy!
surroundings or
God!"
he
cried
over
the
aloud,
peering
1 beat the tggs, then add sugar and water,
uiay have its origin In unalloyed selfrim
into
the
blackness.
No
crumbling
it
with
in
the
heating
Clirf—Ww he nervous when he proish! css for many bashful men are exlightly
egg beater, stir
articulate answer came to him, hut
flour with spoon, and it is ready for baking- 1 posed? Mae—Nol in ! he least. Clare—
tremely selfish -or may be due to vanlind 1 have better success to use the cup of fie was when he propot-ed to me, but—ob,
was It fancy that down In the deeps
ity.—Cassell’s.
well, possibly be bad a lot of practice of earth he heard low,
flour fiotn a quart that has been silted with 1
moans?
gasping
since then.
teaspoon soda, of cream tartar, than the proHe sprang up with a shout that brought
When live I'laitur United.
poi lions mentioned In the recipe.
the whole crowd huddling about him.
Sir Walter Besuut in one of his books
Halfway Up The Heights.
Don’t make the mistake of using too much
ftra. Brown was at the head, weeping says of the author of "Uobinson CruI deeply sympathize with him
flour, dou’t have the oveu too hot nor let it bake
and wringing her bands.
W ho’s toilsome climbed to reach the top
“They are soe” and "Journal of the Plague:’’
a minute alter It is done, at d the result will be
Of Mount Success, ami then by whim
lost, lost!” she moaned. “Nobody ever "He Foe was horn in the year 1061. His
a cake light as feathers.
Of circumstance been forced to stop.
tame out of that well alive.
It's alfather lived in Cripplegate, where, as
Yes, Aunt Madge, I do recognize "May”,
with a little help which came in a louudabout
That we know, he had a shop. The child,
ways half full of choke damp!
But then, since half the height he’s scaled.
Is
father
it
had
built
way the present week, bhe and 1 have bad
over!
why
my
fain
this
altered
I'd
therefore, was four years of age in the
phrase let fall :
many a good hour together, always to be re’T Is better to Cave tried and failed
Why didn't I think to tell everybody?" plague year. A child of four observes
mem he red with pleasure. 1 can promise you
Than never to have tried at alii
Billy seemed not to hear. With giant a great deal and may remember a
much help in the column from her pen, If sbe
—Success.
strength he wrecked the rotten lattice, great deal. He Foe says: ’When
any
proves as ready with that as in her ability to
clearing the well mouth, then flung of! one bought a joint of meat he would not
make the "most of things".
and
Recovered Speech
Hearing.
coat and shoes, and prepared to clam
It
out of the butcher’s hand, but
take
1 often laughingly told her before her marMkssbh Ely Bros.:—I commenced using
tier down.
He had already sent for
took it off the hooks himself. On the
riage that her husband would And her a treas- your Cream Balm about two years ago for caI can’t wait, with Amy other baud, the butcher
“No,
ropes.
urer (and 1 have no doubt he quite agrees with
tarrh. My voice was somewhat thick and my
would not
he said to those who tried to
me now in that opinion), lor unlike the lady
touch the money, but put it into a pot
hearing was dull My bearing has been fully dying.”
who boasted with pride of her ability to get a restored and
him.
“I’ve
to
save
her
01
has
stop
necorne
got
full of vinegar which he kept for the
my speech
quite clear.
"night cap out ol a sheet", "May” can get a 1 am a teacher lu our town.
die with her. Stand by—listen close—
purpose.’ This must surely have been
sheet out of a ulgbt cap, and so neatly you
L. G. Brown, Granger, O.
and let me have ropes the minute you seen by the child and
remembered. It
would never guess where she pieced it!
The Ba'm does not irritate or cause sneezing.
can.”
happened in Ids father's shop before his
I could say many lovely things about her, but Sold
by druggists at 50 cts. or mailed by Ely
The
last
words
were
shouted up the eyes.”
this letter is growing so long you will know Brothers, 56 Warren 8t., New York.
—
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morgue I,

right

out th|.

Isn't llT
Boy-Yeh. Straoge,,
If 1 hoard anyone of theee
trolley r.r,
arlil It take me I tier, t Boy—It
yer try t0
i>oar<t one o’ dam care yer’II
git dere
'reel,

aure

fnonph,

fRtbical.

Pleased to Do
Ellsworth

Citizens

Publicly

on

the

Gladly Speak
Subject.

A public statement.
Given to the

public for the public good.
citizen’s experience.
Tru'bfully told for bun anlty', aakc
Should lind ready appreciation.
A

Ellsworth people are p eas.d to do
It;
Pleaded lot. Ill heir friend, and
neighbon.
T II them about lb, “little
conqueror".
The good tied, ol Doan’,
Kidney
Arc spreading o’er be city.
Lifting buidei a from .cuing back,.

Pm,’

Curing

Ibe paina of kidney ilia.
the proof In an Ellsworth
woman’,

Bead

word*.

E. E. Parker (E. E.
Parser, farrl, Bar .Ida road, ,ay»:
“f knew for
five or atx year, that
my kidney, were not
performing tbelr function, properly, and
many a morning during ibai lime when I
awakened, In place of being refr.ahed and
Ibe pain whlrb I
expected to leave .till
exI.ted. I u»td to wonder whether
there
waa not some med clue
wblcb would act
Mr..

m.

directly

on nn

klcneva,

Ibe

of

cause

all

trouble. Doan’a
Klaney Pula were no
highly .p. ken of that I went to Wlggln A
Moore’, drug .tore In Ellsworth lor a
box.
You can depei d on tbl», II It bad
not
brought r.nef I Dever would have
my

bought

a

second, and tl be second bad not
.till
furtter ben. Hied 1 would not have
bought
a third.
To .ay I end. r»e the claim,
maoe on Doan’.
Kidney Pill, I. « „ ild
•
•ve|,xpr~.|. g w h.t I Ib’nk of I hem.”
For tu le by all dealer,. Price 60
cent..
Foster 61 iihuru Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., solo
agent, lor the United Slates.
Item era tier the name,
Doan’,, and lake
DO eubfttitUtC.

Ptoftasional CarDs.

IHiNKEK,

J)li.
wishes

OP BAR HARBOR,
that hereafter hr ;«tll |r|v(

to announce

special attention to the treatment of
the

Eye, Nose, Throat

diseases

of

and Ear.

Office equlp|»ed with all the modem Instruments and appliance# lor the
examination and
treaUiu-ift of these disease*.
Ea*y iuvfM u. Bar Hartx>r hospital, where
patients recei\e the liest of care at reasonable
rate*.

F.

F- SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON.

<HBce* In Manning Block.
formerly occupied by
I>r. J. r. Manning. Office open day and tiirbC
except when absent on professional calls.

__TKI.EPIIo.NK.

Banking.

(•what your m*oey will
Invested In shares of the;

Eltorli
new

If

Loaii_art Biildi t Asi'a.
NEW

A
Is

earn

SEItIKS

open, Shares, fj each; monlAij
payments, $1 per snare.

WHY PAY

RENT

when you

can tsorrow on
your
a drat mortgage and
reduce It every month
Mouthly
and
pavment*
Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
*n<* *n 4*K>n*
you

•hare*, give

win’

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
¥
«.
w-

*

particular* Inquire of
Hknky W. Cushmaii,
Hec*y.
First Nat*! Bank Bid*.
Kiho, President.

or

JACOB BERRY.

H. L. BEN NET.

Jacob Berry & Co.

Members of New York Consolidated Exchange
I*r»slMce Exchange and Philadel*£Z
phia Stock Exchange.
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Danbury, fresh from the wilds of the
west, where for a year or more In* had
been busy taming rebellious nature
after the manner of cl til engineers
cauie down the steps that led from hit
club to the sireit, with his broad shoulders well back and the zest of living
alive in his heart.
Something of the wholesomeness of
nature's solitudes clung to him. show
lug ill the clearness of his eyes and the
breadth of his chest.
Here was a
man, one saw at a glance, accustomed
to wide horizons and great drafts of
untainted air.
May. that tender mixture of spring
and summer. was casting its glamour
over
the city, and Danbury's blood
whirled til rough his veins with an Intoxicating, Iniyish eagerness. It was a
good tiling to be alive, to have come
from that vast, still land beyond the
Rockies, where man seems so small, to
the more intimate if less lofty attractions of New York.
He felt it keenly
through every Inch of his healthy, vigorous body.
Then, too, he was on a
holiday, the more sweet that It had
been long delayed and hardly earned.
'I'lie crisp patter of hoofs upon the
asphalt the whizzing of the automobiles, even the distant onrush of the
elevated trains all of it was delightful
ban hloi. Then at the corner a faint,
sweet, vaguely familiar scent drifted
across his consciousness. and as ut a
magic touch Fifth avenue and its
sights and sounds faded into the background and an old fashioned garden
rose as suddenly before his mind's eye.
There was a rambling white house
which looked as comfortable as an old
shoe and a wide driveway guarded on
both sides by i>oplars ns straight and
tail ns grenadiers. At the back of the
lawn was a shadowy mass of shrubbery where the spikes of lilac bloom
•stood ent richly against the green.
"TTbat could have made me think of
the-old place just now?” was the silent
interrogation that he put to himself.
3111 Isidore he had time to analyze his
Trata of thought his eye fell upon a
pushcart at the edge of the sidewalk,
tipon which stood a tub crammed full
of lilac blossoms. It was the scent of
The lilacs that had transported him in
spirit to the old scenes and the lilacs
that as a boy he remembered he seorn•ed because they were flowers and
therefore only worthy the attention of
women and girls.
The alert Italian, with his pnreh«nent skin and bilious looking eyes,
who saw in lilacs only another way of
getting money, held out a bunch insinuatingly. Danbury tossed him a dime
and. sei<*cting one of the soft, purplish
sp;k**s of bloom, held It to his face and
sniffed at ft reminiscently.
Though lie walked mechanically onward, in thought he was far back in
tin* years,
lie felt the soft, springy
sod under his hare feet once more,
heard the big black and yellow bumblebees buzzing heavily over the sweetness of
the flowers, tasted the wild
strawberries that grew ou the south
slope of a certain hill that he knew
well.
These and many other things
that had made life wonderful he
thought of. remembering a bit sadly
that the world could never seem Just
like that again. Boiug a boy—thut was
the greatest thiug!
Guided by that sixth sense that comes
to those who dwell much in cities, he
paused at a crossing to allow u vehicle
to pass.
It was a victoria, and leaning
lazily against the cushions was a girl
of nineteen or twenty years, the sight
of whom brought his thoughts quickly
back to the present.
Hven in that irresponsible moment
lie realized that she could lay no especial claim to beauty. But the fresh,
girlish f:ua» was very young and clear,
and by a strange coincidence it looked
out at him from a mass of lilac as pale
and soft iu color as the flower he held
iu liis hand. Her light cloth gown, her
large hat, the parasol at her side, were
all of that color. Danbury had a bewildered feeling that she was a sort
of hitman flower, and he stared like a
man iu u trance, noting the delicate
pallor of her skin and the clear darkness of her hair.
Their eyes met and passed.
Hers
were a blue so deep that they verged
upon purple, and Danbury, who was
but the more a i>oet that he never attempted to write verses, drew a sigh
of delight.
In some Inexplicable way
she epitomized all the-charm of life
to him—the scent of flowers—the tenderness of womanhood.
She seemed
the lilacs transmuted into femininity,
and his glance involuntarily traveled
from her to the blossom in liis hand,
while hers followed with a little, quick,
unconscious flicker of appreciation.
The carriage rolled ou, and he went
his way, with thoughts that were but
h
blissful blur of lilac maidens and
lilac bloom.
Under the thick foliage
of the trees in Madison square he sat
llown to pull himself together.
“Ridiculous!” he argued sagely. “A
man of thirty-eight to lose his head
over the glimpse of an ordinary girl in
a pale tinted gown!”
Then the wonderful purplush eyes looked into his
again, and he recalled the slender form
in hazy lilac and the dear young freshness of her brow and forgot to argue
at all.
He simply dreamed strange,
beautiful dreams, in which the scent
of flowers and a slender maiden in am
etliyst robes floated in soft, wordlescon fusion.
At last he rose and straightened him
self with the quick, sharp division ot
manner which tb >se who knew hi..
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CATS SUCKING

THE DARKNESS

Wu* was tlie win tan! Absurd as it
ANIMAL
was. lip felt exultantly positive of that. POPULAR HATRED OF
(Copyright. 1903, by C. B. Lewis ]
And for the rest—well, be had a calm
OF GREAT ANTIQUITY.
As to fear In battle, we all had an
confidence in himself. lie would sureattack of “nerves” now and then, even
ly hud her and win [n-r
IN
LEGENDARY
AND
SUPERSTITIOUS
As all observant persons must have
up to the colonels, but as fc/ being
LORE THE UNCOUTH CREATURE
noticed, fate dearly loves to be tru ej.
downright scared I had a couple of
PLAYS NO SMALL PART.
In this instance she rewar leu Iianexperiences I will tell you about. Lf
s
hury confidence by bringing him face
The unfortunate toml lias from time I hadn’t been alone at the time I
to face with the victoria once more as
Immemorial been an object of distrust should have probably been drummed
he emerged from the square.
P.y her and aversion, especially among the out of the army for cowardice. There
quick avoidance of Ids glnnee he saw common people. A pleasing tale runs was oue thing I dreaded more than a
that tlie girl recognised him, and at that a
gentleman, walking along a battle, and that was standing on picket
the knowledge a sudden glow sutfiisi-il
r.lone at night.
country lane, came suddenly upon a
|
him. He felt ns ir their lives were idOn the night I have in mind I was
village boy belaboring the crushed
j
ready upon the loom of destiny. Wlth- body of a toad with a heavy stick and stationed about twenty rods north of a
out a moment's hesitation lie stopped
exclaiming at each blow, I’ll lam ’e log cabin occupied by a farmer's fama passing onh und, with a few hurried
ily. and the Confederate picket was
to be a toad!” whereat the indignant
words to the driver, jumped In.
supposed to be about the same disnewcomer, seizing the miscreant by
“l‘o you happen to know the Onin- his
collar, vigorously applied a cane tance on the other side. I was not on
vllles of Hast Twentieth street?" lie in- to his
legs, remarking, I’ll turn you the highway, but in a fringe of bushes
quired of Hartram. with whom lie dined I to be a boy!” The popular hatred of along oue line of an old field. It was
a
that night, for he hail learned so much the
darkish night in autumn, with a
toad, indeed, is of such antiquity
111 tlie intervening hours. Iinrtrnm nod- and is still so
general as to seem in- bree:;e kicking up a shindy all around,
ded, stopping to blow n few rings of eradicable.
That the creature is not and when I was told to fall out at
smoke iuto the air before replying, ar.
dangerously poisonous it is hopeless Post No. 0 and keep my eyes and ears
if it were a mutter of no special Impor- to
attempt to convince the ordinary open 1 got homesick at once.
The first tiling I did was to move
tance.
Doubtless this belief has its
rustic.
“Nice people." lie observed at last, origin In the acrid secretion which the along the fringe about thirty feet and
"but rather quiet and old tlrnev
I could see out
toad lias the power of emitting when then lie fiat down.
Why?"
disturbed or annoyed
unduly and across the field in the direction of the
“I should like to moot thorn.” nn
which will cause a dog that has in- house and the Confederate picket,
swered Danbury, with a straight look
cautiously picked up a toad to foam though but dimly. There was no light
that conveyed perfectly that no fur
at the mouth. Again, the uncouth ap- in the house, and no sounds came
ther explanation was forthcoming.
from if.
pearance of the creature has had much
Maun t boon on post thirty minutes
And so. before many days elapse 1. to do with the feeling of repulsion
ho was presented to the Indy of his
with which it lins always been regard- when 1 hr.d a regular attack of
dreams in a room whore the odor of (mi. "Squat like a toad is ine pnrase "nerves.”
I didn’t realize it until 1
Mines was ns heavy ns it had been in by which Milton describes the evil one found myself chattering and trembling
and half crying, and then I got up and
the garden of his boyhood.
As their
essaying to reach the ear of Eve.
eyes met he fancied that Miss GranSuperstition, in truth, has laid a firm kicked myself and did some tall swear
I fully realized that I had to
ville flushed ever s
slightly and that hold ou the toad's misshapen figure. lag.
her glance was puzzled and inquiring.
The belief, not only in the existence of break the spell or bolt, an 1 there was
There were several other guests pres- “toad stones,” but in their efficacy as a hard light before I got the better of
ent. but at the end of a quarter of an a sovereign remedy for certain ills, my nerves. I was feeling much easier
hour Danbury and she were separate’ which is still common in parts of the and was thinking of going hack to tbf^1
from them by enough space to make country, is
of very ancient date, spot where 1 was first posted when I
confidences possible. It was then that j “There Is to be found In the heads of suddenly caught it sound which jump
Faith Granville turned her clear eyes ! old and great toads,” says Fenton, ed my heart into my mouth and shook
upon him and said naively:
writing in 1560, “a stone they call me from head to foot with a chill.
I saw a figure and knew that some
“Of course it Is you who have been borax, or stelon, which, being used as
sending the lilacs? P.ut how did you rings, gives forewarning of venom.” oik* had stood within arm’s length of
know who I was, and why have you In the Londesborough collection Is a me. hut had my life depended on it I
done it?”
silver ring of the fifteenth century in could not have raised a finger. I choked
There was a vague disapproval in which one of these toad stones is set. up and gasped for breath, anil it seemher voice, but not enough to make him They were supposed always to bear ed as if I waited for hours to he at
despair of forgiveness.
Besides, her on their surface a figure resembling a tacked. It slowly dawned upon me us
question proved that she was more toad, being somewhat similar trinkets, I waited for a blow that it was a wochild than woman and that In the one may imagine, to the scarab®us man's figure, and after making half a
mhlst of a society bound by precedent ornament of the Egyptians. Another dozen efforts to do so I managed to
she dared to be herself.
early writer remarks, “A toad stone ask who was there and what was
So he threw pruden<*e to the winds
called ‘crepandla,’ touching any part wanted.
It was well for that woman—for I
and after it diplomacy and convention
envenomed by the bite of rat, wasp,
ami stood before her the uinn that he spider or other venomous beast, ceases woman it was—that I was unnerved j
There was a spring
It by my fears.
was. telling her how it had happened,
the pain and swelling thereof.”
within a few feet of me, though I had
how he had come hack to New York
was believed that when brought near
and how. even before he had seen them, to poison the stone sweated and chang- not been told of it, and she had come
the scent of the lilacs had taken him ed color, thus conveying to its wear- down from the house for water for
one of her siek children. She did not
back to his boyish days, how she laid ers a timely warning of danger.
It is to these peculiar amulets that know the exact location of the post,
appeared suddenly, clothed in the very
colors of his dream. All this he told Shakespeare Is supposed to refer In and Instead of making her presence
known and escaping all peril she had
her rapidly and earnestly and as only “As You Like It:”
come silently along and escaped death
a clean smiled, natural umn could have
Sweet are the uses of adversity.
done. Then he waited breathlessly for Which, like the toad, ugly nnd venomous, simply because I was unnerved.
In
his
head.
When 1 came to discover who it was
her to speak. By her answer he would Wears yet a precious Jewel
in front of me I was that weak that
Is It not probable, however, that the
know whether he had read her aright.
”0-oh!" she said, with a little gasp
poet, being a poet, is bore alluding to j I had to sit down on the ground, and
the woman went hack to the house
the eye of the toad, an object, as all
“It is too beautiful!”
There was a
1
never
suspicious humidity In her eyes, but who are really familiar with the ap- ; trembling in every limb.
should have got ovt4- the remorse of
she lifted them bravely to ids aiul con
pearance of this humble bntraehian
will agree, than which there are few it if 1 had shot her down in the dark
tinned: "I am not worthy anything s<
more beautiful in nature?
ness, nor could I have hoped that her
poetical and beautiful as this. an«
when you come to know me you wil
Perhaps the most familiar supersti- children would ever have forgiven me.
At another time, about a year later.
find it out. ? should hate that—having tion in regard to toads i3 that, still rife,
I had a pest in an old cotton field. It
which supposes them capable of exist
you discover what a commonplace gir
ing for an indefinite period in the inte- wasn’t open ground as much as it was
1 am!” She stopped and tried to steady
rior of rocks, stones or hermetically bushes, and along the south front of
her somewhat tremulous lips.
Numberless "authen- it was a fallen tree.
Here was the
“But that is my risk.” was the an- sealed cavities.
swer, "and 1 am not afraid.
May we tic instances” of this remarkable pow- post, an 1 crouched down behind the
er
have been brought forward from tree, with my head just above it, I
call this the beginning of the begin
The following exam
could scan the ground between Hit*
ning?” And he smil«“d down at her time to time.
with u look in Ids eyes that quickened pie from an old book is typical: "In Confederates and my burrow.
After I had been on post about, half
171)3 Mr. George Wilson, a mason, met
the beating of her heart deliciously*.
The end of the beginning came alxiut with a toad, which he wantonly im- an hour the night thickened up with j
a year later.
The lilacs lnul made their mured in a stone wall that he was a sort of mist until I could not have j
In the middle of the seen a man ten feet away.
Then 1
then building.
appearance in the city once more, heap
ed upon the pushcarts at the curb, wall he made a close cell of lime and rose up and took a seat on the log and
where their haughty sisters, the roses stone, just fit for the magnitude of its lighted my pipe, and I had worn away
an hour of my time when my heart
uouy nnu seemingly so piasiereu as uand violets, would sometimes stare disthe admission of air. In 180b. suddonly gave a jump and I began tc
dainfully out at them from behind the prevent
sixteen years afterward, it was found tremble.
plate glass windows of the flower
a gap in this wall
I hau neither seen nor heard any
shops. Had you been passing through necessai^’ to open
for a passage of carts, when the poor
thing to .alarm me. and I couldn’t mahEast Twentieth street early in the aft
creature was found alive in its strong
out why I should be knocked over tha:
ernoon of a certain day you might have
hold. It seemed at first In a very torI didn't stop thcr
way all at once.
seen a big, athletic man and a slender,
but It soon recovered anima- very long to think the matter over
deep eyed girl descending the steps of pid state,
tion and activity and, as if sensible of however.
On the contrary. I slipped
one of the somber brow ns tone residences. The mau was iu the regulation the blessings of freedom, made its way backward off the log into a tangle o'
to a collection of stones and disappear
bushes ami briers, and there 1 mean:
tweeds, with his gloves grasped firmly
ed.” It is known that touds can exist to remain until I heard the tramp of
in one hand, and the girl was gowned
for a long time without food, and it ithe relief.
Lee might be advancing
in lilac of a shade as elusive and beau
generally believed that they live to a with his whole army to make an at
tiful as a memory.
great age, and doubtless these two pe- tack, but I wasn't going to leave my
At the sight of the gorgeously decculiarities have had much to do with shelter to try and drive him hack.
orated carriage that awaited them they
the superstition in regard to their sup
Nerves? You may be certain that 1
Then as a shower of
half hesitated.
posed penchant for a hermit's life. Tlu had ’em. 1 trembled like a leaf, an I
something line, while and hard as hail
was completely ex
I’m telling you that I had to hold on iabout tlieii fallacy, however,
stones begun to patter
Dean Buckland, father of my chin to stop the clicking of m.
heads they dashed down precipitously posed by
Frank Buckland, the groat naturalis;
teeth.
I wouldn't run away, but in
and gladly availed themselves of its
who went to the trouble of testing th
stinet told me that 1 was in deadly
protection.
truth of the theory by an exhaustive peril, and the fact that 1 could neith.
series of experiments. It need only
see nor hear it made matters far worst
Dett«*r Than Xone.
remarked that none of his victims surfor me.
When a now famous actor was a
vived the incarceration.
Without fully realizing what I unyoung man he was one day, while drivIn legendary as in superstitious lor
I g-a my musket around and res*
doing
to
how
get the toad
ing. asked by a pedestrian
plays no small part. It may ed the barrel on the log and made ready
to a certain village.
not be generally known that the flour
to fire.
“You go,” said the young actor, de-lis of France was
originally in shap«
I sat there looking over the log. but
to
“down this road, and then you turn
n
toad.
Thus at least runs the mlnot able to see five feet into the mist,
the left, and afterward—but I am go
Clovis, king of France, bore on his ha:;
when something slowly rose up be
ing in that direction myself. Will you nor the device of three toads, or “bote-v
I didn’t say
tween me and the sky.
get in and let me drive you?”
ns they were called in old French. lib
1 didn't
to myself that I would fire.
“Oh, I suppose so." said the stranger. baptism gave great umbrage to the Arleven know that I had fired until I got
“Poor company is hotter than none.”
rebelled
and
a
who
assembled
ans,
the kick and the report of the musket.
He climbed up ami took his scat. He large host against him under King, The
sound somehow broke the sped,
was tall and tiiiu. with a very gruff,
Clovis while on his way tr j and l was on my feet and feeling a
Candat.
rude manner.
meet the heretics was granted a vision,
great deal braver when tbe corporal o:
The actor tried to entertain him and wherein he saw in the heavens his do I the
guard came running out to s.v
to get him to talk, but he would say vice of three toads miraculously char..
what had happened.
little. Once lie drew out a well filled ed into three lilies “or” on a bamv-i
What was it?
Well, on the other
case, selected a cigar and returned the
“azur.” Such a banner ho caused In- fide of the log, with his bead as good
He was in- stantly to be made, calling It his “lif us blown
case to his pocket again.
off, was one of the ugliest and
sufferable.
lambc.”—London Globe.
mo^ villainous looking bushwhacker:',
The young man whipped up his horse
He
or guerrillas any man ever saw.
and mile after mile was covered in siTine Only One.
was armed only with a big knife, and
lence. it was beginning to grow dark.
said
Miss
“Charles,’’
Passny coyly, Ids plan was to creep upon me and
“How about that road to the left that speaking of her fiance, “is quite in
give me the cold steel. His fingers
I was to take?” exclaimed the strange!
lie
Is
different
from other were clutched about the handle of the
dividual.
It
we
to
come
men.”
yet?”
suddenly. “Ain't
knife as if bolted there, and he had re“Of course; he's willing to be en
“Oh. we passed It six miles back,”
moved his boots to enable him to make
Miss
said the other.
Sharp©.— a quiet approach.
paged to yen," replied
said
the
ISxchnngc.
“Why didn't you tell me?”
I don’t know whether he expected to
stranger.
find me behind the log or among the
“Because 1 didn’t want to lose yotr
The best armor Is to keep out of gun
bushes, but he was thirsting for my
hIi nt
society. Pov e'*!Tinr*'v. yev knew i
blood and w as to hunt me to the death
m in
<*» d t'.a* yru
better limn .im.
M. QUAD.
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BREATH,

.An Old WItm’ Ffiblc TI nt ttmn Strt#(
a Good Purpose.

Can a cat really suck the breath of
child?
We have always heard that It could
Away back in early childhood we dia
tinctly remember frequent warning
to look out for the cat.
I)o not allov
the cat to get into bed with you, espe
daily to get into bed with the baby, a:
it is liable to suck the baby’s breath
which would cause the baby to die.
Is there any foundation for such
notion as this? We never could discov
er any real meaning to tin* belief tha
a cat can suck the breath of a child
Indeed the sentence is totally unintel
llgible.
What Is meant by sucking the breath'
It may be true that the cat, attracted
by the breath of a child who had re
cently been nursing, might attempt t(
interfere in some manner with tin
child’s mouth.
In young cats the impulse to nurse might be excited by tin
smell of the child’s breath. It is bare
ly possible that the cat might be seizei:
with a desire to bite or to devour tin
child’s lips or tongue, lured on by tin
smell of milk. We are not in a posi
tion to deny these possibilities. Maybe

they

are

Morning,

and Night
good flour shows its quality: fa
the fluffy dough under the
kneading hands, in the brown
loaves at noonday, in the flaky

white slices that grace the table
at night. Good flour is the result
of careful wheat selection and

advanced milling methods.

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

true.

so high that it makes
fifth more bread tlian any
other flour; makes lighter, more
delicate cakes and pastry. It is
made of the finest spring wheat;
its sales exceed any other.

quality is

But not any of these suppositions fur
nish a basis for the statement that the
cat is liable to suck the child’s breath
We have always heard this statement
with a shudder of horror. It seems tc
convoy some weird, horrible tragedy
that can hardly be Imagined. But it i?
a mere fancy, the origin of which is
lull

It

Noon

one

IU

Yet we would advise mothers to be
careful about leaving the infant with
a eat.
We do not favor the idea of
cats sleeping with children, nor do we
favor the practice of children playing
with cats, handling them, mopping
them around the floor, fondling them,
dressing them up as dolls. It is not
good for the cat; it is not good for the
child. Neither cats nor dogs ought to
be treated in this manner. They are
all right in their place, but they are
not fit for playthings.
If the superstition that a cat can
suck a child’s breath has operated as
a preventive to mothers
allowing their
children to play with cats, it has served
a very good purpose, but such childish
notions are hardly compatible with mature reflection.
It is one of the old
wives’ fables which may have served
a good purpose, but it is too ridiculous
for repetition.
There are other and
better reasons why the eat and baby
should not be left together than the
vague, unintelligible fear that the eat
wli suck the child’s breath.—Medical
Talk.
The Care

the

Chanm Even.

In days when tavern brawls in England were frequent and swords were
out on the slightest provocation common fairness demanded that the blades
of chance combatants should be of
In a sudden affray
equal length.
there would be no thought of measuring swords, so the authorities took the
matter into their own hands at the
gates of the city of London, where
every gallant was liable to be challenged. and if the public official found
any blade beyond
thirty-six inches
the smith stood by to snap off the steel
to the required length.
In Queen Elizabeth’s reign this was the common

practice.
Brcml.

Freshly made bread is more indigestible than stale bread because it is
more- moist and becomes more solid
in the mouth: hence more impenetrable to the saliva and the gastric juices.
For the same reason bread crust is
more digestible than what is beneath
it. being drier.
Frond may be untit
for use from being made of adulterated or too old Hour, by turning sour or
developing a. bitter taste from the
yeast, from (rotting moldy and from
insufficient fermentation in the rising
process, which leaves it too heavy for
the digestive* tiuids to act well upon.

SUrtirrtisrmnitB.

nuthls^^^B

Bond
advvrtiwmont

and a circular
taken from tho
WOLD MF D A L

rLOlBMBMB

r^u-k.'uc-.^^BB-SV^:

you.
two cast steel blades, spring bolster. Cocoa
I Bolo handle and is fully warranted. If your
dealer don’t handle OOLb MEDAL Flour,
| send us this and four other ISOLD MEDAL
; advertisements which will appear in this
paper during the next four weeks, and give
1
os your grwcer’s name, and we will send you
the knife without the circular from the
| MOLD MEDAL package. Address.

CROWN Sl JOSSELYN,

Mention this

PORTLAND* Ml*

Paper.

CATARRH
In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

biggest

The

bottle

of Liniment

get

you

can

for

25 cents

Has the

LEE'S "on it.

name

for the bottle.

Look for the

and rest assured

you

*

Calm

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

have the best

all round Liniment in all the worldAll

traders

at 25c

sell

LEE’S

CALDWELL
26

Main
A

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spread*
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—doei
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 oents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York
over

PHYSICIANS ADVISE

Street

SWEET
Bangor, Me.

wonderful cbmnser nnd bonier:
Sm eet's Carbolic Ointment, 10c.

Cross?
Poor man! He can’t help it.
It’s his liver. He needs a
liver pill. Ayer’s Pills.

Or, Emmons'

happiness to
Monthly Regulator baa brought
hundreds of anxious womeu. 1 hero 1- positive,
science
medical;
to
known
ly no other remedy
do the work.
that will so quickly and safely

lAmCC

Dll

Who Have Used Them
as the BEST

UtUILO Recommend

lilt. KING’S
8 Ur Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief,no danger, no pain.
Uaed for year* by n-ading HpecialUtt.

Hundred* ofteatU
niouiuls. A trial will convince you of their intrinaie nlM
in I’aae of *uppre8,.on.
Send ten cents tor sauipla and
book. Ab DruwgMt or by mail |1 JO bo*.

KING MFWtvr P>(1. p,.„ 1930. BOSTON. MASS.

Jsing BROWN’S INSTANT RFUEf
THE FAMIAY MEDICINE,
STOMACH and BOWEL TROUBLES.

For all

Prepared by

“

the N OK WAT

AMERICAN ADS

“'“X.ruSTl,"

MtdicimS Co„ Norway,

LINIMENT

per bottle.

registered.

quickly.

MONEY REFUNDEO

Ask

name,

fi ora
Longest and mo-1 obstinate irregularities
Success guarany cause relieved immediately
anteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or interof
ference with wot ft. Have n lieved hundreds
tailed. The most dlfflcases where others have
ben.
cultcases successfully treated by mail,and
No
efleial results guarar.wsea in every Instance..
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladle#
whom we never see. Write for further particunot out off
lars and free confidential advice. Do
answered, ltetoo long. All letters truthfully
sn fe under
member, this remedy Is absolutely
and noaiuvelf leave*
every possible condition
no after ill effect upon the health, beutby mall,
socurcly sealed,$2.00. Money lettersehouldb#
J. W. EMMONS CO.. 170 Tr*
mout St.. Boston, Mass.

Nasal

Ely’s Cream

Boys!

of Children.

It is usually accepted without question that the modern scientific methods used in the care and bringing up
of infants tend to increase the
average
duration of human life. Mr. Charlton
T. Lewis, writing in Harper’s Weekly,
presents a different view. When infants were treated with less wisdom,
he points out, the weaker perished and
the stronger survived. When the sick
are cared for so that a large number
recover from disease, it is inevitable
that on the average those who are thus
rescued must be weaker than the community to which they are restored.
Thus all these influences, says Mr.
Lewis in conclusion, while saving life,
“tend especially to save lives which
are feeble in a greater
proportion than
those which are strong and thus in the
end must lower the vitality of the
great mass of the population.”
AlaL in"

Free to

Me.

PAY BEST

<fcl)C tCllsiuovtl) American.
JOURNAL

LOCAL AND POLITICAL

A

PUBLISHED

AFTERNOON

EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH.
BY THE

•1,030, and SI,129 due from the State.
And right here it may be well to call

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. RoLLIMS, Editor and Manager.
six
Anbscrlptton
p«i<*
months, 60
•trlctlv in advance, #' 5h, 75 and S8 cent*
ai
respective ly Aii arrearages are reckoned
the rate of #2 per year.
will
and
Advertising Rates—Are res-onable,
Price—#* 00 a year; #1 -0*
cents for three month*; If

for

oe made known on

application.

Business communication* should be addressed
to Tut
to, and all money orders mate payable
Ells
XLABCOCK UOUBTY PUBtltaiMO CO.,
worth Maine.
_
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KRDNESDAY, MARCH 2, 1904.
This week’s

Tbere

%of

edition of The

American is

2,050 copies.

FOB

ministration of those years.

board several

Another matter which has cost the
city dear: This administration has had
to pay *101 on account of dog licenses
for 1902; *85 was paid by the administration of 1902, and *203 by that of 1901

ALEXANDER C. HAGER THY
Ward 1.
For alderman. Orrtn W Tripp.
For warden, Harry E. Rowe.
For ward clerk, F. E Tilden.
For constable, Cliff on Woodward.
Ward 2
For alderman, Frank R. Moore.
For warden, James II Hopkins.
For ward clerk, John F. Royal
For constable, Howard F. Whitcomb.
Hard
For alderman, John W McCarthy.
For warden, L^-vi W. Bennett.
For ward clerk, Ira B Hagan, jr.
For constable, William H. Brown.
H ard 4
For
For

alderman, G-n^rge W. Patten.
warden, William A. Auntin.

01

«varrien clerk. Ana W

For

constable, Wm. M. Ham Ito
Ward

•>.

For alderman. Arthur W
For

Mwrtrincks.

For constable, Dorerhua L. Fields.
Tlie Issues.

At the polls next Monday the voters
of Ellsworth will nave an opportunity
to approve or disapprove of the work
done by the municipal officers who
have had charge of its affairs during
the past twelve months.
That they were not satisfied with
the three preceding years was strik-

ingly evident at the election laBt
March, when the republicans made a
clean sweep, electing their entire
ticket from top to bottom. Naturally
some tangible results were expected
to follow7 such a complete turnover,
and it is gratifying to be able to state
that

a

comparison of the work of the

present administration with that of
its predecessors of the three previous
years shows up so favorably.
The board started out on the theory
that a larger percentage of back taxes
could be collected th

emphatically

is usual, and
declared that it should
in

De.

It accordingly reduced appropriations to the lowest possible linrit, relying on the results of a vigorous campaign of tax collecting to take care
of possible overdrafts on any of the
many funds that have such large
“paper balances” to their credit.
The results show how admirably
these theories have worked in practice.

friends

are

no

candidates—Benjamin

Mr. Hadley ia
board.

a

Hadley

L.

of the

member

Walla

Mr.

wa*

and

third last year

are

school

candidate

a

showed

for

A

Emery,
understood

Emery
for

re-

Leiand and Millard Hatnor

are

to

is

be

a

candidate

eieci ior.

Ansel B.
candidates

for tbe

road

commissioner's

berth for the eastern part of tbe town.
Mr. Leiand lathe present Incumbent of

office.
E. H Higgins is a candidate for reelection an road commissioner for tie
tbe

western

part of tbe town.
The annual report of tbe mnniclpa'
officers was issued a few days ago. It
contains tbe warrant for tbe town meeting and an estimate made by tbe selectof tbe amount of money which
men
should be raised this year.
tbe

has

town

been

decreased

The

157,943.56.
The

valuation

of

resident

is

owners

flvS0Fv873v and of non-resident owners,
1*2,554,506.
Tax on polls and estates. 1903. |134,516 43.
Number of polls taxed Apr i
1, 1903
of taxation per f1.000, f30.
the 1,235 Rate
Tbe warrant for tbe town meeting la
long document of 101 articles.

their recent three years of undisputed
sway, they did not do it, and there
seems to be no good reason for believing that they would if again re-

a

Mrs. Helen Marcyes, widow of Dan forth
P. Marcyes, died at the Bar Harbor medical and surgical hospital Monday mornlog, aged s.xty-seven years.
Tbe funeral services

turned to power.
Would the tax'-payers prefer the
made this year for
improvements

afternoon st

one

were

o'clock

held
at

Charles

E.,

of

this

place,

one

daughter, Mrs. James Lawton, of Boston.
The Ticket.

and we believe be will

at

her

night

secure

borne

after

a

on

long

R >dick street
and

Monday
painful illness.

Mrs.

nominated; while without previous
experience in mnnicipal affairs, he is

Hemenway,

of

R-*v.

j

1*^1

Tbe remains

were

|

nd every c«*e of La; rrl» that cannot
ure
> the u»e of Hai.’e Catarrh

i*.

no special effort to pick out a
manager for the coming campaign; a
manager hardly seems to be needed
Everything is falling into place like
clock-work.
It is now known that
Senator Uauna had the most sincere

making

C<<*>X«>>CsCH30eNC>000^

The
appropriations (less the
$1,800 allowed for discount on taxes)
friendship and the highest regard for
were $42,456.21, against $46,603.87 in
the President, and that he was not the
1902, $48,753.45 in 1901, and $49,489 09 man to
a knife
his sleeve.
carry

L.

up

W.

JORDAN,!
UNDERTAKER,

ji

FURNITURE

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES

E. J. DAVIS’

ere

Warden,

For Ward

held

For Warden,
HARRY B. STAN WOOD, Ward One.

Cletk,

For Ward Clerk,

FRANK E. TILDEN, Ward One.

JAMES M. BARBOl'R. Ward Doe.

For Conatable,

For Conatable,

CLIFTON WOODWARD. Ward One.

CHARLES B. MOORE, Ward One.

■

WARD

A
iog

TWO.

a

DEMOCRAT.

REPUBLICAN.
For

ALEX ANDEKC.

H

For Major,

Mayor,
AOERTH Y, Ward On.

FRANK S. LORD, Ward One.

For Alderman,

For Alderman,

FRANK R. MOORE, Ward Two.

OEORQE E. DAVIS, Ward Two.

as

For Warden,

For Warden,

Ward Two.

HENRY A. EPPES, Ward Two.

DRUMMEY,

Stenographer

...and

Typewriter...
Kn

JAMES H. HOPKINS.

For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk,
JOHN F ROYAL,

Ward Two

FRANK T. DOYLE, Ward Two.

Prompt Service,
a

*«'•»«*««

riliwnrth.

For

HOWARD

PORTLAND lady of experi nee. will
purchase for customers drv goods, wear
apparel, household furnishings, etc., free

Address Pea
of charge.
Orders solicited.
chaser. &S3 Congress St., Room 411, Portland,
Maine.

F.

Conatable,

WHITCOMB,

For ConaUble,
Ward

Twc

MOSES I

MAYO, Ward Two.

~~'

»

—I

1

WARD THREE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuuiculocns Park, i
to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the state of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Frbts Austin.
trespass
DO demand
protection
not

Notice of I>i-solution of Partnership.
is herebvby given that the part*
existing uu. er the
ut-rship heretof.
name of Ha lem & Buzzell wan on the sixth
day of Feb uary. a. d. 1JKH. dissolved by mutual consent of the undersigned, being the
individual members of said partnership.
A. K. H ASLAN
Howard R. Buzzkll.
Waltham. Feb. 12. 1*H.

^TOTICK

KEPUELICAN.

-DKMOCHAT.

For Mayor,

JLcgal IToticts.
sHCKUTH SA1.P. <>»• REAL ESTATE.
State of Maine, Hancock County as.:
March 2. 190*.
rTlAKBN ttiis second day of March. 1934. on
X execution dated February 6. I9u;. issued
ou a judgment rendered by ibe sup'eme judicial court for the county of Hancov-k, at tue
January term 19C4, thereof, to wit: on the
o*
4th d«y
February. HkA, in favor of
Uustavus F. Swift, of ('hicxgo. Cook county.
Edwin C. ftwift, of Lowell,
Illinois, and
Middlesex
Massachusetts,
county.
doing
at
Bangor, Penobscot
county,
I business
Maine, under the firm name and style
! of Bar,g*»r Beef Company, against Nancy
E. Beckwith, of Ellsworth. Hancock couure
hundred aud sixty
ty. Masre, for
!| four dollars and eighty-nine cents, cebt or
dxmage. and sixty nine dollars aud eightyfour cents, costs of suit, aud will be »o'd at
public auction at the office of the sheriff u
said Ellsworth, to the highest bidder on the
thirteenth day of April. IP»4. at ten o’clock iu
the forenoon the following descri ed real
e-tate. and all the right, title and interest,
which the said Nancy E Beckwith has and
had in and to the same on the 27th day of
October. 18 9. at twelve o’clock and ten minutes in the afternoon, the time when the same
writ in the same »-it,
was attached on the
to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land with Jthe
buildings ther»on situated in aid Ellsworth,
and bounded aud described as follows, to wit:
Northerl. bv the county road le-diug from
Ellsworth to Hancock; easterly by the road
road to the
or wav leading from said county
old fair grounds, so called; southerly by the
land of the Hancock Cou ly Fan- Association
and the land of the estate of the late Daniel
S. Beal; westerly by the -aid Beal estate’s
land and land now or formerly of Jeremiah
Hurley know as the Duron field, being the
homestead of the late Nancy W. Stevens.
Excepting and reserving from the abovedescribed premises, however, the land conveyed in the deed from Maria H. Gault to
Charles H. Drummey, recorded in book 279
page 412, of Hancock county registry of
deeds and also txcepting and reserving the
land conveyed in the deed from Louisa
Danicoet air. to Maria H. Cault. recorded in
said registry in book 278, page 435.
Howard P. Whitcomb.
Sheriff.

||

in 1900.
The tax rate was reduced to $2.10 !
At a meeting of the republican third
on the 8100 (subject to a discount of 6
district committee, held at Hotel
per cent., which actually brought the
North, Augusta, last week, the comrate down to a fraction under 82,
mittee organized by filling the va1 N
1
against 82 30 in 1902, 82.40 in 1901 and
ELLSWuKTH.
cancy caused by the death of Hon. P. 5
•2.45 in 1900. The rate for 1903 was
i
O. Vickery, of Augusta, by electing
the lowest in the history of the city
1
Hon. F. O. Kinsman, of Augusta, to
ooooTK»ooooooooooc<>ocK>oa
for the past generation.
succeed him. W. S. Wildes, of Skow- ;
The work of the tax-collector for hegan, was chosen secretary, and John
1903 has surpassed that of any col- Suminsby, of Bar Harbor, was elected
chairman of the committee. Matters
lector lor years. The percentage of |
i pertaining to the district convention
the current year’s uncollected taxes were
discussed, and time and place
j
is smaller than for a decade. Under settled upon. The call will be issued
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
the stimulus of the present board, the shortly.
special collector, who was given in
Maine’s two United States senators
charge ail unpaid taxes back of 1903, on March 4 will have served thirtyhas done extraordinary work, and the three years in Congress, and in all that
Pine Tree state got every-ATappalling total of nearly 833,000—a time the
thing that was coming to it. Can’t we
legacy of previous administrations— hire Senators Hale
and Frve to fight
of uncollected taxes was reduced to a for our new uptown postofflce
To this, of York Herald.
under $18,000.
trifle

*

J. F. Simonton

Sptdal Xotirre.

cured

ilSbOTtsi-mnusj.

v.

Ellsworth

Public

«»»«•••

STATE OI OHIO. ClTT OF TOLEDO,
”
Lucas coumt.
known
business qualifications into
Frank .1 (JtH-n»-y mate* oath that h«* 1* »<*r|or
whose hands the affairs of litis good partner of the
firm oi F .1 » bei.ey A «.u dolu*
Unities* tn the City of T«. ed<», County and
city of ours could for the coming year ; Mate aforesaid, and'thit-aid
firm will pay the
! -am of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS tor e*-u
better be entrusted.
I

It

to

I services

era

Reasonable Price*.

t

i-KA'K I. CHFNKV
A great calm lias fallen upon repub
Sworn to bi-fore me and sut»scm*-d in mv
lican po iticians since the death o! j presence, this 6th day of December. A D
A
W. cLExmiX,
Senator Hanna, and the soap-bubble
'seal )
Notakv itbliC
Mali’* Catarrh Cure 1* lake
law rnaiiy. and
character of the various “booms” for
ct- directly un tbe Mood and muc‘>u« Mir faces
Send tor te»ttmo dal* fn-e
President, other than the present ui the ay Stem
K J. CHENEY A
O Toledo. O.
occupant of the White House, has j Sold by ail druK^i-t-. 75c
Take Ilall's Family 1*11'm for constipation.
been demonstrated. The President is

brougb

home,

MISS N. F.

rb-a former bohie of tbe
Jerry, N. H
lecewsed, for burial.

It would be hard to name a ticket
better qualified by excellence and

CHARLES W. MASON. Ward One.

cannot

highly

Miles

taken

Fu

Hood’s Sarsaparilla promises to
keeps the promise.

illness, aged thirty-nine years.
Prayers were conducted at tbe bouse
Monday morning by K9V. Stephen H.
Green, rector of Bt Saviour’s chureb, of
3ar Harbor.

For Alderman.

HARRY E. ROWE, Ward One.

cure and

abort

has previously represented bis ward
n the board, has been pul in nomiua
lion.

Alderman,

For

recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla
When w«
a «pri»* medicine.
take it in the serin* wr all feel betterthroa*b
the summer.” Mrs. S. H. Nul. McCray*. Pa
too

Hernen way, rector of tbe Episcopal cburcb
at Best Harbor, died Saturday after a

known to be a thoroughly rightminded and public-spirited citizen.
In ward 4 George W. Patten, who

For

ORKJN W. TRIPP. Ward One.

Are the medicines to take—they do
the work thoroughly and agreeably
and never fail to do it.
Hood's are the medicines you
have always heard recommended.

j
wife

FRANK 8. LORD, Ward Oor.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Florence Gertrude Hodgkins, tbe five-months-old baby of Albert
H. Hodgkins and wife, occurred Sunday.
The remains were taken to Marlboro for
interment.

ALEXANDER C. HAUERTH Y,Ward On.

best time for
everything—that is, a time when a
thing can be done to the best advantage, most easily and most effectively. Now is the best time
; for purifying your blood.
Why f
! Because your system is now trying
I to
purify it—you know this by the
S pimples and other eruptions that
have come on your face and body.

Tbe death of

it.
Three of the present excellent board
—Messrs. Tripp, McCarthy and Austin
—have been renominated.
Iu ward 2, Frank R. Moore has been

were

April May
doing

4

the board of aldermen, has given Ellsworth a clean, prudent and economi
cal administration.
He deserves re-

late

There is

Vers

Alien, tbe sixteen-year-old
dsQgb’er of Charles Allen and wife, died
Miss

by

Kor Mayor,

March

Tuesday

and

For Mayor,

atsrrtisnnrnu.

the home of

on Ledge-lawn avenue.
Mrs. Marcyes was born at Mount Desert, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Gott.
She is survived by one sod,

DEMOCRAT.

MOORE.

H

officiating.

tae deceased

which no money was appropriated to
that frightful Bat of uncollected taxes,
heretofore used as an asset only ?

her

at

Feb.

reins of our city government, to make
a better showing than this, but during

remains

for intern ent.

since

1, 1903, f21,254.13.
Tbe total resources of the town for the
year ending Feb. 1, 1901, were flSl.968 22.
Balance
Total expenditures, f139.373 55.
unexpended, 142,614.77. Total liabilities
of tbe town Feb. 1. 1904. fl00.556.33. Tota!
indebtedness of tbe town Feb. 1, 1904,

Y

mother and -Mer.

report shows that tbe indebtedness

Tbe
of

VA

Miry I*., widow ot Walker E. Moore, of
Ellsworth Falla, died at the home of her
granddaughter, Mrs. John Cockley, In
Bangor, Feb. 19, of pneu nonla, age 1 sixtyfive years, atx moot h* and five day*.
Mr*. Moore »a« the daughter of the late
Thomas and Anla Chi d. St e was born In
Trenton, Aug. 14,1839. She leaves one aon.
Samuel Moor#*, of Elhwo b, one adopted
daughter, Mr*. Carrie Weve-, of East
Mrs. James
Bloehill, t eo §*ep d-nghte
Frazier and Mrs. J hn Frai> r, o e stepson, Lewis H. Moore, of Ellsworth, and
one sister. M s. J anna L l«« d. ot Bangor,
to mourn the o«a of a kl d and loving

Julien

year In place of
Mr.
whose term expires.
this

HE PUBLIC AN.

OBITUARY.

member of the school board Is to

new

be elected

been loudly called for for years. It
has been built this yeai, and has met
with universal approval.
The democrats may be able, if they

assisted

Dr. A. C. HAGERTHY,
publican Candidate tor Mayor.

»

clerk.

work had to be done,
and has been well done.
The building of a sidewalk to Woodbine and Mount Calvary cemeteries hag

election,

K»

considerable

strength
For town treasurer Charles F. Paine ia a
W. H. Sherman
has tbe field to himself for town

new

Mayor Hagerthy, ably

OUNTET.

and

candidate for re-election.

bnilt than in any previous year, and at
less cost per rod.
Owing to the condition of the side-

assume

WAHJD

Frank E. Walls.

during the last year than during any

to

BALLOTS.

SPECIMEN

op-

For third •*eiectmsn there

position.
two

have

p-obabty

He will

selectman.

And as to the money spent on the
highways. Not many can be found
who will deny that on the whole the
streets have been in better condition

permitted again

erase

To vote

apparently only one man In
aspires to be second selectman—
Calvert U. 11 amor, who is at present third

Austin.
Alexander.

his

name,

Straight Ticket, make a X within the Square above the
a Split Ticket, mark X in the Square over the
Party
in list under X and fill in new name.
name
printed
a

is

Tbere

City Clerk.

town who

supervision of the streets amounts to
no more than was annually paid the
street commissioner or tne three previous years, as may easily be seen
from an inspection of the road rolls.

warden, Walter L Smith.

For ward c‘erk. Charles E

and

tiroes

Party

name.

cornea.

alleged extravagance on the
highways, and that we are really paying two commissioners instead of one.
The inaccuracy of this talk is seen
from the fact that the sum paid for the

are

To vote

Mr. Bunker
confident of hi** election.
ia a worker,and be may be depended upon
to put up a good battle when the time

total of *389 which has been for
fcited to the State through the neglect
of not being paid at the proper time.
During two of the three years of
democratic rule, the city debt was not
reduqed a cent, and during the third

walks, much

MAYOR,

THOMAS E. HALE,

for chairman

selectmen—John E. Bun-

the board of

He Is tbe candidate of the labor unions.
Mr. Bunker has been chairman of the

a

Election Monday, March 7, 1904.

days.

two candidates

Mr. Lord
ker, jr., and Martin L. Lord.
present second selectman, and many
friends are poshing him for the fl^at place.

of the three preceding years. Yet
Issue of Feb. 24 : 2,650 copies.
the expenditures on the highways this
in 1902
Average for four issues in Jan., 2,425. year have been only $4,432.30;
in 1901, $6,039.69,
Average for four issues in Feb., 2,594. they were $5,087.92;
and in 1900, $5,015.15.
More crushed rock road has been

REPUBLICAN TICKET.

are

is at

over

J

a

for tbe next few

the way,they
forgot to charge to any fund, thus
making last year’s statement of balances incorrect by that amount.
Considerable talk is being made

20 21 22 23 21 25 26

I,i«t rf candidate* nominated, to be voted for, In tbeeevorat ward. In theCItyot
£lleworth, Marco 7, 1904.
Penally for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or dwtroyfng • Hat 0f
candidate* or a pec I men bellot—/Ire to one hundred dollars fine.

tbe annual

week away the various candidate*
(or office are warming to their work and
few voters will escape tbe office seekers

than

OF MAINE.

STATE

Bar Harbor, Marcb 1, 1904.
town meeting leai

With

only #3,612 63—which, by

13 11 15 10 17 18 19

Town Meeting— Candidates
for various offices.

Annual

—a

Su. Mo. Tu. We. Th. Fr.

ir

that besides (he
attention to the
sum still due from the State, *315 has
been collected for soldiers’ burials
paid by the city in 1901-2, for which
no claim had been made by the adfact

flhitliinti.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

course, must be added the uncollected
taxes of the current year, about *9,000
After meeting all extraordinary exback
penses from the collection of
of its
taxes, the board, at the close
first year’s work, is able to show a
clean slate—all bills paid, the city debt
reduced *2,050, cash in the treasury of

For

Mayor,

ALEXANDERC. HAGERTH Y,Ward On*

FRANK 8. LORD, Ward Oue.

For Alderman,

F»*r Alderman,

JOHN W. MCCARTHY, Ward Three.

ARTHUR W. SALISBURY, Ward Three

—

For Warden,
LEVI

w

BENSBTf, Wurtl Tnrrp.

For W'ard
IR

\

B

i.

CHARMS

ie'k,

W. GERRY, Ward Three.

F'<r Werd

HAGAN. Jr., Ward I’nr**

For

Warden,

For

PRANK L

L'mmlihl-,

C'er*.

HEATH,

For

Ward

Three.

n**i«hie.

WILLIAM H. BROW N, Ward Three.

FRED MOORE, Ward Three.

GSantrt).

lost.

cheese, eggs and potatoes In car
Live and dieasrd poultry, bioe»
lots.
and pelis. Lumber, box boards, wood, slabs
and edgings. If you have anything to sell it
will pay you to correspond * ith us. We pay
the full market price. Make prompt returns
and charge no commission, tbs Lawksmcb
Psodccb Co., 144, Methuen 8t., Lawrence,
Mass.

BUTrAR.

OL\88B8~A
]7VFbowed
eye gl
*

Ambrican

IAD1F.8

office, and be rewarded?

Jot Salt.
Point.
FARM-At
land. 14 story house,
riage
Cook'll

acres

and gentlemen —we pay $15athonJ sand cash; copying at borne; send stamp
PciiTAK Mko ’Co., Worcester, Mass.

part of a pair of goldWill finder return

sse*.

same to

Sul Blnehill.

a

stable, carhouse, hennery; good water in house
and out doors. Qood place for swmmer rustication. Apply to M. D. Cook, Lamoine, Me.

WASHINGTON.

FROM

the

About Maine’s I>eleg«tipn at the

All

Capital.
C., March 1 (special)
affecting the third

Washington, D
business

—Public

Maine congressional district baa been unTbe peop'e up
usually brisk of late.
there

seem

Congress

hurrying

to he

Is

au

end.

They

Of
are

requests and with

up with their

their affairs that have

a

Washington

end.

large number of the feDer-*

Of courses

pensions,
frequently over to

are

that tbe seasion

aware

nearing

shout

and take the governor
the pension bureau,

many of them are about poetofllcc
A couple hundred postmasters,

but

matters.
more or

have

a

lees, in the third Maine district,
number of little errands to be

vast

always gives

The governor

looked after.

prompt attention, for he
matters as part of a congressman’s duties.
these matters
regards those

I*le the rural carrier on
resigned, and G >v. Burleigh has asked that Fred P. Baton be
given tbe appointment, and ban written
his endorsement to the department.
But every man of the Maine delegation

Down at Deer
route No. 1 ha*

just jumping

1*

with

work

these

cold

Washington days. Gov. Burleigh is given
credit for ba ng the fastest walker In
He flies from p'aee to
the delegation.
place around tbe capitol so rapidly that
it Is hard work to keep track of him.
However, Mr. Littlefield can cover ground
with great rapidity. Gov. Powers moves
a little more sedately, hut be has been
toiling like a Turk with territorial l-'gls
lation. Representative Alien Is a reposeful man, and takes things with calm
philosophy, but he has been de vlng as
slduously Into District of Columbia taxa
(ion problems. He is virtually on of the
city fathers of Washington because of bis
connection with the House commtttee on
tbe District of Columbia.
the

Gov. Burleigh has been working with
several members of the House who are
concerned about the provisions of a bill
to require steam launches aod small pieasSuch
crafts to carry licensed pilots.
legislation would affect all the email
pleasure craft along the Maine oast,

ure

which are run by co lege boys In
summer aud by youths who find thi« a
means of making a living or of furthering
tbelr education at college an1 other
many of

schools.

The governor fully
reason 4hie effort to

concurs

assure

with

any
the safety of

those era'slog ou these tittle boats, but
does not want any drastic legislation.
—

Benator Hale is deeply occupied this
j
week with the big naval appropriation |
hill, which came to him from the House
Saturday, carrying a total of f96.000.000
He wants to get it reported from hla committee on naval affairs by the middle of;

prevent week, so that It cau be disposed ot in the Senate at once.
Toe navy bill, as a rule, is ttie subject of
much debate, and often Ita completion
necessitate* ao unusual rush at the end of
a

TWO BAD
AMERICAN

Senator Hale made a ringing pie* for
American ship* the other day, when the

GOOD

for the army and
American bottoms
Tue

Perklna,

of

home in

debate

many year* ago a
from
bis boyhood

About 6 30

160.990 tom on the Atlantic, benides
large number of sailing ship* that would
the

third Boor.

Landlord

in the Hawaiian islands,
rates for t ranupnrt *ng tn our
ship*
higher than thjey
were ten year* ago, before annexation.
“It 1m. Mr. President, a crying shame,
with American-built
bolt
by
ship*.
American workmen, owned by American
o*
before
the
tiers,
standing
abip
rejdy
government Making for t he poor boon off
transporting its supplies hi their ship*,
ttist our government shill do differently
from every other government, and open
that business to the com net it ton and service of foreign tramps
I have no* atsted
t ha» so strongly »a I wi-h that I conld
but I have atated It as strongly as 1 can.",
A little later in the den* e Mr H*le
monied out that there had been a stlrnulat ion of shipbuilding in this country. In
expectation of the passage
of
a
*hip
-ubat ly bill. Aa no such law was enacted,
these
of
have
now
been
left
many
ship*
idle, and lie upon the water without
work.

fire

river
and

SUNDAY NIGHT FIRE.
alarm wan turmd In at 9 o’clock
fire in the

a

that It looked

as

though the church

usual, and. after
hydrant, had their

hard

for

over

apparent headway.
the fire was out In one part of

building,

it

would

break

out

given to return

few strokes with

an axe

removed the

danger of another alarm.

add a comic section, which will be
unique iri that It will be funny, will be
In bright tints, and at the same time Inoffensive
But t hia Is not ad. The magazine will
appear for the fir«r time tn a tinted cover,
which will add great'* to the Interest and
beauty of tbia supplement.
will

|

NOTES.
At both fires the

hydrants used by the
.Senator Hale hose company were frozen
and c«used a delay of from five to ten
minutes in getting a stream on. The hynot

frozsn
down iri
the
ground, hut up at the top where teh
wrench goes on. It wa« probably caus’d
by rain and snow eaklng in around lb*
In both cases a
bearings and fretz ng
ldsh of hot water started them.

FOUR.

were

Sunday’s

lv for

fire

much confusion

(his

11^11—.—>

DEMOCRAT.

offence

fine of

Is a

Insurance adjusters

yesterday
oss on

For Mayor,

ti

At
e

|20

and Im-

the

were

Ellsworth

in

American

house

building could not be satisfac

torily adjusted, and refertes have been appointed, who meet lo day. The same Is
true of the Methodist church fire.

For Alderman,

For the first time in the history of the
present companies, an all-out atgnal was
sounded by one of the firemen on leaving

E. M

church

fire.

it

sharp blows with

ADDOCKS, Ward Four.

made by two
on the belfry

waa

an

axe

bell.

For Warden,
WILLIAM A. AUSTIN, Ward Four.

For Warden,

A

JOSEPH H. McGOWN. Ward Four.

;

Friday
For Ward Clerk,

Success

i

ASA

W. MADDOCKS, Ward Four.

whs

held

in

afternoon

and

evening. It was
largely-attended

hffslr of the kind
At

WILLIAM GARLAND, JR., Ward Four.

Constable,

WILLIAM M. HAMILTON, Ward Four

For

Constable,

der the escoit

I

Mayor.

ALEXANDER C. H AUERTH Y.Ward On.

For

Major,

FRANK 9. LORD, Ward One.

For Alderman,

ARTHUR W. AUSi IN, Ward Five.

ISAAC N. AVERY, Ward Five.

For Warden,
WALTER L. SMITH, Ward Five.

|

For Ward Clerk,
CHARLES E. ALEXANDER, Ward Five

For Conaiabie,
DOREPHUS L. FIELDS, Ward Five.

_____________

For

were

lined

with

The

noon

tram

of

the “hobo baud” from

After a selection by the “band” in the
square, all marched to Odd Fellows hall.
1 30 the

order

Warden,

FRED P. HAYNES, Ward Five.

For Ward Clerlt,
JAMES DO ROAN, JR

Ward Five.

For Conaiable,
SIDNEY J. MADDOCK9, Ward Five.

convention

was

called

r>y the grand lodge officers.

was

|

Initiatory degree by

offered and work

exemplified

to

Prayer
in

tne

Island

lodge, of Bar
by Ocean lodge,

Harbor, and in the first
of Northeast Harbor.
At intermission supper was served in
1 be banquet hall.
The convention met again at 8 o’clock,
andL«jok lodge, of Ellsworth, exempli
fk-d the second degree, auil Biuehill lodge
the third. Following tbe remarks by the
grand lodge officers, supper was again
served.
trict that

For Alderman,

fi

a

mile In width.

one

The water

is salt.
Fred
made

Bert

Hamor,
an

excursion

pilot rowed up
fr^m

ttie

with

shells.

Hamor and
to

creek

a

to

Tbe

ocean

the

myself

ocean.

Our

fifty

rods

about

bench

is

covered

Standing back from the
'•each one-quarter of a mile is a mound
thirty five feet high. We took out some
bones; among them was a jaw-bone with
j three molars attached.

Southwest

lodges represented in thisdis
did

not

Harbor,

work
and

are

Pemettc,

the

of

Brookliu

lodge.
The grand lodge officers present were
VViniim B. Lillktleld, grand master, of
North Berwick; William 3. Merrill, deputy grand master, of Augusta; Russell
Dyer, grand secretary, of Portland; Soioman P. Felker, past grand representative,
of Clinton, and J. F. Smith, grand warden, of Bangor.
Nearly every lodge in Hancock county
was represented besides many from various parts of tbe State.
Between 500 and
600 Odd Fellows were present, and that
their
appetites with them is
they brought
hhown by the following list of food which
Sixteen 20
to feed them:
pound turkeys, 7 large hams, 2 bushels
beaus, 85 pounds pork, 86 loaves oread, 85
dezen roils, 25 Ihs. coffee, 25 lbs. sugar, 20
pounds butter. 4 gallons pickles, 2 bushels potatoes, 5 gallons cream, 3 gallons
milk, 5 dozen eggs, 300 loaves cake.
After tbe second supper, all adjourned
to
IlsUned
to the
lodge-room, and
speeches and music.
wmh

required

Dallas Carter Is quite 1 I.
Miss Esther Allen, who has been quUt

He

This afternoon

drove

we

over

city

the

t iiirty years, and its transformation from a
sheep ranch to what it is to-day, showlDg
him some of the early-day dots, the new
lushes and the big birds at tbe ostrich
farm. We had a good time, you may be
-ure.

early day this
valley was bare of trees and shrubs, except here and there a live oak; and his
question following rather indicated that
he thought 1 was giving him a little
1 told him that

in

that

these

trees

when

they

It would take

a hundred years or more
Maine to grow tre^s as large as some of
from little
mrs here that, have grown
s a itches
lo be
giants a inost, since I

dumped mvseif and hag
now

ol

oxe

Miss Li lie

Friend, of Sedgwick,

and her s'ster Nell

D. C.
Feb.

e

will go to

the

een

re

of

down

ag^
our

near

P

G.

WoosTEK

Jl'jut'icmuuss.

1883.

Carries 150-100 tons on seven feet
Vessel in
water. Price $2,8u0 cash.
lirst-class condition. For further particulars apply to U. W. CItANE &
CO., 38 South Street, New York.

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Hugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Cttr|H-ta ciemitMl clean.

L. L. MORRISON, SKOWHEGAN, ME.
Send for circular.

Peptiron Pills,

50c.or$l—the latter a fall
Prepared by C. I. HOO®
CO., Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Lowell. Mass.
Selling Agent in Ellsworth:

month’s treatment.

G. A. Parcher, 14 Main Street.

born~

fcailtoatt* anfc

Mtb

*tramtL*.

A

Mrs
Mrs

Commencing Oct. 12, 1903.

and

bar

HARBOR TO BANGOR

Mra

MARRIED.
HATCH—BATES—At Wells, Feb 22, bv Rev G
I) Stanley. Miss Annie L Hutch, of Wells
Beach, to Robert Burns Bates, of Brooksvllle.
LEIGHTON—DA VIS—At Mllbrtdge, Feb 20, by
Rev .1 N Bnttimer, Inez H Leighton, of Mil
bridge, to Harry L Davis, of Bar Harbor.
NORWOOD-GREEN LAW-At Swan’s Island,
Feb 20, by Rev J B Aldrich, Miss Beta M
Norwood, of Swan’s Island, to Setli W Green,
law, of Deer Isle.
FIERCE—PH IP PEN—At Eden, Feb 20, by Rev
<J F Burleigh, Nettle M Pierce, of Mt Desert,
to Frank Z Phlppen, of Eden.
DIED.
Winter
Harbor, Feb 21.
Stanley Bickford, aged 4 years, 6 months, 11
days.
BUTLER—At Franklin, Feb 24, Mrs Hannah E
Butler, aged 68 years, 4 months, 28 days.
EMERSON—At Dedham, Feb 20, Vera May
Emerson, aged 7 months.
HODGKINS—At Bar Harbor, Feb 28, Florence
Gertrude, daughter of Mr and Mrs Albert il
Hodgkins, aged 5 months, 9 days.
M ARC YES—At Bar Harbor, Feb 29, Mrs Helen
A .Marcyes, widow of Danforih P Marcyes,

AM

Sulltvak.i
Mi iv<* it
Ferry. 1120
Waukeag 8 Fy. 11 28
Hancock
Franklin Road

aged 67 years.
M’FARL AND—At West Hancock, Feb 27, Mrs
Mildred A McFarland, aged 70 years, 7 months,
9 days.

Ayers
We know what all good doctors think of Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral. Ask your own docHe will tell
tor and find out.

til 24

..

Wash’gton June.

fll 87
II 49|

ELLSWORTH. 11 Mi
Ellsworth Falls. fi2 01
Nicoiln. rl2 rs
Green Lake. f!2 241
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

BICKFORD—At

PM I

Boston.
Portland.
BANGOR.
Bangor. Ex St.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Mike.
Nicoiln.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Waeh’aton June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock..
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento..
BAR HARBOR..

7 40.
I
10 46.
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tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boaton and St. John.
Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. R. R.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procuril
tickets before entering tin: trains, and especially
Eiifcworth to Falls and F'ali- to Kllswortn
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
*
F

F.

BOOTH BY. G. P. AT.

A.

Cherry
Pectoral
you how it quiets the tickling
throat, heals the inflamed
lungs, and controls the
hardest of coughs.

BANGOR DIVISION.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral Is well known In
family. We think It is the best medicine
the world for coughs and colds."
Katie Peterson, Petaluma, Cal.
J. C. AYER CO.,
25c.,.V)C..01.00.

ice Embargo of Penobscot Bay.

our

In

foi"

Hard

Coughs

One of Ayer’s Pills at bedtime will
hasten recovery. Ccntfy laxative,

C.

A.

Steamers

temporarily

withdrawn

from route.

PAROHER,

APOTHECARY.

Service will be resumed upon the

opening of navigation.

E. S. .1.

M()KSE, ^gent. Bar Harbor.-

Maine

Ellsworth,

CALVIN AUSTIN,
V. P. and Gen’l Manager.

Shirtwaist
PATTERNS are on the road
and will be here in a day or two.
This lot is the same as the previous one which gave such good
satisfaction to our customers.
The patterns are from Si to$l.r>0.

Ham burgs.
We are the

acknowledged

lead-

aboernsnumta.

]
-a

We wish to announce to the public
that we have opened a store in building
formerly occupied by John A. Hale,
Main street, where we shall keep a
nice assortment of

in Ellsworth of this line of

goods

for the

trade.

onr

spring and sumalready laid
Iiamburgs, and in

We have

stock of

this stock may be found many
pleasinc novelties and effects. A

specialty

in this line is our

Hamburgs
FOR

Yarns and Blankets,
Pants Cloths, Dress Goods,
Mittens and Stockings.
which we will exchange for Wool or Cash, alM
We also make the
lor Mittens and Stockings.
exchange at the mill.
If you want good YARNS and yam that will
for
KLJL8 WORTH
wear, ask your dealer
YARNS. All dealers handling this yarn will
be furnished with a large card showing ihe yam
and name.
All wool sent by stage and boats to M. J.
Dews will be left at this store, and will receive
All bundles must be marked
prompt attention.
and with description wbat to make
them into, as it saves lots of mistakes.
Address all letters and bundles to
same

WHITE

DRESSES.

plainly,

We also have them for all washable

goods.

Another

specialty

M. J. DEWS,

which will be found in no other
store in the

city is

our

5c Lace.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

“T

anemia from whatever cause;
ironize the blood, give healthy color to
pale cheeks, lips and ears, create m
appetite, aid digestion, steady th«
nerves, and promote refreshing sleep*,

_

in

Schooner B F. Jayne.

Pills

Cure

ment, when it is expected that Mr. Cochrane will also be present.
Feb 29.
C.

mer

BUILT

Peptiron

Rev. G. Mayo, assisted by Rev. J. E.
Coehrane, State evangelist, held special
service here Sunday
afternoon.
Next
Sunday is Mr Mayo’s regu’ar appoint-

ers

FOR SALE!

_

iTOfl

readily assimilated by

C. E. Wakefield who ha> spent the winter in t e woods in the vicinity of Jones’
pond, has moved into A C Briggs’ bouse.

city.

Yours trulv,

Tj-f
Ul/l5

take, agreeable to the stomach, and
the most delicate
system.

BIRCH HARBOR.
Mrs. Ernest Rice and daughter Virginia,
of Prospect
Harbor, spent Wedne-day
with their cousins, W. P. Davis and wife.

Penobscot, Feb *26, to Mr and
Day, a son.
DODHK—At Biuehlli, Feb 29, to Mr and
Charles H Dodge, a son.
MERRILL—At Biuehlli, Feb 29, to Mr and
Frank P Merrill, a daughter
MOORE At No 28 (Aurora). Feb 16, to Mr
Mrs Henry Moore, a daughter.
PIERCE—At Biuehlli, Feb 28, to Mr and
Frank .1 Pierce, a son.

T

tonic, Pept-iron Pills,
which are pleasant to

29.__Rae.

Henry

Must

and you can derive the
most good from them
as combined in thenew

Washington,

DAY —At

*****'

unequal to the

healthy, ruddy blood;

in
town last week. She started for Boston
Thursday. After a short visit th»re she
was

were

in

hat is

large

He asked: “You

•tenderfoot” initiation.

w

six

and weak. Yon
m

duties orpleasuresof life. You need iror
and rnanganese, the greatest of all blood
tonicc and nutrients,
natural constituents of

John Thurston.

W. B. H.

at Hotel Green.

planted

bought

-becoming tfhia

LUomen

and wife spent Sunday
iu Brookiin with Mrs. Thurston’s mother,
J. T. Ryan, of Hampden, was in town

Thursday.

Your blood may b*
turning to water

1

■r T*

ill, is improving.
Harry Thurston

California Greets Maine.

Pasadena, Cal Feb. 24,1904.
To the Editor of The American:
Col. C C. Burrill, of your city, called at
my borne this morning, and I
happened
to be out; but on my return, learning of
Uia call, 1 huuted him dowu, finding him

*T\

Cl ( P

»e

large?”
Strangers In the city, who quite
“I'hesizeof ray whip, and smaller,” I
was Odd Fellows’ rlsy be! -aid, and that seemed to dsze him, but he
gan to look scared and to imagine they
i rallied and said : “Trees grow fast here.”
were being taken
by the Russians or
Yes,” I said. And of course they do.

The two

1

city

held here.

order.

j
;

DEMOCRAT.

is

did not know it

j

For

last

Japrnese.

FIVE.

laud

dcumi&uiurUB.

of'*** pa^

atJtirrttssnnmtfc

body of water 100
miles
in length, and one mile wide,
It is separated from
straight as a line.
tl>e Atlantic ocean by a strip of uninhabited

,«»

NORTH SEDGWICK.

etc.

Indian river

Bar Harbor.

JOHN W. MOORE, Ward Four.

At

REPUBLICAN.

the

this

j from the east brought about 200 Odd Fei
: lows who paraded down Main street un

j
WARD

ever

the streets

noon

members of

For

Large

the most successful and

Clerk,

mulberry,

ogether, and 1 explained to him something of our city’s history for the past

Attendance
from all over the State.
Tbe convention of tbe Odd Fellows In
Great

'this district
For Ward

1

•

ODD FELLOWS’ CONVENTION.
a

slips,

and it takes two years
them to mature; then they bear for

the

FRANK 8. LORD, Ward One.

the

acres, about
three

About 1,500 pounds of fertilizer to tbe
acre is required twice a year.
May aDd
June are the months for picklug and
packing. Mr. Hamor last season shipped
about 5,000 crates to tbe North aud West.
The labor 1b chtefiy done by negroes.
Prom the piazza 1 can count several
kinds of tropical trees—red bay, satinwood, jumbjlimbo,
palmetto, robber,

was

It is doubtful tf comp aim
prisonment
is made, but from talk with several of the
pipemeu, it is probable that tieieafter offenders will get a dasb of Branch pond
ice-water with 120 pounds’ pressure behind it.

ALVIN

for

house. It was found that there was
fire in the finish work around the belfry
a

100

pineapples growing,

twelve years.
been

by outsiders giving orders, and
getting generally In t h* way. The penal

OEORGE W. PATTEN, Ward Four.

to set out the

to the
hut

of

in a truck farm, oranges, lemons,
limes, guarvas and bananas.
It requires a vast amount of labor to get
a pineapple grove started; It costs about
|85 per acre to get the land in condition

fire.

After ordera bad

picturea which the Sunday Herald prims is equal to the pictorial
product of six monthly magazines In
quality a* well as quantity.
With next Sunday's is»ue the Herald

acres

acres

else-

ladders up, and a stream was taken to the
tower. It was this stream that practically
killed the

greatest
to be a large

seems

contains

place

thirty

no

began shooting through
the belfry, Chief Eiton ordered the loug

trated paper.
The wealth of

For Alderman,

His

an

When the fire

la

is the

After remaining two days we took tbe
East Coast railroad for Ankona, on tbe
Indian river, fifty miles north of Palm

where.

the

wharves.

Hull’s Cove.
worked

hDur, but gained
soon as

There

tbe

NEV\

Additional Chunty

northern element in business here.

was

caused

ALEXANDER C.HAGERTHY Ward On.

city in Florida.

building.

The firemen
As

regularly laid out and shaded
and paved with vitrified brick.

live oaks

quick in responding,
a short delay at the
Beach, and in due time arrived at the
streams pouring Into plantation of A. B. Hamor, formerly of

were

as

the

are

its mouth,
35,000. The

of

pleasant streets back from
Commercially Jacksonville

doomed.
The firemen

from

St. Johns

Shell cycle paths lead in all directions. A
large number of hotels are iocsted in

basement of
Methodist church.
WhfD the fire
was discovered It had full
possession of
the kitchen and ant^-rooms, and was going into the walls with such rapidity

more welcome than the Boaton Herald—
always among the foremost lu tie** and
(dltorlal comment. It has advanced year
by year to a foremost position as an Illus-

For Mayor,

by

the

At

REPUBLICAN.

twenty-five miles
a
population

the

on

has

streets

flftbrctiBtmnuB.

i=:=ji=jh

Union View hotel.
Jacksonville is situated

would start up
a line of hose

ordered

charge of Lieut. Murcb, of the SenHales.

Aii

saw

steamed away for Jacksonville, arriving
next day.
Here we ttok rooms at the

left In

Sunday night for

and

ble

is

ine

city

fine

some

ator

(he

paper that

fear that

agstn, Chief Eaton

has

desk of the editor of thta

Grows’

atrod about the

a

buildings—city ball, court
house, custom-house, bu It of white marb'ames
Dr. Crum?), poatoffi^e
(who
aud the Char'eston hotel.
The battery
fronting on the harbor Is one of the most
attractive places. T ;e streets are clean.
We remained here eight hours aud then

suffer

water,

For

are not now

1 he Sunday Herald.
No Sunday paper which reaches

not

greatest damage
which
peuetrated
nearly
the
o
of
d
section
of the house.
every part
The fire could not have occurred at a
worse time tor Mr. Grows because of tba
Odd Follows’ convention whtea was held
the mxt day—every room was let.
from

very much—the competition Is such that it will prove to be true*
it
the

Even the roof did

We took

much.

drants

WARD

Thursday evening, the
caught fire; ll originated

forty five minutes tbs fire was out,
having kept 1t confined to the

Iu

there will uot be
a*

the 27tb, twenty
rough passage.
This makes my fourth visit to this city.
The first one waa “befor de wah”, and
t wice in I he summer after tbe war.
The
harbor and city of Charleston are interesting to every American cit z*n.
After crossing the bar, which Is nine
miles from tbe city, you pass the battle
scarred Fort Sumter on the left; Fort
Moultrie on Sullivan’s island on tbe
right. A fine view of the city is obtained
by approaching it from the ocean.

the flfemeu

“I stake any reputation that I may have
for being able to see thing* a* they actually occur," said Senator Hale in the
course of the debate, "that if this bill
simply puts in practice the practice of
every other great nation of transporting
its own supplies In ships of its o.vn country, while tnere will be at first, perhaps,
some lit!ie increase In rates- and I think

where

S. C., on
hours’ late afler a very

hosemen.

government

business.

own

Charleston,

the third floor, and was caused. It Is
supposed, by th* explosion of a lamp.
When the Bremen arrived the whole
upper floor and roof of the old part v» ere
Inflames
The smoke was thick and interfered greatly with the work of the

and

just

ing it may b« of mune interest to tbe
readers of The American
I left Bar Harnor Dec 21, with my son
Bert, aud on the 23! sailed from Boston
on
tbe steamer Seminole,
arriving at

on

showing that there were steamship* with
s capacity of
145,512 tons on the Pacific

of

THE

last

American house

KLeo^ebunkporc.

some

AT

severs! thousand dollar*.

California,

gladly accept

FIREMEN

The American house, Frank T. Grows,
proprietor, and the Methodist church,
Hew. J. P. Sunonton, pastor, were dam*
by fire the past week to ibetxtent of

Mr. Hale then foil >wed with a list of
ships that are waiting to do tbl* business,

a

OF

ERAL CONFLAGRATION.

brought out that every other nation, ex
cept the United States, shipped Ita miliTula
tary supplies In its own bottom*.
was brought out especially by
Senator
sailor starting out

WORK

t'OUNT\

Winter Trip to Florida.
ANKONA, Fla., Jan. 26, 1904.
To the Editor of The American:
I will endt*i vor to write something
about my visit aud trip to this town, hop-

METH-

AND

AMERICAN HOUSE PREVENTS GBN-

requiring supplies

navy to be shipped in
ws* under consideration.

HOUSE

ODIST CHURCH DAMAGED.

session.

bill

Corrwpontifnrc.

FIRES.

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

Travelling; Salesmen Wanted.
WHITING

NURSERY

CO.,

B08T0N, MASH.

WHITING BROS.

Finest new fmit specialties ever offered. Experience not necessary Success assured. Writs
at

once

for full information.

subscribers at 106

American has

Thk

•/ the 116 post offices in Hancock county:
mli the other papers tn the County combined do not reach
is

XCAN

not

'he

so

Hancock county, and has never claimed
be, but it is the only paper that can prop
be called a COUNTY paper; all the

erty

merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record’s summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
are

l CUNTY
e

MOWS.

Idilional Count), A’fM

««

other

pa^ec

EAST FRANKLIN.
Mrs.

J. H Patten

was

in

E'lsworth Sat

•urday.
Miss Florence B'aisdell is home from
Casttne normal

school.

Downing visited her aunt,
Millett, last week.
Edward Johnson and wife, ef Sullivan,
visited friends here the past week.
Mrs Lucretia

Airs.

Prayer circle will meet with Mrs. A. L.
Fernald Friday afternoon, March 4.
Mrs.

Sibley’s

Mrs.

sister,

Alassachuseits, is visiting

at

Holmes, of
parsou-

the

Rev. Mr. Sibley gives a reception at the
parsonage to the youi g people Thursday,
Alarch 3.

Wednesday afternoon,
ers’ meeting will

Bragdon.
Joseph

convene

March

2, moth-

with Mrs. Carrie

George Welch atOdd Fellows’convention at
jEllsworth last Friday.
tended

Co'son and

the

who has

been

as-

Biaisdell,
eisting Col. Cozeus and Singer Noble in
in Colombia Falls, is
work
evangelistic
Borne.
Mrs. T. M.

...

additional County Xo

Messenger

Mrs. Charles Richardson Is home from
the Bar Harbor hospital.

{Original.]
People not in the army ar* apt to
families of soldiers are
that
the
fancy
always prepared for those partings consequent upon the breaking out of war.
This is not so. When an army woman
Is obliged to part with a husband, a
son or both, knowing that there are
many chances that they will not return to her, she suffers accordingly.
When the war with the Modoc Indians brok* out in the early seventies
Captain Winterton left his bride at a
frontier post and marein'd with his
command to the lava beds. There he
fought while the wife worried and
fretted till the close of the struggle.
One day she was sitting in the living
room of her quarters endeavoring to
divert her mind by reading or sewing
from the dangers to which he was extap at the
door, and a young soldier—a mere boy
of eighteen—entered and held out to
her a letter, on which she saw' at a
glance the superscription in her busThe young solband's hand writing.
dier was very pale, and she noticed
that though the weather was fine his
clothes were soaked with w ater. Hut
she was too eager to read the message
to dwell upon this, and, seizing It. she
carried it to an open w indow for a
better light to read it.
It, too, was
soaked with water, and the lines wore
badly blurred. She managed to make
out that the war was over, and Captain
Winterton would soon return to her.
though since he must accompany his
command it would yet be a few* days,
Then she turned to the young soldier.
He was gone. The sudden vanishment
so startled her that she dropped the
letter on the window sill.

posed,

when

there

came

other page*

tot,

OTTER CREEK.

in

only paper printed

to

best

The Mysterious

Thk Amer

many.

COUNTY NEWS.

Miss Edith
land

Stanley

Port-

is home from

has

where sh

b

en

at

the

Ma

ne

general hospital.
Mrs. Herbert Newman went to the Bar
Harbor hospital Tuesday, ar*d Thursday
she submitted to
*

operation forappendi

an

She is very III.

cltis.

Thursday David
hfo forefing«r. He

spl tting

While

wood

Thomas nearly severed
was takeo to Bar Harbor,
Morrison dressed

the

w

Dr. C. C.

here

wound.

A lecture and exhibition of view* of t**e
Hawaiian islands was given hv Rev. A. P.
McDonald at the church, Feb. 25. Tbe
h »wed t**e great
views were fine and
d In tbe pe
advancement in clvl* zition.

changes
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The l«dies of the
ap

a
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a

a-

society

d

bean

pie

bed

«n

at

*he

supper
G oige

Smith
vestry Tuesday evening.
kindly entertain d those pre«er*t with
s» lections on his
grap* apbone. The proceeds of the event, g

were

for ihe church

! fond.
Anon.

Feb. 29.

HARBOR.

BASS

j

Fug

ne

Dix

entertained hia echoo

j
j

Saturday evening.

j

daughter at Hull'-Cove.

Mr-. Wille d Go t has been

T.

mates

visiting

her

gi 1- of Mias Fui'er’a retool gave
su-pri-e part> Thursday evening.
The ladle? of th s n ighborhood have

he

e

a

«ach

ear-

be

j

to

J

much

library

ed

a

do Ur for

be

village librar\,

f r new
books. Tbe
exp i.ded
h<s now about S00 volumes, and is

appreciat'd.
fishing i«*

abbfTttommt*.

How He Landed
dw Prize
[Original.J
Rob Collins and Jack Dutton were
shipmates and friends on the schooner
Sheridan.
They had courted the
This
Dutton h:ul won.
same girl.
wuukl have made them enemies had it
not been for a remarkable sense of
justice, an absence of meanness, on the
part of Collins.
'Here is my hand, Jack.” ht? said
when he learned of his friend’s sue
“I’m no dog in a manger, and
cess.
Whatever She wants
1 wish you joy.
I am glad tliut she shall have.”
Collins was first, Dutton second, mate.
Soon after the Dutton marriage the
1
Sheridan started on her outward trip,
reached port without adventure and |
when the year 19U3 was nearing its
end started back for America, the crew
expecting to spend the Christmas holidays r*t home. Rut December is liable
to be a tempestuous month, and the
ship encountered one gale after another. Then began a run of bad luck
for the crew.
Two seamen were
washed overboard, one died of heart
disease, one Cell from the rigging to
the deck and was killed, while Ills
mate, who was aloft with him, fell
into
the
boiling ocean n»ul was |
drowned. The captain, who stood on
deck for hours soaked in Ice water, ;
This closed the
died of pneumonia.
death list, leaving Collins in command.
Dutton and two ordinary seamen to
work the vessel.
One day they met a derelict.
It had
been out nearly in two by another ship
and would have certainly gone down
1 id it not been loaded with cotton.
Collins saw the advantage of getting
her into port and made preparations
to take her in tow.
Dutton and the
two seamen protested, on the ground
that they had enough to do to get
themselves in. short handed as they
were, without towing a derelict which
might sink at uny moment. Jn vain
Collins pleaded with them, holding up
the promise of prize money and assuring them that the cotton would
keep the derelict afloat. They flatly
refused to be further handicapped.
“Very well. Jack,” said Collins. “You
take the Sheridan in, and I’ll go al>oard
the derelict and stay there till I get
picked up by some vessel with a full
crew.”
Neither the hope of reward nor the
shame of leaving their captain In a position they considered almost certain
death could induce any one of the crew
to give in.
So Collins, taking plenty
of provisions, went aboard the derelict,
and the Sheridan sailed for home. The
weather moderated, and the lone mariner managed to get up a sail that gave
the hulk some headway. Thru he got
up another and another and. aided by
the ship's Instruments, put her head
toward home. Every day he hoped he
would meet a vessel, and every day he
was disappointed.
There came another ;
storm that blew him far to the eastward.
After that there was g long
spell of good weather, and about the |
middle of January he sailed his prize
into the harbor of New London.
His tirst question was. lias the Slier
idan arrived?” and when lie learned
that she had not he was troubled. He
feared she had been caught In the last
storm and lost.
But there was a different kind of
buoyancy in cotton that Collins had not
calculated upon.
The day he made
port cotton was quoted at 17 cents a
pound, and his prize was worth nearly
twice what it would have brought or
dinarily. Collins succeeded in having
the price fixed by the admiralty court
at li*hj cents, nearlj' the highest price
When it was all
during the l>ooni.
over h«» wept to see Mrs. Dalton.
‘•Jennie,” he said, “whether you are
to have your husband back 1 don’t
know.
At any rate, you will he com
fort able for the rest of your life, lib
•Imre of the prize money”—
“His flmre? I thought It all belong
ed to you.”

business
p^pu
j
season.
T ere are eleven boats
have
carrying two and three men e*.ch, twentyBDd
Warren Springer
family
Astonished that sue had not heard eight in all engaged in it. Prices have
moved home from Gouldsboro, where Mr.
hl9 step, she stepped into the hall, rsnged very h gh owing to th- scarcity of
Springer bas been lumbering for Dunbar
which was not carpeted and would oysters can-ed by Ic
There are fewer i
Bros.
surely resound under any tread, espe lobster fishermen here this win er than for
institute students,
Hebron classical
dally that of a booted soldier. She raw several rears, only ten at present.
Misses Lela and Uia Gordon, Frank He
to the front door, expecting to see him
X. Y. Z.
Feb. 29.
home'
returned
man and Boyd Biaisdell,
walking across the “parade" to the solFeb. 26 for the vacation.
diers’ quarters, but no one except the
BLUE HILL FALLS.
R.
Feb. 29.
j sentries and a few loungers appeared. F L Trundy and wife have returned to
Starting back into the room, she went 8 »rm.to.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
to the window to reread the letter,
Calvin BiliiDgs, of Sargent v P®, ap* nt
Robie Norwood, jr, is borne from Bar when she noticed that it was not there.
with bla uncle, P. M Friend.
Harbor.
The apartments were not far above the Sunday
Letter Conary shot a bob-cat last week.
ground, and she looked out, expectiug
Mrs. Alfred Brawn, wbo baa been very
that it had blown out of the window The animal waa trapped, aud was making
111, is improving.
and was lying below. She did not see off with the trap.
Tbe Hamblttoo school league gave an
It and went outside to look for it, but
Cap*. W. F. Small and little son Luring
entertainment «t sc boo house Nd. 1 Monwithout success.
arrived at tbe borne of bla mother, Mrs.
day eveniog.
She was frightened.
She dreadeo S. S Wallace, from Milbridge the 27 b.
Seven of Ocean Echo lodge members
Feb 29.
£ UB8T1TUT1.
iOt this strange message from her bus
rode to Town Hill Saturday to attend
band, coming in such uncanny fashion,
district lodge.
CENTER
was a prelude to bad news.
She sent
Mall MRncbester and wife, of Northeast 1 a request for the officer in command
Albert Bartlett la borne f om Bii-ton,
Walter
B.
of the post to visit her, and when he where he has been for the p-iat three
Harbor, spent Sunday with
came she told him the story.
He de
Stanley and wife.
week*.
Frank Stanley and family, of Northeast dared that to his knowledge no me*
Clara Co’e la vlaltlng her graudniolher.
Harbor, are visiting bis parents, Walter senger had come from the lava beds, Mr*. L *ts Bartlett.
but he w'ould make sure by inquiry of
H. Stanley and w ife.
There will lei come't and supper Satthe officer of the day. That officer reMrs. Abbie Lurvey and daughter D jra j
urday evening, March 5. for t^e hem fit of
that
no such messenger had been
plied
have been visiting ber b other, W. H.
the Methodist pastor.
seen at the post.
JLuut, at West Tremont.
Feb 29.
H.
In the evening the post surgeon call
Hanry Trundy and wife went to Surry ed on Mrs. Winterton at the commandOR LAND.
Tuesday to vsit his daughter. He at- ant's suggestion, ostensibly to ask for
The young people’s literary society,
tended tbe Odd Fellows’ convention in
news from her husband, but really to
£ii"Wortb Friday, and tbe district lodge
lately formed, will fl'l a long fe t want.
see if she was not overwrought by anx
at Town Hill Saturday.
A I are pleas*d to see an effort made to
iety. He found her pale and nervous,
Feb. 29
tu»nsh a plea-ant evening’s fD’eUalnSPEC.
but could detect nothing further.
It
rnent for the young which will at
tbe
was the opinion of the officers and their
-ame
tune improve them mentally and
MARIAViLLB.
families that the mysterious courier mnra'ly
Offi.era for tbe ensuing year
DEATH OF FEED B. JORDAN.
and the letter were the creation of Mrs. have been chosen.
The bad news has reached hereof the
Winterton's brain. No one except her
death at Santa C ara. Cal., of Fred B., son
self had seen either courier or letter.
SWjcrtisrmmta.
Atanson Jordan
of
and wife, of this
The soldier eouhl not have got into tlie
town, nt tbe «ge of for y-nine years at d
post without having been seen by the
bine months.
secfry at the gate and the one pacing
It is a heavy blow t » his aged parents.
before the officers’ quarters.
He bad been lit for some time with
The “police” squad, whose duty it
was to pick up every bit of paper that
bright’s disease. ‘‘Freddie,” as be was
familiarly call 4 by oid and young, bad littered the inclosure, was instructed to
"
When the butter won’t
many f-'enda here who deeply sympaibz
look out for the letter, but they never
With his relatives.
produced it. Mrs. Winterton's nervous- come
a
penny in the
H
was a
great sufferer, but bore it ness increased to hysteria, and word
was
is
sent
her
an
to
old
husband
to
return
as
time
churn,”
bravely.
He leaves a wife a-id two children, one
soon as possible.
He obtained leave
It
often
seems to
to do so and at once set out for the
grandson, and a sister in tbe West, a
father and mother here, and one brother,
fort. The commandant met him before work
no one has ever
he saw Lila wife and told him of the
George F in Ltmolne.
told
Feb 29.
“No: it belongs to me and Jack and
vision, or whatever it might be, that
8.
had visited Mrs. Winterton.
When mothers are worried t* e two seamen who discovered It. It
No matter how Iona you have had the cough;
was
Winterton stood aghast. It was some
agreed that they snotild stay
If it hasn't already developed into consumption
time be fore he could reply to inquiries ; because the children do not aboard the Sheridan while I”
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup will cure it.
as to his astonishment, but at last he !
Something in the man s halting man
and flesh
we
—.Advt
ner convinced her that he was making
saiu:
them Scott's Emul- up a story.
"They say the dead cannot visit us say
Sfibertistments.
“Bob.” she said, “you are not speak
I have Just had evidence tluit they can. sion.
ing the truth.”
Young Harding, the messenger, was as
It
is like the penny in the
devoted to me as ever was soldier to
Anyway. Jennie.' I II only take my
his commander. lie was the son of u
milk because it works and share of the prize money, u total of
C. A. Parcher Urges Them to Use hanker in the
the
Whatever
east. and. being ambiseamen’s
$120,000.
Hyomei. Wihingto Sell it
there is
tious to be a soldier, be enlisted and because
share is shall go to them nnd Jack's
on Approval.
would have now lieen promoted. II<
share goes to you.”
A new and specially valuable use
about it.
was a pot of mine, and twice
“Bob,” she said, 1<> king at him im
during
for Hyomei lias been discovered, one
this war 1 saved i:i< lift’, once by crawl
Scott’s Emulsion is
pressively. her bosom braving. “1 won't
that will be particularly welcomed by
have a cent of it. You brought in the
ing out to him beyond our firing line
milk of pure cod liver oil vessel. I have talked about
singers and public speakers,
whore l:e had been lift after a retreat
the matThe free use of Hyomei, breathed and could not raise bis hse.d without
ter with those who know, and they say
ith
some
that finding n
is nothing, but
through the inhaler that comes with getting a bullet through it; again by
for delicate bringing it in is prize
everything.”
every outfit, carries healing balsams forcing him to the ground a moment
“But, Jennie”—
to the head and throat, and strength- before a storm of bullets was s nt over stomachs.
our work 3.
“Wait! If Jack is spared to confirm
As soon as hostilities had
ens the voice.
G. A. Parcher lias had
Children take to it
ceased I chose him to takn the news to
your story and says it was agreed that
several of his customers speak to him
On my way her.* I ha rued
my wife.
because
like the taste he and two men should remain abourd
in regard to the good effects following
a good ship while you alone were to
that he was pursued by Indians who
the use of Hyomei for this special pur- had not
takes
as take the chances >n a derelict, all shargiven up the struggle and was and the
in the prize money, you cau pay
pose, and will be glad to sell it on ap- drowned attempting to swim his horse
to the children be- ing
his share to him.”
proval to any singer, minister, teacher across a river."
This ended the conference for tin*
cause it is so
It was decided not to encourage Mrs
or public speaker.
time being,
flue day a steamer came
Mr. Parcher feels sure that the use Winterton in the belief that she had to
wants.
their
into port, and it was telegraphed all
of Hyomei for this purposs will make been visited by the dead. By the surFor ail weak and
and over the lend that she bad picked up
geon's advice, her husband feigned to
many new friends for the treatment.
a boat with the name “Sheridan” paint
be ignorant of the messenger and told
If it does not give satisfaction, the
Scott's
Emulsion
thin
children
on the stern, containing the bodies
ter that it had been reported to him
jrd
will
be returned promptly that she had been ill
money paid
and. about the
treat- of three men. They proved to be the
is the most
and without questions.
Sheridan's crew, but the story of the
time of young Harding’s supposed arThe complete Hyomei outfit, conment.
Vessel’s loss never was told.
sisting of an inhaler that can be car- rival. on the borders of delirium. Mrs
It. is yet too early for developments
“1
We will send you
at be deried in the purse or pocket, a bottle of Winterton. however, could
to the acceptance of Jack Dutton’s
If Tomei ami a medicine dropper, costs ceived, and after a time, when she was
the penny, /. e., a
f
share of the prize money by his widow,
oulv one dollar.
In a better physical condition, her hussample free.
but her observing friends do not hesi
Many remarkable cures of catarrh band admitted the facts. The admisand other troubles of the air passages sion did not niter her
Be sure that this picture in
)
tate to predict that at the expiration
feelings in the
the form of a label is <>n the
Have been made by Hyomei, and Mr.
of a year from the finding of the Sherimatter.
Ever since the mysterious
of
every bottle
wrapper of
Hardier agrees to’ refund the money
Emulsion you buy.
dan's bout logd of dead she will accept
visit she hus had a habit of waking in
to anyone who does not find it a comthe early morning and seeing again In
SCOTT & BOWNE, her widow’s share and Bob Collins'
plete cure for any catarrhal trouble.
share, with Bob Collins thrown In.
There is no
dangerous stomach fancy the dripping boy standing b*'
Chemists,
They furthermore declare that Mrs
drugging with Hyomei; simply breathe fore her holding out to her the water
409 Pearl St.. N. Y. Dutton will be the
It through the inhaler, and relief comes stained note.
principal part of
Collins’ priac.
BUCHANAN HUNT.
50c. andfi.oc ; all druggists.
GEORGE C. PARKER.
quickly.
Sca b p
here thi?

the

ar

_

|

Proverbs
put

dairy

proverb.
though
why.

gain strength
give

To

Singers

and Public

Speakers.

something

j astonishing

simply

hypophosphites
-specially prepared
naturally

they
remedy

just

naturally

perfectly adapted
pale

satisfactory

nmnohltU.Coughfl,^^^

of all kind*--for
La Grippe, Pleurisy, Pneumonia,
Is, and kindred ailments, the great.
eat of all remedies la

Toq.^B

si lit

K

I

cJohnsons

i

B

too^LINIMENT
Taken on sutrar, or umd externally, |
quickly removes the Inflammation whto*
is at the bottom ofall such trouble*.
Neart*
a century of cure* hack of It.
Pries ziJr
All
three times M much, Mr.
for
of
“Treatment
Disrates
atnl car* m
Copy
he Sick-Room," free.
L A. JOHNSON A CO.
a
•
*-st„ liMtan, Mam.
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“HURRAH”!^

FATHER SAID

In a letter from M*ss Annie (!. Roberts of W. Smith port. Me., whose father had taken one hot.
lie of II ri cent*, the new Rheumatic Cure, she writes; Father says Hurrah’* he feels better
H*
Rets up out *>f his chair without help and goes out of dorm, walking about quit* a little. We
certain th»l U-ii-cet*e Is driving the Rheumatism out of his. system.
U-rl cenr Is told and guaranteed at Parcher's I>rug store. Rllawortli. Me., and money will be r*
tinded if a fair trial falls to cure Rheumatism. In tablet form only. Price aoc.
■

THK WOODBUKV CMKHICtl. COMPANY.

I«xative Rromo
One Day,

Cures

Quinine

Grip

in 2 Days

B«»«i«n.

kox. 25c

w
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Why

Marriage Failed.

His

BOUNTY NEWS.

Hr regarded children as a nuisance.
He did uli his courting before mar*

-JrfWonnt Omn'y

•<

riage.

V'wi

ter

other

LAMOINE.

He doled out money to bis wife

if

as

John Hodgkins, who 1* employed at Bar
10 a beggar.
| Harbor, a pent Sunday at b nne.
He never had time to go anywhere
Mr*, william Cmm’ierlaln U
visiting
with his wife.
her parenta, William King and wife.
lie never dreamed tli..t there were
Kev. Mr Kinney, of D xter wt.t preach
two sides to marriage.
next Sunday, morning and evening.
lie
dreamed that a wife needs
never

Capt.

praise or c uupl intents.
lie liiougi hi.** wife shout

spe nd ni)

Iter time doin ; hoaseworU.
lie treate his wife as he would not
have dared to treat another woman.
lie never dreamed thit his wife
a
or
needed
recreation
vacation*

Chart** H

visiting

at

<igkfn» and faml’y are
Harbor to day, croaking to

Bar

Salisbury Cove on the Ice.
MUa Soph's Betin, who

haa been tba
gueat of MIm Odve Cool Idge a'.nce tbe
close of her acbool, haa returned to Ban«

»r.

Peb. 29

change.

H.

lie never made concessions to his
wife's Judgment, even In unimportant

S~AL COVE.
Marie 8a vyar la In Sir Harbor for
abort atay.
Mlaa

matters.

He thought the marriage vow had
made him his wife's master instead of
her partner.
He took all the little attentions lavished on him by his wife as his by “divine right” and not us favors.-Success.

Flo-werti

For Loadoai.

In 8cIlly and Guernsey the Industry
of growing early flowers for the I*oudon market has reached large proportions. Front the former island as many
as fifty tons **f early spring blossoms
are shipped to the mainland in a single
day. The flower season begins in Jan
uary. when the early varieties are <-ont
i:tg into bloom. Gften. when the weather is cold and cloudy, the bods an* tar
dy in opening, and it is necessary to n»
sort to artificial aid in order that the
waiting markets may la* supplied. Tin
flower heads are picked as soon as ont
bud penetrate# the calyx and placed In
Jars of water, which are ranged ui*on
the shelves of a greenhouse kept at a
In a
temperature of <Sl> to 7t> degrees.
few hours the backward buds rcsjxmd
to the genial warmth, spread their p **
nls. assume their glowing colors and
are ready for bunching and packing.
An

Anrnlotf

of

Whittier

a

Mlaa

glna

c

Evelyn
aaatcal

W Ilham
a'

n

a

nc

Sawyer la home from aea, after
of early twt year*.

Special aervlce* were beiu bere tor four
wraha, c>< aing Keh. 21. S ate Evangelist
K v. J. E
Cochrane, who aaaiated our
pvator, Mr. Emery, haa returned to hta
home In
Waterville.
Mon than fifty
•tart* d t«» lead Chrlatlan livea.
Feb. 29.
N.
NORTH L X MOINE.
Jane Grlndl* h«s gone to Larnolne
to work for Prsnk L»*«r.
Mr*

Ml»a Eunice Onevlna will pn lo Boston
a week from Caatlne toap u 1 her vacation with her alater, Mr* Jutnea Twecdle.
tb

Elmer Dorr and wife vlatted A. L. Gray
Sunday, croaa'ng on the ice from
S* labury Cove
Jack Front haa connected
Far Harbor wit b Larnolne with a bridge
of ice, whleh prove* a gnat convenience
on

to those btvii

of

A Temporary Opinion.
The Fiancee—The idea of Ids thin!;
lug that he is unworthy of uie! The
Confidante- Yes, but you needn't arlie'll dl»gue the matter with him.
cover his error in time.
Brooklyn Life.

produce loaell there.
Y.

Year* of

suffering relieved In a night. Itchy h-kl at once to the curative proper
lh * of 1 *oan’aOintment. Never fall*.
At any
drug More. 90 cent*.—Adn
ing |Ul

t>

friend In conversation with Mr.
Whittier, the jmet. remarked that he
was a Unit to contract to furnish a lui
of oak timber for the government gun
beats unit asked liim if lie thought it
was in consistence with the peace doctrines of tlic Quaker denomination
Without saying anything calculated P
decide the iiuestlou the two arrived at
their parting place, when Mr. Whittier,
shaking his friend's hand. said. "Moses,
if thee does furnish any of that oaU
timlte;* thee spoke of, lie ture that it Is
all sound."
llescrvinu

g

Feb. 29.

A

"There goes Uoxliam. Kvery time 1
thiuk of that man's financial embarrassment it makes me yearn to help
him."
"Financial embarrassment
"Yes. lie's got so much money he
dm sn't know what to do with it."—
Catholic Standard und Times.

Carver la home from HigInatHule.

astiatistinnitB.

-'^Alvroy,

insist

on

J'

HOOD RUBBERS
TRADE

/hoop\

(>v»f»'.><S!!g*a>J
\ boston y

MARK

NOT MADE BY A TRUST
/a
you caa/voa oer rness aua
MAS AAOAf rOUAMAtfA-irA/rSUS

Aery likely.
"1 wonder what Bragg means by forever talking of his ‘social obligations?'
“I suppose he's a member of several
social organizations and never pays bis

iuea.'*—Exchange.
An

Economical

Scheme.

“Rut why (lid lie marry?"
“So ns to Imre some one to help him
live within h's Income.
He couldn’t
do it alone.”—Chicago Post.
“Whst do
marked the

think no*. Bobbh ?’*
ithe-ss*bi box ad his

vou
m

“I don’t th nk,” repl-et tie hoy.
train of thought has been delayed
hot box

’’

e-

“My
by e

Drummer-DSlle Le vis carry a
variety in his general etort?” Cyrus—
Yes, you iai always dnd about ten
varieties of
ities of

breakfast foot and nice

ver-

gossips.’’

He—If I

were

money, wou'd

•

suddenly to lose a'l my

m-r'y me j ist the
See—Nut quite ibe same. dear.
We should base to 'nvlie a few r.ui dr<d«
more of the rabh e tu bring ua presem-.
you

same?

matter?’’asked tbe Japanese
“X thought you were resigned

“Wbat’e the

diploma

to the idea of the open door in tbe East.’’
am.” replied tbe Chinese statesman,
“but we object to being tbe mat.”
“So I

Stops the Cough
Laxative

—

oneday.

and

Works

off

Rromo-qulnlne Tablets
No

Cure

no

the Cold
cold

cure a

Pay. Price*S

tu u.

BTotSSq^^I

▼cntiio for <'
■fne book

fcj

.yv•-O.'-Ot-CV

I-OI'Or ,* i locked upon them.
v

i’•

Ilia hmrt bled with

Pity.

i
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with a
Alexof death.
jeniory-a in.ory
mlrovitrli was still young, almost a
was younger then, when
Mn. I Kit ho
and warned part way
1„. Iiad met death
It was sum
with her hand in hand.
then it had been winter.
m,.r now. hut
out
Al. xnndrnvltoh. for the nonce east
0f ... employment, had started In on
SliankowItelTs mare to trudge from
one village to another.
lie did not make a tine appearance
altogether. Ills clothes were thin, and
lie had tied Ills hands and feet In burlops burlaps picki-d up In the gutter—
Hemember.
ond lie had started off.
this had been some years ago. lie iir.d
started out. bending Ills muscular body
to the gale, pressing on In the teeth of

VlcxaiidrovlU-li

was

u

mnu

the wind.
He had stag-toil out: that was all. He
remembered tint little else, for he was
hut one-third of the wn.v out of Nrtdolosk when the blizzard struck him. But
on

he

went,

running briskly

to

keep

tin- blood warm In his limbs and following the road as best be could. And
then tlier- laid come a time when he
f, It his very soul freeze within him.
He cried aloud Ineagony. But he press
ed on.
In
Suddenly all tills was changed.
place of the eold a drowsy warmth
spread over him. lie thought that lie
was lying wrapped In furs before some
IlisI flames danced begreat log tire.
fore Ills eyes. Alexandrorlteh thought
that he danced and laughed aloud. InBut he dhl not.
felt so comfortable.
He was simply staggering through the
deep snow. Ills head tolling from side
to side and his dark eyes jitarlng at vaFinally he pitched headforecancy.
most.
muttered
Alexandroviteh t
"Ah,
himself pleasantly, "this is Indeed a
bed of down! Now stiall I sleep and

sleep

and

sleep.**

And Alexandroviteh slept.
And the
blizzard roared about him.
It was n
strange tiling that but twelve feet tc
the right of Alexandroviteh there was
a
small cottage, almost covered with
the snow.
Inside was a young girl,
the daughter of Abram Saratovsky.
Saratovsky was a Jew. a Russian Jew.
There was but one window to this cottage, and in this window sat the young
girl, closely wrapped up in a rug, for
the cold entered and the snow drifted
in through the pane of glass.
She was
peering out. watching the storm. Now
the snow dallied against the house
and blinded her. Then with a sudden
gust it would blow away and open up
u wide vista outdoors.
During one ol
these swirls the girl caught a
limps*
of something dark thut lay prone upon
a bi.il of snow.
She shuddered. TUI*
girl was aione. The family had gone
to market at a nearby village.
Then
they would stay until the storm had
spent its force. Anna Saratovsky peered out at the dark spot in the snow.
Obeying u sudden Impulse, she rose and
ventured to the door.
Then she re

AK'A.mmu* mu

ivuiinn iru

mi.

iu<

ic

long silence between them.
Suddenly Alexandrovltch bent down
his head.
“Little one,” he whispered,
was

n

“thou art alone in this wide world.
Thou didst save me once from death.
My life belongs lo you and yours to me.
I^et us go through life together, little
oue. Today our faith is one—our creed
is love.”
Anna
Saratovsky flung to him.
“Whither thou goest,” she whispered,
“I will go. Where thou lodgest 1 will
lodge. Thy people shall be my people,
thy God my God.”
Different From

a

Mountain.

A BASHFUL COUPLE

BOUNTY NEV.\*v
Oovntj, IffftM

our

little

Harding

Richard

looks sad all the while.
Perhaps she misses the society of young
people. It's hard on a girl of her nse
to be shut up with her grandparents.
Besides, she’s of an age when I fancy
a young girl ought to have a lover.”
“I wonder if she hus anything cm her
mind.”
“It's my thinking she’s unconscious
of the true cause—the natural yearning for husband and children.”
“Polly's always been backward in
encouraging young men.”
“We’ll have to give her more opportunity to mingle with them. In that
way her bashftilness will gradually
wear off."
The next day grandma announced to
Polly that she might invite Edward
Dwight, a young midshipman from the
Naval academy home on leave, to ten.
Polly colored at the mention of such
“She

a

John H. Pressey, Prank A. Johnson

tiling.

“Oh, grandma!” she exclaimed.
“Well, what Is it. Polly?”
“Do you really think we’d better invite him to tea?”
“Certainly. Why not. child?”
“Oh, I don’t know. I’ll think about
it.”
“John,” said grandma that evening
to her husband. “I never in my life
saw a girl so timid about meeting one
of the opposite sex ns Polly. I’ve told
her to Invite the midshipman to tea.
but I’m afraid she’ll never have the
courage to do so.”
“Don’t force her. Sarah.”
However, the invitation was given
and accepted. Young Dwight appeared
on the evening in question and sat talking with grandpa while supper was
being prepared, lie was somewhat incoherent in his remarks and replies,
and the old man thought him as easily
embarrassed as Polly. Then they all
went in to supper, and under the influence of the hot biscuit, cream potatoes, thin slices of ham and a salad,
re-enforced by the grandparents’ efforts
to make the young people feel easy in
each other’s company, ull was going
well, when grandma made a bad slip
of the tongue.
She was dreaming of
the time when her dear little Polly
might be the wife of an admiral, and
in t he midst of her reverie, having occasion to speak to Polly, called her Mrs.
JJWlgM.
Had a 2.000 pound projectile been exploded on the deck of a man-of-war It
could not have created as much consternation as this blunder produced
The midshipupon the young people.
man turned white, the girl red, while
grandpa and grandma may be said tc
have looked blue.
Grandpa saw the
midshipman dart a glance at Polly,
half angry, half surprised.
What it
meant the old man could not explain,
but he took it to moan that Dwight had
no fancy for matrimony, which, considering his youth and condition, was not

you

can

man one

do anything,” said the medical

day.

“Yes,” he replied; “faith will move
mountains.”
A week later he was in the doctor's
ofHce with a swollen jaw. due to tooth
ache.
“What!
You here?” the doctor ex
claimed, with feigned astonishment.
“Oh, doctor,” he said. ‘1 have suf
1
fered agony all through the night.
simply can't stand this pain any longer.”
“Have you tried faith?” the physician usked him. "You know you told
me faith could move mountains.”
“But this is u cavity, doctor.”
A Worthy

Mun.

When William E. Chandler was in
the United States senate lie was visited by a delegation from his home town.
The object was to'
Concord, N. II.
have Mr. Chandler assist in selecting
a
candidate for mayor of Concord.
Name after name was offered to the
senator only to be rejected.
Finally a
delegate who was not especially pleas
ing to Mr. Chandler asked: “Well, who
in thunder do you want, anyway r How
are we goiug to know when a man
does possess the qualities that will entitle him to your approval?”
“When you find a man who isn't ,
ashamed to show respect for women,
love for children and animals and who
will walk to the edge of the sidewalk
at midnight when no one is watching
to do his expectorating into the street
you may be sure that he possesses ail
the civic virtues and is fully worthy
of any office you may be able to give
him,” was the quiet response.

|

Bint's

ui

mt*

lunui.

aim

£iuimmu

niuiu

have bitten off her tongue at having
spoiled an incipient affair between a
boy and a girl. She wished she could
have left them not so far apart, bu*
did not dare risk any more blunders by
trying to bring them together. She
was busy
for some time about house
lurid matters, and grandpa was talking
to a neighbor.
Then grandpa came in,
and the old couple went upstairs.
"The young fellow don’t seem to be
In a hurrj to go.” remarked grandpa
at l) o'clock.
"Hasn’t he gone?’’ replied grandma.
T thought I heard the gate click some*
time ago.”
"I don’t know. Perhaps we’d better
go down and see.”
They went together softly down
stairs.
All was still in the drawing
The door was shut, but if there
room.
had been an ordinary conversation between two people It could have been
heard in the hall. The old couple listened for a moment; then grandpa remarked that he reckoned the room was
empty. He opened tin* door.
Wonder of wonders! There sat Polly
on the midshipman's lap
and in the

midshipman's arms.
Polly sprang up, and Dwight, rising,
stood looking with a mingling of sheepishness, assurance, conscious pride and
happiness. Then he spoke out like the

little man ho was;
‘‘This can go on no longer.
Polly
and I have been married for a month.
If it is known. I’ll be shipped from the
academy, for no undergraduate is allowed to be married. If you good people will keep our secret all will come
I graduate in the coming
out right
June and will then be an officer in the
WnxIiliiKton Muiued It.
United States navy. If you object to
The question. “Who named the Em- me as a husband for Polly, 1 shall
plre State?” is often asked, but seldom blame myself; if not, I shall be glad
properly' answered. General Washing- I for what I've done."
ton is the man to whom that and many :
By tlda time the old people had someother honors belong.
In his reply to what recovered from their surprise,
the “address of the common council of grandpa seized the boy’s hand and
New York city” the great general said: Polly flew into grandma’s arms.
“I pray that heaven bestow Us choicest
"John,” said the old lady before they
blessings on your city; that a well reg- went to bed, ‘‘how do you suppose
ulated and beneficial commerce may they found the times and places to
enrich your citizens, and that your meet?"
state, at present the seat of empire.
“Don’t know, Sarah. Reckon It runs
may set such examples of wisdom and In the blood. Do you remember how
liberality as shall have a tendency to you met me every few days for two
strengthen and give a permanency to months without your parents knowing
tl»e Union at home and credit and re- anything about It?"
spectability abroad.”
"I)o tell!" replied grandma meditaThis is, of course, an inferential al- tively.
"Its astonishing how things
lusion, but was tlie origin of New keep succeeding one another the same
York's popular name nevertheless.
F. A. MITCIIEL.
way."

E lsworth.

fortunate owners of Ice yacht*
bvMn having fine times on the n«y
the past week, but the sr.ow of
yesterday
made the 1ce less fit for this kind of
pleas
have

Mr. Berk holder closed the term
of
high school last week, and after giving a
line entertainment, with the assistance of
some of his pupils, returned to his home.

ure.

vessel which

new

coming

they

J >seph Tuff.*
Trer ton.

to sail the

are

season.

William

Miss

Cochrane, of the Maine mission
society, has been bolding services in
Union nieeting-bouse. Owing to the

ary
he

Coates,

well

being

depth

is

in

artesian

family

bis

resumed
bored

now

in

work
to the

diameter.

other lemons

had

Vincent.

meals

in

under

the

and

C.

Rny Treworgy,

very

who has

Clarence Havey

teen

ill with

held their annual -upper and sale at A. O.

U. W. hall Wednesday evening,

The ladies’ club will bold

ball at K. of

a

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

Dinner will be served at A. O. U. W.
hall on town meeting day, next
Monriav,
by the ladies of the Methodist society.

singing school is in progress here aud
evenings at the church.

Feb. 29.

has met two

Some of our young ladles are
Interested in basket ball, and
to have a well-organized team.

G.
NORTH DEER ISLE.

becoming
hope

soon

Charles Eaton has sold his
to Sedgwick parties.

Koscoe and Frank Springer, Howard
Webb, Charles Watson, Oscar Hyson and

Capt.
ton to
Susan

$15,12,1624*

admitted,

115,282 87

Admitted assets,

$16,004 899 45-

LIABILITIES, DEC. 81,
of unpaid losses and
claims,
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks,
Net

yoke of

oxen

Charles Haskell has gone to Boscommand of the sctojier

resume

1903.

amount

506,488 2*

$

4,299,099J9

Total liabilities,
Capital actually paid up in cash.
Net surplus beyond capital and

$4 89>,A87 5$
4

liabilities,

000,000.0$

6.109,31192

Aggregate, including capital
net surplus,
$15,004,899 4ft
w. W.
TAPLEY, Resident Agent*
ELLSWORTH, ME.

and

Tlie Baltimore Losses of the
JE 1 NA will be paid from Cash
on hand—retained lor exigencies
of this nature-without materially aifectinff the Assets or Surplus of the Company.
commercial
union
assurance
COM PAN V, Ltd.
A

S SETS. DEC.

31, 1903.

Real

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,

$

888,118 «#
112,000 00
2,218.693 7ft

C*sfc in office and bank,

452.524 4$
610,697 10
6,292 4ft
12,2868$
6,353 70

Agents’balances,

Bills receivable,
Interests and rents.
All other assets,

now

typhoid pneumonia, is slowly recovering.
The ladies of the Baptist
sewing circle

ones.

COMPANY,

HARTFORD, CONN.
day of December, 1903, made to»
the State of Maine.
Incorporated 1*19. Commenced business 1819*
Wm. B. Clark, Presidi nt.
W. if. Kino. Secretary.
Capital paid up in cash, $1,000,009.
ASSETS. DEC. 81, 1903.
lies! estate owned by the company, unincumbered,
$277,2493$
Loaus <>u bond and mortgage
(first liens),
12,800 0$
Stocks an » bonds ow rd by the
company, market value,
13,138,022 97
Cash in the company’s principal office«jid iu bank,
1.207.068fft
Agents’ balances.
489,691 2$
Interest due and accrued,
830 1$
On the 31st

bu-y just
getting out the yearly supply of firewood.
are

1NSI HVNCK

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

Wood is very low.

Men and teams

P. ball Friday evening, March 4.
A

Garths

SURRY.

Henry

Minnie Bunker spent Sunday in

Hooper

fair

a

Friday.

E nerv, Mildred Emery,
NV p 1
Einerv,
Ha mor,
Herman L land, Sanford McFarland, and Esther Wood. This tias
b»en an
unusualy cold winter, and
many of tbe pupils have bad quite a
distance to travel.
Feb. 26.
Spec.

Eastbrook.

among the sick

ext

'*'*mpb«li, A ce
E r*e E»>*ry,

R.

Gilbert

soon.

The Webeder school closed Feb. 26
Those not absent a day were: Wiil.e

preparing

now

the cellar

sewing circle will hold

in the grange hail

WEST SULLIVAN.

are

in

E.

Tne ladles’

one

Feb. 29

F.

move

Ok thh

AETNA

SALISBURY COVE.

Union (netting-house on town meetli g
day. Meals served at any time between
10 a. m. aiid 9 p. m. As town meeting day
is generally a visiting day for the ladies,
all are cordtal y invited. As tills is such
a
unique affair, the first of the kind ever
held here, It is hoped that all will strive
to make it successful socially and financially.

Miss

He will

Haskell an 1 wife Lave moved
to Mrs. O. Liscomb’s.

The tree

it, but ouly

on

The ladies’ aid society is
serve

making
changes
lately purchased of his
some

Andrew

reached fruition.
>o

is

ANNUAL STATEMENT

plant pro-

spring which now contains a
lemon, about three inches long,
inches in circumference, and more
in

wife have returned

Feb. 29
lemon

a

in

log

sympathy la felt here for Joseph
Bewsier and wtf*. frrme ly of this
plnce,
in the loss of t heir o'dt-st
daughter Ida,
who d e 1 of diphtt ertu in Brewer Feb. 19

beautiful

tnau two inches

vlsi

Much

cured last
seven

are

South Hancock.

he house he

brot her

Moorfleld Storey

feet.

Hose Ladd has

Mrs.

the

on

for

which

sixty

of

»ss

visiting
returned, and

the wt-ii

B'Hhop and

Harvey Carter

been

Boston, has
on

b

tored

has

who

the

J wife

Whiting Ball, of Higgins classical in
siliute, is at home to spend his vacation.

not well attended.

Mr.

an

to their home in

inclemenry of t tie weather, the meetings
were

Tramp.

HANCOCK POINT.
Daisy Cheater is Lome from Bangor.
Alton ParrR, of B<r Harbor, is iu town.

Capt. Benjamin 11. Spurting and Willis
E. Bunker have goue to Boothbay and
Gloucester on business connncted with
their

29.

Feb.

ABSTRACT OK THE

rut

The

Opt 8. N. Bu’ger who recently got a
of Iron rust in his eye, in New York,
has had it removed.

piece

$4,306,946 22
12,194 31

Admitted assets,

$4,294,751 91
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1903.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Allother liabiti ies.
Su-plus over all liabi

$

3R2,865 82

2,838.856 09

215,181 1£
1,392,848 87

ities,

Total liabilities and surplus,
$4,294,751 91
O
W. TAPLKY, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
U. S. BRANCH
HAMBURG BREMEN FIRE INS. CO.,
OP HAMKURU, GERMANY.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1903.
and
Stocks
bonds,
<1,622,046 25
Cash in office and bank.
58,477 3d
Agents’ balances,
153,66131
Gross assets,

<1,834,177 95

Admitted assets,

<1,834,177 96

N. Pickering.
Hooper came from Hall Quarry and
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1903,
Feb 29.
Harbor, where they are employed,
Net unpaid losses,
E,
< 104,600 00
Unearned
p emiuras.
1,292,885 25
Saturday.
over all liabilities,
Surplus
436,892 70
Abundant Health Is assured when there Is
The regular meeting of John Dority
good blood In the veins. Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is Total liabilities and surplus,
<1,834,177 95
of
East
will
be
held
grange,
Sullivan,
the medicine to mane good blood.
o. W
TAPLEY, Agent,
Begin tak,
Tourt-day evening of this week instead of lng It now. It la just what the
ELLSWORTH, ME.
system needs at
Pomola
of
Hancock, this time and will do you gre it good. 8harp
Friday.
grange,
Alvin

Bar

be

will

dites,

ill£be

w

conferred

harvest

a

supper

everything

and

and fourth

The third

present.

d agrees

done

be

will
to

make

cns

the

appetite, steadies the nerves.—Advt.

remedy for croup bathe the throat with
and take Brown’s lustant Relief freely according to directions
As a

served,
good

a

Feb. 29.

B.

awjcrtistmnita.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Banks

Su'livan
New

Wednesday

left

J/aivjfim

F. A. Pierce is culling a monument for
Baibmr, of Stoulngton.
Fred Uackliff i- doing the bear.
Mrs. Warren

%

report of the U. S. revenue cutter
Rockland harbor on

cannonading ice in

Tuesday afternoon
Tratkt

of

was

plainly

tobcit

a

heard herdiscovered

w«re

**,

Toursday morning around M. C. Pert’s
It was ietrned later that the

stable.

creature bed crossed
to

mainland

the

on

Sunshine

from

ice

and

had

the

by
this place.
Miss Beulah M.

Pressey

closed

her

of school in this d(strict

term

on

To read your sign people must go

Of the 500 words given to the A
class in spelling Ernest Bye spe led tte
entire number.
Harry B^e spelled 499.
Friday.

rncsel

Neither

half

one

Pressey has been Invited

spring

to

day.

to it.
Send

Miss

return for the

using

term.

sign to the people by
American want ad.

your

an

bring homes to
properties and bring
FOUTH SURRY.
satisfaction to buyer and seller.
American want ads get anything
Lyman and Lida Curtis, Cl ff >rd Coggins
and Clarence Leonard, all of whom have you want, or sell anything you have
j
l«\b

American want ads

G

29.

the homeless; rent

had the

measles,

aie

better.

Cunningham and Milton Young ;
went to Marlavllle Saturday to visit Jam s j
Charlea

To I’nr* m Cold in One l>»y
Laxative Bromo (Jululne Tablets. Ah
lrukrgtets refund th*' money If It falls to cure.
IN'
K ^ Urou>'« alumhInr* 1“ on each tmi

Take

1

j

to sell.
Thousands

of

in Hancock
County read The American want
column every week.
If your want ad is not there they
are not reading it.

people

Boston’s*World-Renowned Hotel.
It's the place to sleep,
It’s the place to eat

city,

near

rooms

81 and

upward;

Marine

gives notice

Tracy,

that

Ia

a

the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGeorge W. Tracy.
mediately.
February 2,1901.

The

Only

central section of the

COUNTY

with hath 82 and upward.

The best hotel table d’hote in America.

Mianus

subscriber

tor
estate
of Winter Harbor,

hereby
he has been duly appointed administraTHE
of the
late
of Olive Jennie

THE

the theatres and wholesale and retail stores.

Pleasant

persoi^j^l^Pif

subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executor*
of the last will and testament of George HParsons, late of Ellsworth, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons
the
estato
demands
having
against
of said deceased are desired to present,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imArno W. Kimg,
mediately.
Whlkord H. Billings.
February 2. 1904.

square;.

Nearest First-class Hotel to I'uiou Station.

fllHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminis1
trator with the will annexed of the estate
of Wellington 8. Dunham, late of Orland, in,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as thr law directs. All
demand? against the estate of said
are desired to
present the same for ettttemeut, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Theodore H. Smith.
February 2, 1904.

in the county of Hancock
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present

afituttiannmtB.

BO W DO I INI

give notice that
appointed execu-

of the will of David B. Flint, late of Boston, Suffolk county. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, aud given bond as the
law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceised are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately. Our residences being outside the
State of Maine, we have appointed Luere B.
D asy, of Eden, Haucock county, Maine,
whose postoffice address is Bar Harbor, Hancock county, Maine, our agent and attorney
for purposes sprcitied in R. S. chapter fit,
Almbna J. Flint,
section 13.
Feb. 17, 1904.
Charles E Stratton,
Executors of the will of
David B. Flint, deceased.

tors

vtile to

second

WHEREAS,

subscribers hereby
rpHE
X they have been duy

been

hounds from there aud Oeean-

driven

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Harry L. Moulton, of Buckssport, in the county of Hancock, by
his mortgage d'-ed dated May 25, a. d. 1899, arift
recorded in the Hancock connty regist-y of
deeds, book 343, page 297, conveyed to Benjamin T. Hubbard, of Bangor. Maine, a certain
of land situate in said Bucttspori, and
eing part of lot No. 157 in the Seventh (7)
NorthwestRange, bounded as follows, viz
erly by the county road leading throu h the
Long Pond settlement; northeasterly ny land
of Amos S Moulton, former y of Amos Smith;
southeasterly and southwesterly by land formerly of N. Carpenter, and being sarine promises conveyed to said Harry L. Moulton by Leslie C. Homer by deed dated May 25. 1899. and,
whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I, B. Pratt
Hubbard, administrator of the estate of said
Benjamin T. Hubbard, late of said Bangor deceased, claim a f, reclosure of Raid mortgage.
B. Pratt Hubbard.
By T. W. Vose, his attorney.
Stetson, Me., Fe-ruary 20, 1904.

Eiece

for

York.

1 he

JiCtlCCB.

candl-

four

ou

time.

surprising.

There was no comfort at table after
certain Philadelphian, who is nt
the fatal blunder, and grandma, who
once a minister of the gospel and a reg
istered physician, had an amusing ex- had caused it all, had the udroituess to
the cake and preserves, which
perience ill his attempt to corner a j leave out
Christian Scientist, according to the had been intended for a last course,
and, rising from the table, led the way
Philadelphia Ledger.
Every time they met this scientist to the drawing room. Hut grandpa
took occasion to scoff at medical sci ! found something to take him out to tlie
barn, and grandma found it necessary
ence and to dwell up<5n the wonders
that could be performed through faith. to interview the servants. The young
“You are convinced that through faith couple were left sitting on opposite

have gone to

the

of-town people hrre
this week are Mias Fannie
L‘ig'ton,of
E’*aworth, Mr. Fernald, of Bound, at.d
Milton Young, of East Bluebill.

id

a

EnBiirnnct Statements.

C. Yeung and Wife at the Mor ison farnr.
Tti* y returned Sunday.

O'.

CRANBERRY 1SLK8

(Original.]

“What’ii the matter with
Polly, Sarah?”
“I don’t know, John.”

jlie

**-

Among

A

lurneu.

"It Is nothing." she assured herself.
“It Is not a man. I am seeing sights
It Is the storm." Again she peered out,
“It Is—It Is a man." she exclaimed tc
herself—"a man who will surely freeze
to death!”
She gathered her rug close about her.
Then with sudden energy she threw
open the little door and staggered, buf
feted by the storm, across the space
of twelve feet.
It might Just as well
have been twelve yurds.
The stor«n.
which tiad designs upon Alexandrarlteh, prevented her from reaching
him. ftut only for u time. Making an
extra effort, she cast off the rug tlial
ham|iered her. and then, with a sudden
leap, she plunged forward and fell
prone upon the dark object by the road
side. The object stirred.
“He is alive," exclaimed Anna Sara
tovsky—“alive, and I must save him!"
The next few momenta made a woman out of a mere girl.
The work ol
those few moments was the work of a
lifetime. l$ut she did it. Fifteen min
utes later Anna Saratovsky was rub
blng with snow the hands and face ami
feet of a strong young man, who was
fair to look upon, and ail the fairer because be was in the valley of the shad
ow of death. At last she was rewarded
Alexandrovltch slowly opened his eyes
and looked lutu the faee of u beautiful
“You are one of the anyoung girl.
gels up in heaven,” he murmured.
She shook her head.
"I am Anna
Saratovsky,” she answered.
And all this was some years ago.
In Anna Saratovsky’s village Alexandrovlteh lived and moved and had
liis being. He was a Russian, and she
was a Jewess, but to him she was one
of the angels up in heaven.
It was early summer in the village.
One night without a sound ”00 men
stole each from his house and met cu
der cover of the darkness in the mar
ket place.
Suddenly a mighty shorn
went up from them.
“The Jews! The Jews!” they cried
“Death to the Jews!”
That was the
beginning: after that, battle, murder
sudden death, blood and fire, fire and
blood. The men were Russians; theli
neighbors were the Jews. Each man
turned upon his neighbor; each man
armed himself and struck anil struck
and struck to kill. They enrf-reil home
after home, dragging the innocents Into the streets and slaughtering them
like cattle. Alexandrovltch was a Russian. He. too. sought a house. lie wat
almost too late.
Two people of the
name of Saratovsky lay
weltering In
Mood.
They lay there at their door
post, where Alexandrovltch had lain sc
many months before. Alexandrovltet

"If one could only hnve foreseen nil
this!” he cried. "If I could have but
known!” He shuddered not with fear.
hut with dread. He heard fooUieps in
the house.
“Anna-Anna Snrntox sky!” he cried
in a low voice.
He heard an Inarticulate sound. Alexandrovitch strode oxer
tin* deaxl. He sought the living.
Me
peered into the house. In a corner a
silent struggle- a struggle to the death
—was being fought.
It was n young
girl. Anna Baratov sky, gagged, but
w ith free hands that she had torn clear
of their bonds, lighting for dear life
against two men. It did not last long,
for Alexandrovitch was there.
He
sprang Into the midst and struck out
right and left.
"So. so, Boroskl,” he cried to one of
the men. “It is you who are the dastard. That for 3*011. Boros!J! And that
for you, Mongolovitch!”
These two men were men that AJexaiv rovltth knew as well as he knew
his brother, but It was all one now,
for there was murder in the heart of
Alexandrovitch, even us there had been
murder in the heart of the two men.
for Alexandrovitch was lighting for
something more than his own life, and
he was a maniac for the instant—a
wild beast. Finally he drew* his hand
across his brow* and turned to Anna
Saratovsk.v. Then he stepped back and
opened a rear door.
"Anna Saratovsky,” he said, “thy fa
ther and thy mother are beyond all
aid; none can help them now. We must
even leave them where they are.
The
Holy Mother will protect them. Come
thou with me, Anna Saratovsky.” He
did not give her time to hesitate. He
caught her In liis arms and forced her
through the open door.
“Fly. Anna Saratovsky!” he whispered in her ear.
“Fly, for the flying
death comes after 11s.”
It was a wild flight, that night of the
dread massacre.
But at last the two
had left pursuit behind.
As the day
began to break Alexandrovitch reached
forth liis arm and lifted from the
ground the form of the fainting girl.
he
Then with his precious burden
struck across the country. He reached
a small, secluded and deserted stable.
With the girl stUl in liis arms he entered.
They crouched there in a corner.
Suddcnl3* the girl hurst into hysterical
weeping. “My father and my mother!” she exclaimed.
"M3* father ami
my mother!”

and

Cuisine unexcelled.

Paper.

Stationary Engines

the KINGS OF GASOLINE Motors. Fully guaranteed
Fitted for all work. Lobster, Scallop and Winch Hoists. Woodsawing outfits, hoisting outlits for vessels. Hoist anchor, sails,
pumps, bilge, cargo, etc. Simple, safe and sure.
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daughter of some gentleman
who had broken down financially.
What put a finishing touch to their
sense of their own inferiority was the
discovery that Olive kept singular looking books in her closet, which she
brought out and studied after her
was

the

charges were asleep.
Elliott White, a nephew of Olive's
employer, on returning from a trip
abroad, visited his aunt, and one morning, while recounting his travels. Olive
came Into the room. She gave but one
glance at Elliott, but bis eyes became
fixed upon her and followed her till
she left the room. lie tried to resume
the thread of his recital, but in vain.
His tongue would not describe what
had been driven from his thoughts.
Since the girl was a servant he had
the good taste not to show the interest
she had created in him. The truth was
that that silent figure which had entered the room had taken out with It
all there was of value in his nature.
What came of this is only what
comes in such cases.
Elliott White’s
one

“The fever!
said.

It never leave* me.” lie

I have told you to go away from mo
and stay till you are cured."
"And you?”
"I shall never be cured, but I will
not be your wife.
My respect for my
s«lf may not be strong enough to bold
me, but my love for you will never
permit me to drag you down to my
level.”

It to you.”
A step In the hall ended the dialogue.
The aunt and mistress went away
troubled, but she never mentioned
.what she had heard to the lovers or

feverish anxiety.
"Well, doctor?”
me uoctor

iookcu

„< htnl Varchingthose words too
often l.i other Oases of anxiety not to
Ynow that the young man was the
Ue bad

girl’s lover.
“Strange,” said the doctor, looking
at Elliott with a faraway expression.
"But, doctor, tell ms—is It a bad
case?”
“I’m afraid it is.”
“For heaven's sake, don't tell me
there is no hope!”
“There Is hope,” said the doctor, still
looking at Elliott with the same singular expression. “Why are you so in
terested ?”
“Doctor, I am in torture. I am wild.
I can tell you, a physician, to whom
many a secret is laid bare, that I, a
gentleman, love this servant maid. If
she dies I shall go mad; if she lives 1
shall go mad, for I can’t marry her.”
“No, you can't marry a servant unless you want to make your life hers.
But be of good cheer. I do not promise
that she shall live, but I promise that
if you marry her you will marry a

lady.”
Elliott stood staring, his expression
plainly asking, “What do you mean?"
But the doctor did not choose to explain Just then and, seizing his hat,
broke away.
ieu

uays

laier

me

servant

was

out

of danger.
One morning when the
doctor called he brought with him a
lady who went to Olive's room, where
she stayed a long while.
Elliott was
In the house and wondered what It all
meant.
When the lady went away
the doctor came downstairs with her.
and the two stood for awhile talking
in the hall, but ail that Elliott could
hear was the lady asking, "How soon
ran I take her home?”
When the visitor had gone the doctor went into the
library, where he found Elliott.
“I have something to tell you,” he
said to the young man. "Nineteen years
ago 1 assisted at the birth of a girl,
There
the child of wealthy parents.
was a malformation of the right clavicle—I mean shoulder blade—that I had
not seen before.
I never forget exceptional eases, and when putting a
hot appliance to the shoulder of the
girl upstairs I knew she was one of
This much 1
my medical children.
feel at liberty to tell you without reThat
vealing a professional secret.
the child was a foundling I may also
Bat how she came to be a
say.
foundling I cannot reveal, though I
may assure you that she was bom In
wedlock. The lady who has Just gone
(s her mother."
The misshapen shoulder blade troubles Mrs. Elliott White as any malformation, however slight, will trouble
the person of whom It Is a part, and
she would like to have It operated upHer husband will not consent.
on.
He consider- It the most Important
link In the chain of his life's happiness
Mrs. White is one of the prominent
women in the city of her residence.
HART ALICE BARKER

Haven,

at New

Ct.

left Feb. 22, for

Miss Catherine Coombs

l**t

week

in town

was

contracts

making

Cape

for

Ct ngregational
c lurch was entertained by Mrs. John t*.
T«piey last Thursday.
Twenty-three
were present.
The

ladle*’circle of t he

have been received announcing
marriage of Robert Burns Bates, of
South Brooksville, and Miss Annie Louisa Hatcb, of Weu’a Btach, which occurred at W ells Feb. 22.
Mr. Bates wa»
born in Brooksville, is a popular young
man, and bas many friends here who wish
him a long and prosperous life.

TOMBON.

Feb. 29.

HANCOCK.
Nancy Whittaker is the gueet of
Mr*. H. C. Crabtree.
Mia*

and

Mrs.

Wallace

delightfully entertained sixteen
ladies st flinch at tos Joy
residence
Thursday afternoon.
Whitmore, of Lincoln,
Union church last Sunday
Btcause of ,the storm, no

E.

at the

afternoon.
oeryiia pas held in the everting.

fourth lecture given by Pamola
«|lj be Wednesday evening,March
9, by Arno W, King, of Ellsworth. Hia
the
subject will bePeople as
grange

Jjsw-Mskera.”

'____

Feb. 29.

!

A.

HULL’S COVE.
Mrs.

Mary Hinckley

is

Wfotfie^p

poorly.

,nd MarlCI*

the

rula-

from
Mar-

Bangor business college.

a

Last Friday evening Miss Clara Elliott
pleasantly antertained several of ber
young friends at ber home. Tbe evening
A deWas spent wltb tousle and games.
licious supper was served.
AsfcE.
Feb. 28.

Supervisor Norwood visited tbt

school

Feb. 25.
Millard Bartlett has been

hauling bardloga to Somesville for sawing.
Dr. Phillips visited D. G. Bartlett Fri-

wood

day. His health has bean poor for
lime.

some

The many friends of J. G. Jordan will

pleased

to know

be

ia

“What is a grig?” asks a correspondwho has been worried by the phrase
“as happy as a grig.” The grig shares
with Mark Tapley the honor of being
proverbially happy. But a lonely adjective does not define a substantive.
In Yorkshire, we are told, a grig is a
In
young child, happy, we may hope.
Staffordshire it is a bantam.
But in
is
a cricket, or grassDutch the kriek"
hopper. a really merry fowl. In Webster a grig is the provincial English foi
an eel.
But we cannot accept an <*el
as the embodiment of mirth, and we
put our money on the Dutchman’9
“kriek “—London Chronicle.
ent

an

in bis

Bartlett, who la working in
Ellsworth, came Friday, driving down in
the morning, returning In the evening.
Ellawortb, made a
He intends
business call here recently.
moving on the island when a warm wave
of

cornea.

B.
GOU LDSBOKO.

Emily Spurting

Mrs.
A

Had Pierced Hia.

Skremer—Papa says if I give
singing lessons he’ll give me a
pair of diamond earrings. Miss Sharpe
—You’ve never worn earrings, have
you? Miss Skremer—No; Pll bays to
have my ears pierced. Miss Sharpe—
Oh. I see his idea! He wants to pay
you back in your own coin.—Philadel
phla Press.
Miss

The Real

Taxpayers.
Johnny—Pa, the taxpayers are only
the people who own properties, areift
they? Pa—No, my son. The teal tax
payers are the people who rent the
properties.—Philadelphia Ledger.

any

of integrity will
reason

born to

son was

wife, February

is ill.

Melville JobDaon and

23.

nekeo, of Surry, Monday.

fine

of the

Bar

orchestras,

tbe

music

worth

Harbor and

friends here

Many

Miss

ing

strengthening
hese good things
and
enjoyed
appreciated.
DEATH

L.

OF MRS

1*

here

and

calling
Saturday.
was

news was

attended

bas

the

play,

In

been

upending

a

few

days

SEDGWICK.
David Thurston, who bas been ill tor
sometime, is improving.
H. Hooper went to Bangor last week
the Eastern

to carry an insane pauper to
Maine insane hospital.

John Thurston bas sold his black mare
and has purchased a large pair of oxen of
Charles Eaton, of Deer Isle.
Feb. 28
C.
WEST TREMONT.
Charles P.

against

listen
conscience.—
never

Horne.

Subscribe for The AmhocaN

Lunt

and

wife

visited at

Harbor Saturday.

R. H.
Lunt and wife, of Southwest
Harbor, visited Mr. Lunt's mother, Mrs L.
M. Lunt, Sunday.
Several from here joined the K. of P
Friday evening. Among them were L
W. Rumill, W. H. Lunt, Willie Sawyer,
and

Ed Marshall.

Feb. 29

Thelma.
ASHVILLE.

Carrol Clark is home from Veazie.
Mrs. Herman Smith is spending the
Prospect Harbor.

week with relatives In

Several young people attended the plaj
in Maine" at West Gontdsborc

“Down

Tnursday evening.
Bragdon and William Noyet
trip via Long Pond tc
Ei«r Franklin, spending Saturday nighl
and Sunday at J. A. Gordon’s.
Feb 29.
B.
Kenneth

took

a

snow-shoe

s

far

so

to

as

Lute

P.

a

STOVER.

recovered

excellen* programme
E. R

be able to

on

What is

j

j

more

birthday In
February? Miss

than

rare

a

Gave on Saturday night, when they worked
a candidate In the second rank and cutertslned visitors. There was a large attendance.

Feb. IS.

SAROENTVUXE.
were

In

Sunday.

town

candidates.

in spite dt t&e light snow on the Reach,
ttMce-boats are Improving tbetr
cbanVe. As many as a dozen boats at a
owners

be

seen.

John F. Gray has bean eonlotd to
for a week.
Hbi dsughtt* (Evelyn
is 111 with tbe meaatee. Mrs. Bweet’a -two
children alao have It. Mra. Jordan la im-

proving.
Great anxiety was fe't for tbe safety
Capt. Bennett due to bis barge, West
Point, having been cut adrift from tbe
tug by an unknown steamer. All were
of

to learn of hie safe arrival.
Feb. 29.

glad

taken

te*.

L

Mia* Bernice
atudentaat

Mayo and Ererett K«ot
Cbarleaton, are Dome.

Albert McDonnell, who baa been
•pending the winter in Weal Hancock, I. home.
Mra. Nellie Bornl*.., aba lia,
,,I,

nailing

her parent*, hae returned
borne at South Blueblll.

Roy A. Kane,

a

teacher

In

the

to

bcr

Higglo,

1 ute a C'brrleat m, i, vlattIng bl» mother, Mra. Emm* K*ne
Reb W
L’RR Rkmmk

claealcal In*

alfcbrrtisra.fm*.

MY FOOD DOES MS KQ GOOD.
Oh, If I Gould Only Eat.
Without After

Why

These

are

By

Regrets.

Questions Asked

Many People

so

?

A Piece of Newt fur Those Who Have
Weak Stomachs.
Hv*r and boee's cairn
than any other part of the
ar*»
thousands of persons
There
body.
wbo»e fo*»d don’t do them the good It
bad taste in mouth,
• oold.
have
They
The stomach,
trouble

more*

coated tongue, con«tfpaiio i, g*a in stomach, fulues- or distress after meat*, Most
They o'ten
lug and belching of *lnd.
hsv* headache, are weak au<i nervous, have
Mr.
sa low complex'onn a >d can’t sleep.
L\ 8. Jo nee. Corner 5th Street snd 9 h
Ave H janoke,
says .—

111

suddenly

yeatarday.
J. M. Elite, of North Deer Isle,called

ou

I. J. Cousins Sunday.
C. H. Parkins returned from Rockland
Wattrtllia laet Friday.

and

James and Chart**
Odd

Staple* attended the
Fellows'convention In Betawort b last

Friday.
Emma J. Walker ha* been appointed
postmaster here in place of J. U. Walker,
resigned.
M tea Grace Stover has been called to
Ashland
A.

by t be Hlneea of her ateler, Mrs
W. Howe.

Baboon ^pd wife, of Bluehill,
gueata of her mother, Mrs. D. H.
Billing*, Saturday.
Edwin

the

were

M.

wan

tbt.

Va.,

BROOKSVILLB,
B. Bickford

K.

At Cola mb!* chapter i-i.nleru Nta? there
full attendtuc*. Tt.art were eight

can

C.

j

was a

llttie

Mn

BROOKLJN.

Halcyon sft'embly met for the first time
In thr>e w^ekt, and attended to business
which had accumulated, and arranged for
th^ banquet which the brother Knights

filial.

Mr. m.d Mrs. Elll», of Drer lale,

rendered.

Feb. 29.

fv,nd

M.

was

on

of
j the family on the
Madge Fisher Stover was one of the Alta (ole enjoy a the distinction, and entermost popular and beloved of the young matrons
tained some of her young friends
Monday
of lola. Nhe was a daughter of the lace Paul
afternoon to celebrate her twelfth birthUsher, of Humboldt. Her gtrlnood was spent
day.
In the city of her birth, and In late years she at
Mrs. John M. Williams enteitained the
tended the state university, where she was a
mem Iter of one of the leading Greek letter fra-i V, J. society in a most
phasing manner on
lerullJee. and was popular with her associate* Wednesday. The severe snowstorm
kept
and with her Instructors.
aotue of the members at home.
Fifteen
She was married to Lute P. tftoper, at present
enjoyej the bountiful fupper and the
county surveyor of Allen county, god a sou of music and
p»t wbUM, followed.
Capt. T. S. Stover, several years ago. Thi*
The V. I. society wa.t entertained on the
marriage proved a most happy union, and was
blessed with s daughter, now about two year* 17th by Mrs. Charles Hutchings.
Twenty
old. Mrs. Stover wa* a member of several of were out
despite the cajd, blustering d*y,
the leading clubs of lola, and was popular In
and the weather did not detract from the
social circles. But 1: was Id her home life that
p ensure of the mreting. Pit waa a feature
her
happiness, and It is there of the evening
she
entertainment,
'<■*'«
*
voW
th.l b« I1'**"
%M
u |

March 1,

h°* !
eteedti**

bound coast.

The end

distressing Illness

with a happy home, supplied with the tom
fort# and luxuries wntch ample means made
possible, her lip; seemed destined to be long and
happy. The ten lervst sympathy of hundreds
of sorrowing friends Is extended to the
grief
stricken fam’ly.

Werdweii
Coloredo for

large company ot granger. r„et „ ,,
ball Samrday
evening, „h(,
dellgbllul evening Wa.
,
live
Thirty
patron.
Irom
Highlit
North
grange.
Penobscot, were pr».,„
bealnea several Irom other grange,

received last

Stover is dead.

to

Domanaky presided at the
Sunday.
org«a
The visitors .ipn a.ed their
appreciation
Mr*. Herman Smith, of Ashvtlle, came
the
ot
entertainment In well
cbosea
to Mr*. Charles Blmce’a on Suuday to
words, not forgetting to mention tba
spend a week here wltb relatives.
clam slew as a rare treat

Mrs.

GOLDEN WEDDING.

Lin wood Sargent ts gaining fast.

F. P. Noyes and wife spent Saturday in
Steuben.

Tbe golden wedding of Rogers L. Grey
and wife was celebrated Feb. 25.
It
snowed nearly all day, tbe roads were
badly drifted and hence but few gathered.
A letter of regret containing f5 from
Hon. H. W. Sargent was read. There was
singing, with Mrs. James Saunders and
Mrs. L. O. Fowler at tbe organ.

“I feel It my duty to praise Dr. Greene •
Nervura blood and nerve remedy f r the
Daughters of Liberty held a special
good ll has done me. 1 bad been suffering'
with indigestion for t» n years and had
meeting Monday afternoon.
useo every remedy that i could be*»r of for
Miss May Young is visiting her grandit, but nothing did me any good. I got so
and
wife.
B.
J.
I could not sleep at night for the awful
Wright
parent*,
all over roe.
pains
My stomach wm
Mr*. Fred Bickford and daughters, of
Mr and Mrs. Gray were tbe recipients
swollen Mod -o §< re that I coaid hardly
of many presents. Among them were |o in stand it, and I was so short of breath that
Prospect Harbor, are at Oliver Jones’.
Master Joseph D. Wood, jr., has gone to gold from Mr. and Mrs. Emory Herrick, a sorretlmea I thought T would smother to
d*atb. 1 find a cough that was very bad
Hancock to visit bis aunt. Miss Sophia
gold-lined sugar shell from Mr. and Mr** 1 had almost given
op my case as one that
Ira Cousins; a gilt-edge glass set from F.
Haven, and his uncle. Albert Wood.
could never be cur#d.
The

L.

H. Hillings and wife;

There will be a leap year ball and supper at Evergreeu hall next Tuesday evening. Music by Monaghan’s orchestra.

firtrtrtisnnntta.

Over-Work Weakens
Your Kidneys.
All the blood In your body passes through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
ne moneys are
your
blood purifiers, they filI ter out the waste or
impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fail to do
their work.

Pains, achesandrheucess
■

■■

■

from excf uric acid in the
neglected
come

oiooa, auc to

v/

kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady
heart beats, and makes one fee! as
though
they had heart trouble, because the heart Is
over-working in pumping thick, kidneypoisoned blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary

troubles were to be traced to the
kidneys,
but now modern science proves that
nearly
all constitutional diseases have their
beginning tn kidney trouble.
If you are sick you can make no mistake
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
and the extraordinary effect cf Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy is
soon realised.
It stands the highest for its
wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
and is sold on its merits
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar
sir-1
es.
You may have a*
bottle
mail
nome or swamp Ro«
sample
by
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Or. Kilmer
It Co.. Binghamton. N. Y.
Don’t make

mlalakr. but remember the
name. Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Nan.R«a
and tbe address, Binghamton, N. Y., on every
bottle.
any

“Hut the Hleased Lord led

picture with gilt

from Mra. James Condon.
Refreshments were served and

nut dish

tbe

about 10 o’clock, wishing
aged and worthy couple many more

friends left
tbe

years of

happiness.

Feb. 29.

C.

Unhealthy Kidneys Hake Impure Blood.

mat ism

a

me

to

a

good

medicine, and I have taken several bottles
Lucy Billings; a plate | of
Dr. Ore ue’s Nervura bio a and nerve
from
Mrs. John Billings; silver sugar
remedy and cs*» recommend it higher than
shell from Mrs. E. Mason; four fancy a!» other medlcin#». Now 1 fe* 1 as If new
cups and saucers from Rose Eaton; a box life had come back to me. and I can sleep
all ntght, and enjoy myself everyof toilet soap from L O. Fowler and wife; soundly
th here
1 go. I can do work that i * ever
frame from Miss

TRENTON.

with her

daughter, Mrs. Gowen Whitaker.
Mrs. Mary Sowle and Mrs. Louise Newman went to West Sullivan
Saturday for
a short visit to Mrs. David Patchen.
Feb. 29.
Jen.

J.

illne

Nor men

went

A

the death of Mrs. Lute

on

Maine,” at West Gouldsboro
Thursday and Friday evenings.
Mrs. Horace Leighton, of Cberryfleld,
“Down

his recent

Mr*. Fred C Bickford, w.th her daughweek of
P. Stover, of lola, j ter*, hi* gone to West Gould*boro to spend
Kansas, which occurred Feb. 16, two days j two weeks with Mrs. Oliver Jones.
after she gave birth to a child, who also
J. F. P-.ry and wife were guests of K.
died.
Mr Stover has tbe sympathy of M. Stevens In West
Uouldsboro during
,
friends
in
this vicinity.
The fol- the recent dramatic entertainment,
many
{
is
taken
from
the I )ia llegistcr of
lowing
K. W. Nutter and wife have returned to
j
Feb 17:
Brook tin. They
were
accompanied by
T he people of Iota were profoundly shocked
thetr little granddaughter, Mis* Georgia
and
saddened
by the news this morning Blancc.
that
The sad

relatl.Ju'*

with

grange
moat

Saturday from
teen spend-

Co'e returned

keep bis engagements

tbe fraternal bonds—all
were

S’by l

Rev. Wallace Cu ter has
from

8Uur(J

beeitb, ere glad to bear that be U
improving.

week with relative*.

a

week

a

friend** of

The

Winter Harbor, where she has

Ells-

spending

Bangor, who

with relatives.

_

Friday

from

leachio*

alter

George Albert Perry and wife went to
HiMngtnn on Suuday to spends few days

of

Feb. 29.

G. H. Tracy, of Sullivan,

income

up my

to

Lin-

WEST GOULD9BORO.

Ray,

again

Mine Jorephlne Dunbar la
home lt
Bucksport, where sbe baa been
*'
Mias Mabel Webster r.turned

usual

Nancy

Southwest

A man

party of ladles and gentlemen

their annual visit to Mr. and Mrs.

ata

Or Inn cl.

MAN8ET.

Income.

with true
economy who does not exert his best
judgment and put forth all the wisdom he possesses to make it fulfill
the highest ends of which it is capable in his peculiar circumstances.
If
it does uot.UMike some lives better,
fuller and happier; if it does not develop the body and educate the mind;
if it does not promote industry, honesty and good will; if. in fact, it does
nothing to elevate and Improve mankind, then waste and not economy is
shown in its management.
an

on

good health.

George

to

gone

winter with

Kate Peters his gone to Oouldaboro
to spend a few weeks with her iieter, Mr*.
Edith Hovey.

house

BARTLETT'S ISLAND.

be

has

the

Mr*.

the

Feb. 29.

She

at

are

tor tbeir VICatlona; Wintbrop
Farmington normal school and

ioD from

a

vlsl'.mg

§taniey

b'm.

Improving

son.

Mr#.

Foss

«•«

spend

Conner la III

with the
grip
Mra. Cbarlaa D •veraux baa
return*.
** 4
New York, lo remain until
spring
Master Augu-ttne
Wardwell, Bh„ °U
bean III alnca last fall, la out

I. Freese.

H.

during the night after
of but a few days.

Mrs. J. Nelson Stratton and Mrs. EdL. Stratton have gone to Massachusetts for a visit.

Joy

Noonan

to

R

Ralph Moore his returned from South
suffering severely
with sores gathering Gou d**boro, where he has been a guest of
went

Mrs.

<.rln

use

her

ca-ne

ward

Madison

Belinda

Nasbui, N. H.,

In bis 1 broat.

Cards

tbe

Mrs.

Bendl* Is
the grip.

an

Mr*.

ill

The large delegation of Odd
Fellowa
Stevens, who bas been visit- w ho attended the district convention In
gave
glowing
ing relatives here na* returned to New Ellsworth last Friday
; accounts of the happy occasion. The corLoudon, Conn.
dial hospitality of L*j >k lodge, the excelFor twenty nights in tbe month of |
lent work of all tbe degree teams, the
February, the mercury went down many I
good speeches of the grand officers, the
degrees below zero.

of the angry trees was dug up and
thrown to one side. Immediately upon
being removed from the ground the
tree opened its leaves, its twigs lost
their pigtails, and for something over
hour and a
half the outraged
an
branches showed their Indignation by
which grew
a
series of quaking*,
weaker a* time passed, finally ceasing
altogether, when the foliage hung limp
and withered. The next morning the
tree was placed upright in ttie ground
again, a little water was upfdled to the
roots, and very soon it resumed Its
normal condition.— Boston Globe.

t'nintf

been

measles, is slowly

Miss L-na

friendly location. Curiosity of
prompted an Investigation. One

one can

has

from

wood.

I fee-. i\*» ti natS le*Vn named.
viisrsnecod hy tftiVviers. who upon
making tfamp fbf the ;,igbt placed one
ehii of a Canvas coverimr over ouG of
the sensitive branches, using it for a
support. Immediately the tree began to
sharply jerk its branches. The motion
continued, growing more nervous, until
at last the sickening odor which it

No

wbo

attack of

Mr*. Katherine

confined tc

by illness.

time

past two weeks

tbe

A

LeRoy Taple.v Is having cut and will
land on Tapley ’s wuarf 100 cords of soft

Mrs. Edna Burns, of West Eden, spent
last week with her mother, Mrs. Kraoct*
Brewer

A

prlvatl

XEWs^

County

NORTH C A STINE.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Mb* Leila Cola bis bten visiting relatives in Winter Harbor.

improving.

Racers.

patient at being disturbed. The oftener
the foliage is molested the more violent becomes the slinking of the

mom

a

E. J. Parker ha* been

Bangor,

W. H. Ge began, of

some

George Pert,

Mrs.

extended visit In Boston.

an

bas been

M. Carter

from tbe effects of tbe

Mrs. Chastens Hatuor is
tives In Bar Harbor.

course

Albert
hie bouse

fc? u night's sleep, IT touched the whole
thing v. ill flutter as if agitated or im-

gave out drove the tired campers to

Tbe Cbemteneso club held
meeting Monday evening.

Capt. Andrew Wescott ts ill in tbe hos-

pital

headache.

|

17th for San

For atitHHonal

«M

im

BLUEHILL.

Irving Tarbox is borne from Mel*

Mrs.

preached

branches, and at length the tree emits
a imliscatiug odor, which If inhaled for
a few moments causes a violent,
diazy

County

for

page*

rose, Mass.

There is in the wilds of northwestern
Idaho a species of the acacia tree
which is entitled to be classed as one
pf the wonders of plant life. It grows
to a height of alKHit eight feet and
when full grown closes its leaves together in coils em it day at sunset and
curls its twigs to the shape of pigtails.
After the tree ha.*? settled itself thus

own

ty.

Perkins left here the

Rev. J

"Yon are better educated than half
the girls, who only learn as parrots
learn. I am sure you came of gentle
parents. There has been a financial
.crash in yojr family, and when it came
9.0U bravely began a? the bottom and
you will rise Ui the top."
"That Is not so. If it were I would

any one else.
Olive was taken ill, and a doctor
When he
was called to attend her.
went downstairs after his first visl*
found Elliott White In tl'"
(<1
Elliott had been wait,2g
wUt

Harry

THE ANHRY TREE.
Peculiar An fir * of T1»U Curionlty
Plant Life.

other

mo

Francisco.

Of the many underground battle
which have taken place ui history t ie
fiercest was probably thai of the si'\g»
of Haarlem in the Hutch wars. Thr
Spaniards mined and the Intbh covn
termined with opial industry, c;vd be
low the ground a fierce conflict rjigod.
When the Versailles troops toq;. P.r
is after the commune, they eluded some
of the communist frooj*s to the gr it
sewers of
the French capital, where
some desper^e struggles took plare
Washington Post.

at

was

County .%>*».*

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

Austrians.

day
surprised
hearing
a fragment of dialogue
between her
nephew and her servant.
aunt

Maiir Wur on lee an«l Unthe Earth'* Surface.

Battles have been fought in many curious places, ranging from mountain
peaks to sewers, from ice fields to desert sands.
At the battle of Monterey, In the
1 Mexican war, the Americans were able
to command the streets of the city with
their artillery, but they bad difficulty
in dislodging the Mexicans from the
houses; so, the city being built of stone
or adobe in solid blocks of houses, the
Yankees broke through the walls from
cue house to another, fighting and driving out the enemy, so that the battle
of Monterey was largely fought in
doors.
In one of the battles of the wars of
William the Silent for the Independence
of the Noth lands the Spanish ships
were frozen ii» 0:1 the Zuyder Zee. T1 v
Dutch came out on horseback over tin
ice and attacked them. This is probably the only battle In which cavalry
was ever used directly against ships
Several other combats were fought 1 .*
tween troops on the ice in those wins,
and on one occasion the infantry is
said to have worn skates.
The battle of Austcrlitz was par:!}
fought on a frozen lake. an;l when the
allies wen* retreating across it the shot
from the French artillery, plunging i
to the ice and breaking it up. cans d
the death of thousands of Russians «r.d

Olive Horton was a nursery ©aid.
Had it not been f r the dress of a
tenant no one would ever ha^e taken
her to be one. She was refined looking. and there was something in her
manner that also bespoke refinement.
She seemed to have little in common
with her fellow servants, who, though
they were not admitted to her friendship, never turned against her. Real
superiority is always sooner or later
tecognized. and Olive Horton came to
be regarded by them as of a higher
Glass. Most of them believed that she

mdditional

t*
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BATTLE PL'CES.

OI>!>

A SERVING MAID

John Reed, who has bteu away most of
tbe winter coasting, is home.
William Ward and wife are receiving

congratulation

on

tbe arrival of

a

baby

boy.
Misa

Cora

Stanley

Msfsacbusttta,
ing for

some

has returned

where she has been

from
visit-

time.

Miss lmz Hmallidge and Chester Mad*
docks, of Northeast Hartor, gjem Sunday bere with friends.
M Its Callie Emery, of Bar Harbor, has
brer*

few weeks with

spending
ter, Mrt*. Clarence Emery.
Tbe Baptist society will hold an ice
cream sociable and cake contest at the
home of Mrs. C. C. Stanley Friday evening.
a

have done before. Iimi car bu'ld’-r for
the railroad, and as I travel along the line
if J can do anyth!'g In Dr. Greene’s behalf 1 will do it. My adv ice to al> will be
use
this grand intdiclne. Dr. Greene's
Nervura blood and t-e- v** renced\
You who have suffered so long and tried
so many remedies, iust try a bottle of Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy
and you will g't well. It alwavscares.
Doctors recommend It because it Is a great
It make*
physician's dbcov»ry and b* cause
people well. Dr. Gr»eue is the most successful specialist in curing nervous and
chronic dte*a?«s. His office is at 34 TemBoston, Mass., where he can be

ple place.
consu'ted free, personally or by letter.
Ueit'omiueiidtMl ami for sale by all rirug-

!*■«»•_

C.

Ellsworth.

| MADE Hli ft NEW IN
THINKS L. F. MEDICINE
A BOON TO MANKIND

EAST ORLAND.

seriously

ill.

Augustine Mason was in Bangor Saturday
F. P. Mason was in Boston several dajs
the past week.
The entertainment Tuesday evening
well attended.

Austin, wife and daughter, of
Dedham, are tbegueste of Elijah White.
29

5

I

|

Hoyt
Feb

Maine

her ©la-

Schools closed this week after a successof nine weeks taught by Mies
Farnsworth in tbe grammar grade, and
Miss lyRh in the primary.
E
Ftb. 29.

was

PARCHER,

APOTHECAKV.

ful term

Mrs Jennie Mason Gross is

A.

M.

i

"1 wish to say a few words In praise of the
True 'L. F.' Atwood’s Bitters. I have taken it
for years ar.d find It to be the best all round
laxative medicine 1 can get. I was feeling
•very bad last Spring ar.d took severs! boi'-es
and it made mo fee Mike a new ma:. If r>.is
testimonial willbe of any use to you Intr "ecsingthe sale of yourmodiclneyouareft 1 :rty
to
to use It. This medicine is surely a
all mankind. '—5. W. Gordcit, Ckestt. nii* Ifc

THE TRUE L. F. RENEWS THE ENERGIES AND IMPARTS VIGOR AND
8TRENGTH TO BODY AND MIND

__J

